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Abstract

Designs for geostationary (GEO) solar power satellites (SPS) are extremely large in

scale, more than one order of magnitude larger than the International Space Station.

In this thesis a detailed study of the orbit dynamics of SPS is performed. Analytical

equations, derived by the process of averaging of the SPS equations of motion, are

used to determine the long-term orbital evolution. Previous SPS studies have simply

assumed a GEO as the operational orbit, and then designed control systems for main-

taining the orbit within acceptable nominal values. It is found that an alternative

SPS orbital location known as the geosynchronous Laplace plane orbit (GLPO) is

superior to GEO in many aspects. An SPS in GLPO requires virtually no fuel to

maintain its orbit, minimises the risk of debris creation at geosynchronous altitude,

and is extremely robust operationally, i.e. loss of control is inconsequential. The

GLPO SPS requires approximately 105 kg less fuel per year compared to a GEO SPS

while providing near equivalent power delivery. Although savings in orbit control

are achieved, depending on the mass distribution of the SPS, attitude control costs

may be incurred by placing an SPS in GLPO. Consideration of the attitude dynamics

of SPS has motivated the development of a model for the rotational dynamics of a

body which includes energy dissipation and the effects of external torques. Multiple

spring-damper masses are used to provide a mechanism for energy dissipation. This

rotational dynamics model is used to assess the naturally stable attitude configura-

tions of a SPS design in geosynchronous orbit subject to gravity gradient torque. It is

found that for a large planar array, a dynamically stable configuration requiring nom-

inal orbit-attitude control is possible. This involves rotating around the maximum

axis of inertia at the orbit rate, with the minimal axis aligned in the radial direction.
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It will be shown that a SPS in this configuration while in GLPO requires virtually

no orbit or attitude control. The most significant result of the research in this thesis

is proving that a SPS can operate in GLPO with nominal orbit control and yet still

deliver almost equivalent power to the Earth’s surface as the same SPS would in a

controlled GEO.
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b−→ij Position vector of point mass corresponding to a relaxed spring, i.e. for ξij = 0, m

c−→ First moment of inertia of the system with respect to 0, kg m

c−→b First moment of inertia of R with respect to 0, kg m

f
−→

External force acting on R, N

f
−→d,ij Force R exerts on Pij, N

f
−→con,ij Constraining force normal to the direction of Pi j’s travel, N

g
−→

External torque acting on R, Nm

l−→ Absolute angular momentum of system (R+ ∑3,2
i,j=1 Pij) about 0, kgm2/s

l−→b Absolute angular momentum of rigid body R about 0, kgm2/s

n̂−→ij
Unit vector defining the direction of Pij’s travel

p
−→b Linear momentum of R, kgm/s

p
−→d,ij Linear momentum of Pij, kgm/s

p
−→

Total linear momentum of the system (R+ ∑3,2
i,j=1 Pij), kgm/s

r−→ Position vector of small volume element dV with respect to 0, m

r−→d,ij Position vector of Pij with respect to 0, m

v−→ Absolute velocity of 0, m/s

ω−→ Absolute angular velocity of R, rad/s

J
−→

Second moment of inertia of the system with respect to 0, kg m2

J
−→b Second moment of inertia of R with respect to 0, kg m2

U−→ Identity matrix

M System inertia matrix

V Velocities matrix

$ Momenta matrix
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Introduction

“The energy of the sun was stored, converted, and utilized directly on
a planet-wide scale. All Earth turned off its burning coal, its fissioning
uranium, and flipped the switch that connected all of it to a small station,
one mile in diameter, circling the Earth at half a distance from the moon.
All Earth ran by invisible beams of sunpower.”

- Isaac Asimov

1.1 The Solar Power Satellite

The solar power satellite (SPS) is conceptually simple: a large Earth orbiting satellite

designed to act as an electric power plant in orbit. The SPS consists of three main

segments: a solar energy collector to convert the solar energy into direct current

(DC) electricity, a DC-to-microwave converter, and a large antenna which beams

the microwave power to the ground. The main benefits of collecting sunlight and

converting it to electricity in space are: the sunlight is not attenuated by Earth’s

atmosphere, collection is not influenced by the day-night cycle, and power may be

rapidly re-directed to areas of high demand. SPS also offers a CO2 free, unlimited

source of energy.

The concept of the solar power satellite originates in the 1941 short story ‘Reason’

by the science fiction author Isaac Asimov. The story features the protagonists being

assigned to a space station which collects solar energy and beams it to numerous

planets as microwaves. The idea did not garner any serious consideration until the

first technical analysis of the concept was performed by Peter Glaser in 1968.1 Glaser,

who became a life long proponent of space solar power, was the first to propose that

1
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the ideal location for a SPS to serve Earth would be in geostationary Earth orbit

(GEO). Glaser later received a patent on a conceptual design in 1973.

Large scale studies were instigated by National Aeronautics and Space Admin-

istration (NASA) and the Department of Energy (DOE) in the early 1980’s. Due

to the physics of microwave beaming from geosynchronous altitude, the size, and

hence cost of SPS were found to be prohibitive. The idea has recently resurfaced

as improvements have been made in SPS enabling technologies such as photovoltaics

and large space structure deployment techniques. A small portion of the extensive

literature generated during this period focussed on the attitude and orbit dynamics

of the extremely large SPS which were envisaged. In this literature, there is small

mention of the possibility of placing SPS in the geosynchronous Laplace plane orbit

(GLPO) as a method of eliminating the need for north-south station-keeping. The

idea appears to have gained little traction compared to the widely accepted idea of

placing SPS in GEO. The main reason for this appears to have been that for the

reference system, only delivery of power to a relatively high latitude ground station

(in North America) was considered. Delivery to a high latitude ground station from

GLPO requires a significantly larger receiving antenna (rectenna) than from GEO.

This was the justification for not considering GLPO, however, no detailed trade-off

studies were performed.

1.2 Aims and Objectives

1.2.1 Aims

• Determine if the geosynchronous Laplace plane orbit (GLPO) is superior to

geostationary Earth orbit (GEO) for the application of solar power satellites

(SPS).

• Investigate the feasibility of operating different SPS designs in the GLPO from

both an orbit and attitude dynamics perspective.
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1.2.2 Objectives

• Perform a systems analysis and determine the optimal orbit for a SPS to deliver

the highest Energy/Cost ratio.

• Construct an orbit propagation model which accounts for the major perturb-

ations acting at geosynchronous altitude and is capable of fast propagation of

uncontrolled SPS orbits over their full proposed lifetime of 30+ years.

• From the orbit propagations, determine if without orbit control the SPS remains

in beam pointing range for a phased array antenna.

• Measure the power delivery from the SPS to a ground receiving antenna (rec-

tenna), accounting for the power loss due to non-zero incident angle of the

beamed radiation and variation in the separation distance between the SPS and

rectenna.

• Assess the propellant costs for orbit and attitude control for different SPS

designs in GLPO vs GEO.

• Assess the orbit and attitude stability of different SPS designs.

1.3 Contributions

• Found that GLPO offers the best energy to cost ratio for SPS systems. Sys-

tems analysis method allows SPS systems to be evaluated in terms of energy

to cost ratio accounting for manufacture, launch, orbital transfer costs, orbital

maintenance, and power delivery accounting for non-zero incident angle.

• Identified priorities for SPS research based upon sensitivity analysis of the sys-

tems analysis model.
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• Shown that certain SPS designs are capable of operating with nominal fuel for

both orbit and attitude control in a stable orbit-attitude configuration. The

implication of this finding is that it removes the need for developing higher

Isp electric ion thrusters for SPS control, as those currently available could

maintain gravity gradient SPS in the GLPO using a relatively small amount

of propellant. It also removes the engineering problem of either storing large

volumes of propellant (of the order 106 kg for an SPS lifetime), or devising a

re-fuelling strategy.

• Showed that the difference in gravity gradient torque for SPS in GLPO vs GEO

is minimal accounting for Earth oblateness.

• Quantified the power delivery performance from GLPO and GEO for SPS over

mission lifetime.

• Confirmed the orbit stability of multiple SPS designs in the GLPO.

• Confirmed the attitude stability of the Tethered and Sun-Tower SPSs in gravity

gradient orientated attitude configuration in the GLPO.

1.4 Statement of Research

A thorough analysis of the dynamics and operational implications of placing large

solar power satellites in the geosynchronous Laplace plane as opposed to geostation-

ary orbits is presented. A long term orbit propagation model is implemented using

the Milankovitch orbital elements and first order averaging. The attitude dynamics

of SPS in GLPO are then considered. Motivated by the issue of attitude stability

for large flexible structures, such as SPS, an energy dissipation model is developed.

A mechanism for energy dissipation is provided by a multiple spring-mass-damper

system. External forces and torque due to gravity are incorporated to model the

orbit-attitude dynamics of SPS in both GEO and GLPO. The major outcome of the
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thesis is summarised in the following thesis statement.

Thesis Statement:

There are clear and tangible benefits to utilising the geosynchronous Laplace

plane orbit for the application of solar power satellites instead of geosta-

tionary Earth orbit. Orbit control fuel savings are possible and the risk of

future orbital debris creation is minimised, with no significant degradation

in power delivery performance.

1.4.1 Publications

• McNally, I., Scheeres, D., Radice, G., Locating large solar power satellites in the

geosynchronous Laplace plane, Journal of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics,

Vol. 38, No. 3 (2015), pp. 489-505

• McNally, I., Scheeres, D., Radice, G., Attitude dynamics of large geosynchronous

solar power satellites, Astrodynamics Specialist Conference, San Diego, Califor-

nia, 2014

• McNally, I., Scheeres, D., Radice, G., Orbital dynamics of large solar power

satellites: The geosynchronous Laplace plane, Spaceflight Mechanics Meeting,

Sante Fe, New Mexico, 2014

• McNally, I., Scheeres, D., Radice, G., Ceriotti, M., Orbital dynamics of large

solar power satellites, 64th International Astronautical Congress, Beijing, 2013

• McNally, I., Ceriotti, M., Radice, G., Systems analysis of the sandwich solar

power satellite, 63rd International Astronautical Congress, Naples, 2012
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1.5 Thesis Structure

In Chapter 1 the classical orbit elements are introduced following from the formula-

tion of the two body problem. A more detailed overview of solar power satellites is

provided. Finally, the dynamic and kinematic equations for the rotational motion of

a generic rigid body are introduced.

In Chapter 2 an initial systems analysis study on solar power satellite systems is

presented. Multi-objective optimisation using genetic algorithms is used to identify

optimal parameters for SPS systems. Geosynchronous Laplace Plane orbits are con-

firmed to be the most cost-effective.

Chapter 3 contains an in-depth analysis of the orbital dynamics of geosynchronous

orbits for SPS. Utilising the non-singular Milankovitch orbit elements, an averaged

model of the dynamics is constructed for the long-term orbit propagation of geo-

synchronous SPS. The apparently optimal non-zero inclination orbit is named the

geosynchronous Laplace plane orbit (GLPO) and the operational implications of op-

erating in GLPO compared to GEO are considered. GLPO is found to be a feasible

alternative to GEO and offers numerous benefits: an SPS in GLPO requires virtually

no fuel to maintain its orbit, minimises the risk of debris creation at geosynchronous

altitude, and is extremely operationally robust, i.e. loss of control is inconsequential.

The GLPO SPS saves approximately 105 kg per year in fuel compared to a GEO SPS

for near equivalent power delivery.

Although there are orbit control savings offered by locating SPS in GLPO, depend-

ing on the mass distribution and attitude configuration, there can be minor penalties

in terms of attitude control costs. Chapter 4 considers the implications for attitude

control against gravity gradient torque for placing Abacus SPS in GLPO rather than

GEO. Coupled orbit and attitude equations of motion are derived with mutual grav-

itational attraction investigated. The propellant cost of maintaining attitude control

is calculated for Abacus SPS operating in both GEO and GLPO.
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Motivated by consideration of the attitude stability of SPS designs, a model for ro-

tational dynamics with a mechanism for energy dissipation is developed in Chapter 5.

This is then applied to the case of a geosynchronous SPS with gravity gradient and

internal energy dissipation acting. The naturally stable attitude configuration for any

SPS structure can be determined with this model. Configurations for SPS designs

which require minimal attitude control are identified. For a triaxial SPS, the stable

attitude configuration consists of rotation around the maximum axis of inertia at the

orbit rate with the minimum axis of inertia Earth pointing. This is a gravity gradi-

ent stabilised satellite. For large flat platforms, such as Type I SPS, the naturally

stable configuration requiring nominal orbit-attitude control is the gravity gradient

stabilised orientation in a GLPO.

1.6 The Solar Power Satellite

Peter Glaser’s SPS study1 was the first proper technical analysis of SPS and prompted

a wide range of technical studies in the 1970’s and 1980’s, such as the comprehensive

‘SPS Concept Development and Evaluation Program’ published by NASA and the

Department of Energy (DoE).2 As a result of these studies, a reference system was

defined which consisted of a large solar array (5.3 × 10.7 km) with a large gimballed

microwave transmitting antenna (1 km in diameter) as shown in Fig. 1.1. The defin-

ition of this reference system allowed many of the design parameters to be locked in

which enabled more focused technical studies to be completed. One such parameter

was the orbital location, GEO was chosen.

The surge in interest in space solar power at this time may in part be attributed

to the previous success of the Apollo missions (and their recent end, leaving many

looking for the next big space project) and rising oil prices at the time. This led

to some extremely ambitious designs for solar power satellites. The so-called SPS

“reference system” proposed a network of 100’s of SPSs, each delivering 5 GW. It was

envisaged that such a system would require the development of new higher capacity
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launchers, and also on-orbit construction by 100’s of astronauts. Plans for a space-

station staging satellite to house the astronauts were also considered. The highly

detailed nature of these studies (1000’s of pages long) was impressive, yet, perhaps

premature. Due to the ambition of the designs for SPS at the time, it is perhaps

not surprising that these plans were shelved in 1980.3 Oil prices had fallen to more

reasonable levels and the economic case for SPSs could not be made. The technology

development required and capital costs were excessive. As was the case then, and

now, space solar power is not likely to replace all other forms of energy and should

not be considered in this context. However, it may form an important part of the

solution in the future and offers some unique advantages. For instance, with just 3

geosynchronous SPSs, over 90% of the worlds population would be within range to

receive power on demand.

Since the initial studies, the concept of SPS has been periodically revisited, often

motivated by concerns surrounding global climate change and the search for a reliable

clean source of energy. Consequently, the SPS concept has evolved. The NASA Fresh

Look study4 produced a number of new SPS designs and resulted in a shift in emphasis

towards modular and smaller SPS. Rather than focusing on designing a large scale

SPS system capable of producing a significant portion of mankind’s energy needs,

small niche energy markets were considered for the first time. For example, delivering

energy to military bases in remote or dangerous locations via small SPS systems was

proposed.5 The cost of delivering energy from SPS in this case does not need to be

competitive with commercial suppliers. Instead, it must compete against the cost

of generating energy in these situations via conventional means (transporting fuel to

power generators) which is expensive due to the transport of the fuel through hostile

territories. A roll-up rectenna could potentially be unfurled and receive power from a

network of low Earth orbit SPS. This could certainly be an interesting niche market

which would allow a small-scale SPS system to be implemented which would serve a

useful purpose and simultaneously demonstrate the technology for a future large-scale
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system.

The most recent SPS research initiative was announced in April 2015. An agree-

ment between Northrop Grumman and Caltech was signed which involves up to

$17.5M being provided over 3 years6 to pursue SPS related research. The aim of

the research program is to develop the following technologies: high-efficiency ultr-

alight photovoltaics; ultralight deployable space structures; and phased array and

power transmission.

The awareness of SPS as a potential energy source for development was raised by

a recent competition across the Department of Defense, Department of State, and the

U.S. Agency for International Development where entrants were tasked with proposing

ideas to simultaneously advance U.S. diplomacy, defense and development (the 3 D’s

of foreign policy). A multi-agency-industry team with representatives from the Air

Force’s Air University, the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), Northrop Grumman,

NASA, the Joint Staff Logistics and Energy Division, the Defense Advanced Research

Projects Administration (DARPA), the Army, and the Space Development Steering

Committee presented the case for SPS to be developed. The proposal set out plans

for a U.S. based research program culminating in a SPS demonstration satellite in

10 years time. The SPS proposal came 1st out of 500 entrants, winning 4 out of 7

categories. Although no follow on funding was included in the competition, it was the

first time that SPS has been presented to a high level of U.S. government.
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1.6.1 SPS Type Classification

Figure 1.1: SPS reference design (Type I SPS), NASA/DOE artwork 1979-1980.

The reference system is the original of a certain class of SPS referred to as “SPS

Type I: SPS Reference and Updated Reference Concepts” in the recent IAA report

on SPS.7 There are two other class of SPS defined in the IAA report, “SPS Type

II: SPS Electric Laser Concepts” and “SPS Type III: SPS Sandwich and Related

Concepts”.

Type I involves one or two large, sun-pointed solar collection systems and one or

two Earth-pointed wireless power transmission (WPT) systems (see Fig. 1.1). This is a

large, 3-axis stabilised platform system architecture that involves the use of microwave

radio frequency (RF) for WPT. The sun-pointing solar collector and Earth-pointing

WPT system must be connected by a live rotating coupler (also known as a ‘slip-ring’).
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Figure 1.2: Example of a laser Type II SPS, image credit Artemis Innovation Man-
agement Solutions LLC.

Type II (see Fig. 1.2) concepts can be either: (1) electric-laser based or (2) solar-

pumped laser. Within the area of laser SPS, there are several alternative systems

approaches, involving either integrated platforms comprising multiple individual laser

systems or constellations of free-flying laser platforms. Laser based designs are gen-

erally much smaller in scale. Microwave architectures tend to be favoured due to the

superior transmission of microwave frequencies through the atmosphere (and through

precipitation).
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Figure 1.3: End-to-end concept of a sandwich Type III SPS.7

Type III (see Fig. 1.3) concepts involve a light redirection based approach to

energy distribution on the SPS platform. It also depends upon the successful local

integration of solar power generation, power management and distribution, and WPT

systems in extremely large numbers of individual modular space systems. Type III

SPS are gravity gradient stabilised. Fig. 1.3 presents a conceptual illustration of a

recent sandwich type SPS.

In this thesis, Type I and III shall be focussed on. Both involve microwave trans-

mission of power from geosynchronous orbit and, as shown in Fig. 1.1 and 1.3, both

are kilometre scale satellites. Understanding the dynamics of such large structures in

geosynchronous orbits is the primary aim of the thesis. Type II pose a different set of

challenges, including formation flying of smaller scale SPS which is considered outside

the scope of this thesis.

1.6.2 SPS Designs Past and Present

Although there is mention of 30 different SPS concepts in the literature in NASA’s

Fresh Look Study,4 many of these are purely conceptual with poorly defined design
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parameters or they propose the use of technology ‘not yet validated in the laboratory’.4

It is difficult to make comparisons on the costs of different SPS designs as many assume

technology that is not fully developed yet. It is certainly possible, however, to compare

the technical feasibility of different SPS options.

The 1979 SPS designs consisted of large, erected infrastructures. These massive

units required a two-stage Earth-to-orbit (ETO) transportation system to lift the

needed material as well as a large construction facility in space and hundreds of as-

tronauts. The financial impact of this deployment scheme was significant. In 1966

dollars, more than $250 billion was estimated to be required before the first com-

mercial kilowatt-hour could be delivered.4 The dimensions of the NASA baseline

SBSP concept from 1981 are shown in Fig. 1.4. The concept has a system mass of

approximately 51,000 metric tons.

Figure 1.4: SPS reference system.

The U.S. National Research Council (NRC) and the Congressional Office of Tech-
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nology Assessment (OTA) concluded that solar power satellites were technically feas-

ible. However, they were declared ‘programmatically and economically unachievable’

based on the 1979 SPS Reference designs. The NRC recommended that related re-

search continue and that the issue of solar power satellite viability should be revisited

in about a decade. In reality, all serious effort on solar power from space by the U.S.

government ceased.4 The NRC report stated, ‘Too little is currently known about

the technical, economic, and environmental aspects of SPS to make a sound decision

whether to proceed with its development and deployment. In addition, without further

research an SPS demonstration or systems-engineering verification program would be

a high-risk venture.’8

NASA decided to re-examine the various technologies, concepts and terrestrial

markets that might be involved in future space solar power systems during 1995-1997

in what was known as the ‘Fresh-Look’ study. Its principal objective was to determine

whether solar power satellites (SPS) could deliver energy to terrestrial electrical power

grids at prices equal to or below ground alternatives in a variety of markets, do so

without major environmental drawbacks, and which could be developed at a fraction of

the initial investment projected for the SPS Reference System of the late 1970s.4 The

Fresh-Look study resulting in some new SPS concepts, and importantly, reinforced

the finding of previous studies that space solar power/SPS is technically feasible. It

was realised that the technology required for SPS was not anywhere near ready, and it

was recommended that the emphasis on further SPS studies should be on developing

the various technologies required.

In 2011 the IAA published a study that sought to direct SPS research towards the

eventual realisation of SPS by performing a detailed assessment of the technical and

economic feasibility of different SPS designs. Three types of SPS were identified as the

most promising for further study. Also, the question of whether or not the technologies

needed for various concepts was currently available, or required additional RD to

achieve necessary figures of merit (FOM) and high level of maturity was addressed.
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Figure 1.5: Integrated Technology Readiness and Risk Assessments (TRRAs) for the
3 types of SPS.7

.

Fig. 1.5 is the main result of the IAA study7 which categorises the different types of

SPS. The technology readiness level (TRL-scale for assessing technological maturity)
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was assessed for the technologies required for each type of SPS. The risk associated

with each technology, in terms of the probability of failure of the research and devel-

opment required for that technology was calculated. Fig. 1.5 shows the probability of

failure of the RD plotted against the impact of failure for the realisation of the design.

The TRLs of each technology are shown as numbers (1-10:1 least mature-10 most ma-

ture) on each symbol. This allows the direct comparison of the technical feasibility of

the different Types of SPS. SPS Type III are the most technically feasible overall, as

the crucial technologies generally have lower probability of failure, and lower impact

of failure (i.e. the technologies are clustered closer to the bottom left of the plot).

This finding motivates the selection of the Type III (also referred to as sandwich SPS

from here on) for the systems analysis of Chapter 2.

1.6.3 Non-Type I/Type III Designs

Figure 1.6: Suntower SPS
.

As recognised by the IAA study,7 some SPS designs do not qualify as Type I, II, or

III. Included here are additional SPS designs deemed of interest for investigation of

their orbit and attitude dynamics.

The ‘Sun Tower’ concept illustrated in Fig. 1.6 and is an example of a gravity

gradient stabilised SPS. The Sun tower resembles a large, Earth-pointing sunflower
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in which the face of the flower is the transmitter array, and the ‘leaves’ on the stalk

are solar collectors. The solar collectors can tilt to maximise solar collection through-

out the satellite’s orbit. The vertical backbone is 55 km long. This extremely long

backbone is in order to avoid self-shadowing of the solar collectors.

Figure 1.7: ISC SPS
.

The Integrated Symmetrical Concentrator (ISC) is an interesting alternative to

the Type III/sandwich SPS. Although similar at first glance, the primary difference is

the ISC has its central unit with PV arrays and microwave transmitter all in line with

the reflectors. This has a significant impact on the moments of inertia compared to

the Type III/sandwich SPS design, which has a T-shaped boom. The ISC cannot be

gravity gradient stabilised, where as the Type III/sandwich can be. The technological

area of most concern for the sandwich SPS is the issue of overheating of the sandwich

module. The ISC offers an alternative design which offsets this issue by separating

the PV arrays and microwave transmitter.

Recent designs focus on high modularity, but still involve very large structures
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far beyond the largest structures ever built in space. The focus of this thesis is on

understanding the dynamics of such large satellites, and of finding ways in which the

problems surrounding orbit and attitude control might be minimised by considering

the natural dynamics of such systems. The nature of SPS means that certain prop-

erties are very different compared to the average satellite. Higher area to mass ratio

results in a greater perturbing effect on the orbit due to solar radiation pressure.

Lower rigidity leads to more flexible structures and hence, a greater rate of energy

dissipation which effects the rotational dynamics. Very large moments of inertia mean

that gradient torque will be significant even for high altitude geosynchronous SPS.

For these reasons it is considered necessary to not simply design an SPS and then

figure out how to control it, but to instead consider the general properties of an

SPS in relation to orbital and rotational dynamics, and identify the naturally stable

configuration.

1.7 Two Body Problem

The simplest gravitational problem conceivable involves just two bodies, more specific-

ally two point masses B2 and B2 orbiting each other due to their mutual gravitational

attraction. This is the only gravitational problem for which a closed-form solution

has been found. Comprehensive knowledge of the two body problem and its assump-

tions is crucial to the study of astrodynamics. B1 and B2 have masses m1 and m2

respectively and their relative orientations are illustrated in Fig. 1.8.
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Figure 1.8: Two body problem showing the relative positions of two bodies.

Position vectors r1 and r2 give the positions of B1 and B2 relative to an inertial

reference frame FI . In applying both Newtons second law and his law of gravitation,

the equations of motion for B1 and B2 may be written:

m1r̈1 =
Gm1m2

R3 R (1.1)

m2r̈2 = −Gm1m2

R3 R (1.2)

where R = r2 − r1 is the position vector from B1 to B2, R is the magnitude of R, r̈i

is the inertial acceleration of Bi and G = 6.6696× 10−11 N m2/ kg2 is the universal

gravitational constant. The inertial acceleration R̈ of B2 with respect to B1 is:

R̈ = r̈2 − r̈1 = −Gm1

R3 R− Gm2

R3 R

R̈ = −G(m1 + m2)

R3 R = − µ

R3 R (1.3)

where µ = G(m1 + m2) and is known as the gravitational parameter. Eq. (1.3) is

the fundamental equation of the 2-body problem (sometimes known as the Kepler

problem) and it describes the motion of B2 with respect to B1 in an inertial reference

frame. For the majority of orbital mechanics problems, the mass of the primary body

is much greater than the mass of the secondary body (m1 >> m2, therefore µ ∼ Gm1).
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For example, in this study the primary body is always the Earth with the solar power

satellite being the secondary body. Hence, we have µ = µE ∼ GmE, where µE is

the gravitational parameter of the Earth and mE is the mass of the Earth. Unless

otherwise stated, µ is assumed to be equal to µE. Although the two body problem

does not account for perturbative effects on a bodies’ motion, it is useful for gaining

an understanding of the basic problem. Eq. (1.3) may be integrated to solve for the

position r and velocity v of the B2 with respect to B1. The classical orbit elements

are straightforwardly obtained from r and v.

1.8 Classical Orbit Elements

To describe the orbit of a satellite about the Earth, it is common to use six scalar

quantities known as the classical orbital elements. These consist of five elements which

describe the shape, size and orientation of the satellite orbit. The sixth orbital element

is required in order to specify the exact location of the satellite at a particular moment

in time. The six classical orbital elements are listed in Table 1.1 and illustrated in

Fig. 1.9.
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Figure 1.9: Orbit orientation shown with respect to the geocentric-equatorial reference
frame, also referred to as the Earth-Centred Inertial (ECI) reference system.

Table 1.1: The classical orbit elements.

Symbol Orbit Element
a Semi-major axis, m
e Eccentricity
ω Argument of perigee, degrees
i Inclination, degrees

Ω Right ascension of the ascending node, degrees
f True anomaly, degrees

The size and shape of the orbit are determined by the values of a and e, whilst f

relates the position in orbit to time. The angles i and Ω give the orientation of the

orbital plane with respect to the geocentric-equatorial reference frame. Finally, the

angle ω defines the orientation of the orbit in its plane.

The X̂Ŷ plane of the Earth-Centered Inertial (ECI) frame is the Earth’s equatorial

plane. The Ẑ axis is along the Earth’s polar axis of rotation. The X̂ axis points

towards the vernal equinox, which is the point where the Sun crosses the equatorial

plane from south to north on the first day of spring. Orbit propagation involves
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solving for the satellites position and velocity. Often it is desirable to study the

orbital elements rather than the position and velocity.

1.9 Perturbed Orbital Motion

In an ideal 2-body system, a satellite’s orbit describes a conic section. For a satellite

orbiting the Earth there are several forces that cause the conic section to continually

change. These deviations from the ideal Kepler orbit are known as perturbations.

It is important to understand how the satellites orbit differs from the mathematical

ideal orbit.

Variation of parameters (VOP) is the fundamental method of perturbation theory

used in celestial mechanics. VOP evolved over a period of half a century, starting

with Euler and ending with Lagrange, Laplace, and Gauss.9

The idea behind VOP is that the inclusion of perturbing forces in the 2-body

problem results in small changes (perturbations) to the constants of motion, i.e. they

become time-varying parameters (or ‘osculating’ elements). The transformation in

the 2-body problem between the constants of motion and the solution is still valid,

which thereby allows the time-varying parameters to describe the solution.

1.10 Rigid Body Motion

The study of the rotational motion of a rigid body is deeply rooted in the foundations

of classical physics. Aside from being of theoretical interest, the subject is essential

in practical fields of astronautics and celestial mechanics.

The problem of rotation of a rigid body may be divided into two parts. The

dynamic problem entails obtaining the angular velocity of the body with respect to

an inertial reference frame, starting with the knowledge of the initial angular velocity

and the history of the applied torque. The kinematic problem involves determining

the current orientation of the body from knowledge of the initial orientation and the
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history of the angular velocity.

For a generic rigid body the Eulers rotational equation of motion, in vectorial

form:10

l̇ = ∑ g (1.4)

where the dot symbol denotes the time derivative with respect to an inertial reference

frame, g is the resultant external torque acting on the body, and l = Iω is the

absolute angular momentum of the body, I is the inertia dyadic of the body with

respect to its center of mass, and ω is the angular velocity of the body with respect

to an inertial reference frame. By resolving all of the vectors and the inertia dyadic

along a body-fixed Cartesian coordinate system B with axis equal to the principal

axes of inertia, Eq. (1.4) can be written in scalar form as:

I1ω̇1 = (I2 − I3)ω2ω3 + g1

I2ω̇2 = (I3 − I1)ω3ω1 + g2

I3ω̇3 = (I1 − I2)ω1ω2 + g3 (1.5)

where {Ii : i = 1, 2, 3} are the principal moments of the rigid body, {ωi : i = 1, 2, 3}

are the components of ω in the B frame, and {gi : i = 1, 2, 3} the components of the

torque in the B frame.

The kinematics of rotation must also be considered. We introduce the attitude

dyadic A which maps from a body-fixed to an inertial frame. The kinematical equation

for it is given by:

Ȧ = A · ω̃ (1.6)

where the ˜ symbol defines the cross product dyadic, i.e. ω̃ = ω1(ê3ê2 − ê2ê3) +

ω2(ê1ê3 − ê3ê1) + ω3(ê2ê1 − ê1ê2). The unit vectors êi are the axes of the inertial

reference frame. Integration of this equation provides the current body orientation,

and, together with the integrals of Eq. (1.5), completely solves the rigid body motion
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problem. The attitude dyadic A is a rotation matrix relating the inertial and body-

fixed reference frames. It may be used to determine the attitude orientation of the

body in one of any number of attitude representations.



2

Systems Analysis of the Sandwich SPS

“When the number of factors coming into play in a phenomenological
complex is too large scientific method in most cases fails. One need only
think of the weather, in which case the prediction even for a few days
ahead is impossible.”

- Albert Einstein

To gain insight into the complex systems required to provide solar power from

space, a systems analysis of a Type III SPS is performed. The aim is to identify the

optimal orbital configuration for the implementation of a Type III SPS system. Of

primary interest is whether geosynchronous orbits are justifiably recommended for

SPSs.

2.1 Sandwich SPS Concept

Recently, an international collaborative 3 year study was completed by the Interna-

tional Academy of Astronautics.7 A high-level assessment of three types of SPS was

conducted. Among the outcomes, it was determined that the group of key concept

specific technologies for the microwave sandwich Type III SPS are generally lower risk

than those of the other concepts examined. This concept was therefore considered the

most attractive/feasible overall. A working prototype of a sandwich tile module was

recently developed and tested by Jaffe11 at the Naval Research Laboratory. Based

upon the IAA results and the fact that a working prototype of the critical compon-

ent of the sandwich SPS exists, the sandwich SPS concept is chosen for the systems

analysis performed here.

25
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The first exhaustive examination of the sandwich module concept was by Owen

Maynard in 1980. His NASA report12 outlines many of the obstacles and sensitiv-

ities associated with the sandwich design. Large, lightweight reflectors concentrate

incoming sunlight onto the top side of the sandwich structure which is covered in

solar cells. The solar cells generate electricity which is converted to microwaves and

beamed from the bottom Earth pointing side of the sandwich structure. The two

most significant advantages of the sandwich SPS are that heavy components are re-

duced/made redundant (such as DC transmission lines and the rotary joint, both of

which are required by other SPS concepts to transfer the electricity from the power

generation to power transmission system), and a highly modular structure is possible

which increases the ease of construction. However, there are also many challenges

to overcome to realise the sandwich SPS. The IAA report7 identifies the technology

for thermal management of the sandwich panel array as being particularly high risk.

Alternative designs based on the sandwich concept have been proposed, with slight

variations on configuration.

We are specifically interested in the difference in performance of SPS microwave

systems depending on their chosen orbit. The orbital and physical properties for an

SPS system, for varying scenarios, shall be identified. The cost to implement each

SPS system and the total energy delivered to the ground based users is evaluated. The

default orbital location for SPS in previous studies is geostationary (GEO) due to the

near 24 hour power delivery it offers. This choice is validated in this study, however

an alternative inclined geosynchronous orbit is found to deliver superior performance

over the lifetime of the SPS.

A previous study of SPS applied evolutionary algorithms (EAs)13 to assess the

optimal solutions for delivery to different ground station configurations. The focus of

that study was on the potential integration of an SPS system with ground-based solar

power and the cost of the combined systems (including estimates of the cost for energy

storage facilities and transmission cables etc.). The effect of varying the number and
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location of ground stations was analysed for a maximum of 3 ground stations, with

multiple stations found to be optimal. These studies focussed on the European energy

situation, hence ground station locations were limited to within Europe. This chapter

shall focus on a single equatorial ground station location, instead choosing to focus

on the space segment of the SPS system. The orbital dynamics of the sandwich SPS

are considered, with the orbital maintenance requirements used to find the maximum

mission lifetime. This is used to evaluate the total energy delivered by the system

over the entire mission lifetime.

The chapter is organised as follows: in Section 2.2, the systems analysis is outlined,

with sizing and costing of the SPS explained. The equations used to evaluate the total

cost of the system and the total energy delivered are given. In Section 2.6 the results

of the entire solution space are presented, with the best performing identified and

discussed. Section 2.8 summarises the findings of the systems analysis and assesses

the sensitivity of the results to various input parameters in the model.

2.2 Outline of Problem

The problem may be summarised as follows: the total cost of the SPS system CSPS

(which includes development, manufacture and launch) must be minimised while the

total energy delivered by the SPS system to the ground-based receivers over the

mission lifetime ED must be maximised. As such the objective functions are given by:

Min: F1 = CSPS

Max: F2 = ED

Both objective functions are evaluated with respect to 2 decision variables which define

the shape and orientation of the orbit. These are semi-major axis a and inclination i,

the ranges considered are given in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Decision variables and bounds. These values are used for all test cases
unless stated otherwise.

Symbol Decision Variable Lower Bound Upper Bound
a Semi-major axis, km 7000 50000
i Inclination, deg 0 180

The allowed ranges of the decision variables are chosen such that a wide array

of possible solutions are available. The simplicity of the problem formulation allows

all different combinations of decision variables to be assessed. The method used for

evaluating each objective function is given in the following sections.

2.3 SPS Sizing

A preliminary mass budget is required for the SPS. The initial mass of a single SPS

on injection into operational orbit is given by:

mSPS = mp,OM + mSEP + mtank + mSA + mIT + mre f + mTA (2.1)

where each mass component is defined in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: SPS mass components.

Parameter Mass Component
mp,OM Propellant for orbit maintenance
mSEP Solar electric propulsion system
mtank Propellant tank
mSA Solar arrays
mIT Interconnecting tether
mre f Reflectors

mTA Transmitting antenna

The mass of the propellant tank, mtank, is a function of the propellant mass.14

mtank = 0.1mp,OM

where mp,OM is the mass of propellant for orbital maintenance and over the mission
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lifetime, mp,OM = 0.05mSPS, f is assumed, where mSPS, f is the end of mission mass of

the SPS. mSEP is the mass of the solar electric propulsion system, and is calculated

using the properties shown in Table 2.3 from Wie and Roithmayr’s study of the 1.2GW

Abacus SPS.15,16

Table 2.3: Properties of the electric propulsion system.

Parameter Value
Power/Thrust 30 kW/N
mSEP/Power 5 kg/kW

The method for orbit control assumes that the velocity changes required to correct

the orbit are delivered in one single arc of full thrust. This arc is a fraction of the

orbital period T,∆t = 0.25T. This assumption is made to approximate the properties

of electric ion thrusters performing orbit maintenance thrusts. To calculate the min-

imum thrust required of the propulsion system it is necessary to find the ∆v correction

required per orbit. The method for calculating ∆v is given later in Section 2.5.2 and is

divided by the thrust arc time, ∆t, to find the minimum acceleration required, Amin.

The minimum thrust requirement of the propulsion system is then:

FT = mSPS Amin

where the approximation that mSEP is not included in mSPS is made. The total power

required for the propulsion system is then:

P =
FTVe

2ηSEP

where Ve = Ispg0 is exhaust velocity, Isp the specific impulse of the engine, g0 the

gravitational acceleration (9.8 m/s2), and ηSEP is engine efficiency, taken to be 80%.16

The dry mass of the electric propulsion system, mSEP, is then calculated using the
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value of mass to power ratio of ζ = 5kg/kW as suggested by Wie and Roithmayr.15,16

mSEP = ζP

mSA is the mass of the solar arrays which cover the top surface of the sandwich panel:

mSA = σSA ASA

where σSA = 1.7 kg/m2 as suggested for future MBG solar arrays.17 Similarly, the

mass of the large lightweight reflectors is given by:

mre f = σre f Are f

where σre f = 0.45 kg/m2 is used according to Seboldt and Reichert18 for future

deployable/inflatable areas (suggested range 0.2-0.7 kg/m2). mIT is the mass of the

interconnecting tether which joins the reflectors to the sandwich panel. A similar

model is assumed as for the Integrated Symmetrical Concentrator SPS, which is very

similar to the sandwich SPS. This involves a tether mass per unit length of σIT = 25

kg/m.19 The length of tether material required is assumed to be lIT ' 6Dx as in the

ISC design.19

The diameter of the transmitting antenna Dx is sized to obtain good power beam-

ing efficiency. The parameter τ is defined by Goubau and Schwering:20

τ =

√
Ax Ar

λµ(a− RE)
(2.2)

where Ax and Ar are the areas of the transmitting antenna and rectenna respectively,

a is semi-major axis, RE is the radius of the Earth and λµ is the wavelength of the

microwave beam. For high efficiency transmission we take τ = 2. As shown in

Figure 2.1, τ = 2 gives an efficiency of ∼ 95%.
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Figure 2.1: Power collection efficiency as a function of τ with optimum power taper
over the transmitting aperture.21

.

Substituting in τ = 2 and rewriting as a function of the diameters of the trans-

mitting antenna Dx and rectenna Dr gives:

Dx =
8λµ(a− RE)

πDr

where a is semi-major axis, and RE is the radius of the Earth. We assume an upper

limit of Dr = 10 km on the ground which allows us to calculate Dx as a function of

a. For f = 2.45GHz this gives Dx = 19.0 m for a = 7, 000 km and Dx = 2860.9 m

for a = 100, 000 km.

It is now possible to calculate the areas of the transmitting antenna and reflectors,

Ax and Are f respectively. Assuming a circular transmitting antenna:

Ax = π(
Dx

2
)2

The mass of the transmitting antenna can then be calculated:

mTA = σTA Ax
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The value of σTA = 20.2 kg/m2 was used to be in agreement with the sandwich proto-

type value of σTA+SA = 21.9 kg/m2 of Jaffe11 (i.e. since we have used σSA = 1.7 kg/m2).

This value of σTA is also in agreement with McSpadden and Mankin’s suggested range

of σTA = 4− 40kg/m2.22 The solar arrays cover the top of the sandwich panel, hence

ASA = Ax. The area of lightweight reflectors to concentrate the sunlight is calculated

with the sunlight concentration factor, C:

Are f = ASAC

The value of C as suggested by NRL23 is the maximum feasible due to thermal in-

balance, i.e. for high C the sandwich panel absorbs more heat than it can radiate. To

ensure this is not the case, the following constraint was applied:

Constraint: Qout −Qin >= 0

where Qout/in is the heat radiated/absorbed. The maximum operating temperature

determines the values of the heat radiated/absorbed and is determined by the max-

imum feasible operating temperature of the electronics/PV arrays. This is taken to be

Tmax = 373K. The areas Ax and Are f are used to calculate the average cross-sectional

area with respect to the Sun vector, As and the velocity vector, Av, to evaluate the

effect of solar radiation pressure and atmospheric drag respectively. Are f is also used

to calculate the power delivered by the SPS:

PSPS = ηSPSWAre f (2.3)

where W = 1358 W/m2 is the power density at 1AU. ηSPS is the SPS end-to-end

efficiency and is calculated depending on the efficiencies of the various components

of the SPS system, as summarised in Table 2.4. The values given in Table 2.4 are

as suggested for a sandwich SPS by the IAA7 and give a value of ηSPS = 0.2 as a
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technically feasible goal. Jaffe’s prototype sandwich module11 was found to deliver

ηSPS = 0.08. As recognised by Jaffe, there is significant room for improvement on the

prototype, therefore a value of ηSPS = 0.14 shall be used which is halfway between

the IAA goal and Jaffe’s prototype efficiency. The PSPS is used to calculate objective

function 2 ED in Section 2.5.3.

Table 2.4: Conversion efficiencies for the sandwich SPS.

Conversion Stage Efficiency
MBG PV arrays 35%
DC-RF 80%
Power distribution & control 95%
Transmission to Earth 90%
Rectenna RF-DC 85%

2.4 Objective 1: Financial Cost

The cost calculated here accounts for the differences in launch costs for different sizes

of SPSs, as well as different orbital locations.

2.4.1 Earth to Orbit (ETO)

One of the main drivers for the cost of any potential SPS system is the cost of launch.

The price of the Space X Falcon Heavy launcher is used as a reference value, giving a

specific launch cost of sLEO = $1410/kg to a 300 km i0 = 28.5◦ orbit.24

2.4.2 In-Space Transportation (IST)

The mass required to construct the SPS must be transferred from the initial 300 km

i0 = 28.5◦ orbit to the final operational orbit. Previous studies have found on-board

solar electric propulsion to be the best option for launch of the Sun-Tower GEO SPS,

both in terms of overall transfer time and financially.25 On-board electric low thrust

propulsion is used to transfer each SPS module (sized according to maximum launch
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capability of 63,800 kg). The properties of the electric propulsion system are given

earlier in Table 2. A low-thrust non-coplanar transfer must be completed to achieve

the desired orbital inclination. To minimise the overall ∆v required, the semi-major

axis is increased before any inclination change is performed. The change in inclination

over an orbital revolution can be calculated with the following according to the work

of Wiesel and Alfano.26

∆i2π =
4a2av

µ

[
1√
cv

E(cv) +

(√
cv −

1√
cv

)
K(cv)

]
(2.4)

The parameter av is the acceleration, cv represents the thrust direction, cv = 0 for in-

plane thrust, cv = 1 for thrust perpendicular to orbital plane. To change inclination

most efficiently, one must thrust perpendicular to the orbital plane. Hence, cv = 1 is

substituted into Eq. (2.4) to calculate the ∆v for a required inclination change. For

cv = 1, the elliptical integrals of the 1st and 2nd kind are E(1) = 1, K(1) = 0. The

rate of change of inclination (di/dt) is obtained by dividing Eq. (2.4) by the orbital

period, T. This allows the time for orbit transfer to be calculated:

ttrans = ∆i/(di/dt) (2.5)

The ∆v required to achieve the required inclination change ∆i is:

∆vinc =
di
dt

π

2

√
µ

a

The total ∆v required to transfer from the initial equatorial 300km orbit to the final,

operational orbit using low-thrust propulsion is given by:

∆vt = ∆va + ∆vinc

where ∆va is the ∆v required to perform the co-planar transfer between the initial and
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final orbits. The effect of eclipses and atmospheric drag during the orbital transfer

are not considered in this study.

2.4.3 Launch Cost

The final on-orbit mass for the entire SPS system is calculated using Eq. (2.1). The

total mass that must be launched to LEO may then be calculated:

mLEO = mSPS exp
(

∆vt

g0 Isp

)

The propellant required for the orbital transfer for the whole SPS system is calculated:

mp,OT = mLEO −mSPS

The additional propellant tankage required to store the orbital transfer propellant is

0.1mp,OT. Therefore the total cost to launch the SPS material plus orbital transfer

propellant to LEO is given by:

CETO = sLEO(mLEO + 0.1mp,OT)

2.4.4 Manufacturing Cost

It is difficult to make a rough order of magnitude estimate of the manufacturing cost

of an individual SPS based upon data from past missions. According to Wertz,27 an

average value of cost/kg for communications satellites is $200,000/kg. However, this

is based upon one-off communications satellites. This order of $/kg would render any

commercial SPS economically unfeasible. The recent IAA study7 suggests that for

SPS to be realised, the cost per kg of SPS hardware should be in the range $400-

800/kg. This is drastically lower than previous missions; however, it is feasible for a

highly modular SPS, with a large number of small units mass produced. We choose
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the more conservative value of sMF = $5, 000/kg which Jaffe11 suggests as realistic

with incremental improvements (for reference, Jaffe’s sandwich module prototype was

built at a cost of sMF = $10, 000/kg). The cost of production is calculated as:

CProd = sMFmSPS

2.4.5 Total Cost of SPS System

Finally, the total cost of the SPS system is given by:

CSPS = CProd + CETO (2.6)

The first objective is to minimise the total cost of the SPS system.

2.5 Objective 2: Total Energy Delivered

To evaluate the effectiveness of the SPS system, the total energy delivered by the

system over its entire mission lifetime is assessed.

2.5.1 Access Time

To calculate the overall energy delivered by the SPS system to the ground station, it

is necessary to calculate the total time in which the satellite is able to beam power to

the Earth, depending upon its orbits. For this study, circular orbits are assumed for

simplicity and to reduce the computational load at the same time. The perturbations

acting upon the satellite are assumed to be controlled, and therefore the satellite

maintains its orbit. The satellite is considered to be accessing the GS if it satisfies

two conditions: firstly there must be a line of sight between the Earth to SPS vector

and the Earth to Sun vector, i.e. the satellite must be in sunlight (an oblate earth is

assumed); secondly, the angle between the SPS to GS vector and the normal to the
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GS must be less than or equal to 90- ε, where the minimum elevation angle, ε = 30◦,

is assumed as in previous SPS studies.28 The position of the spacecraft is propagated

along its orbit in time, and the two conditions are checked at each time-step. The

orbital elements are considered constant, apart from the true anomaly which changes

with time. The Earth to SPS vector is calculated simply by transforming the orbital

elements. The ground station vector is calculated at initial time from the latitude and

longitude, and transformed to the Earth centred inertial frame. The second condition

may then be evaluated, i.e. the scalar product of the normal vector to the ground

station and the GS to SPS vector is used to determine whether the satellite is in

view of the GS. The total access time of the system is calculated by assessing the two

conditions for access between the GS and the SPS. The access time over one year is

used to calculate the access fraction:

FA = tA,1year/1 year (2.7)

where tA,1 yearis the access time of the system over one year. The access fraction is

then used to calculate the total time for which the SPS system is beaming energy to

the ground, tA,mission, derived later.

Maximising Access Time

If we consider how to maximise the time that a satellite is in view with its ground

station (the access time), clearly, the only way to guarantee that it is always in range

(neglecting whether it’s in sunlight or not) is to make the orbital rate of the satellite

equal to the Earth’s rotation rate. If these rates are not equal then at some point the

satellite will drift out of range of the ground station. For a single satellite and ground

rectenna, GSO is the only way to maintain almost 100 percent access. To determine

the semi-major axis for GSO we equate the Earth’s rotation rate and the orbital rate
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for a circular orbit:

2π

PERot
=

√
µ

a3 (2.8)

where PERot = 86164s is the Earth’s rotation period. We can rearrange for a:

a =

(
µP2

ERot
4π2

)( 1
3 )

= 42, 164km (2.9)

It is expected that solutions with a = 42, 164 km should provide significantly higher

access time and hence deliver more energy over their mission lifetime.

2.5.2 Orbit Control

As in previous studies15,16,19 it is assumed that attitude can be controlled simultan-

eously to the orbit at no additional cost using orbit control thrusters. Perturbations

due to the J2 gravitational term, solar radiation pressure (SRP), atmospheric drag,

and 3rd body gravitational attractions are considered. The total ∆v required to correct

the SPS orbit for perturbations each orbit is calculated using the following method.

The Gauss form of the Lagrange planetary equations is applied to the analysis of the

small orbital manoeuvres required to correct for the effect of perturbations each orbit,

see Eq. (2.10). The change of an orbital element due to a small impulsive thrust may

be found by integration of the Gauss equations, where the orbital elements on the

right-hand side of the equations are considered to be constant and:

lim

t→ 0

(∫ t

0
aidt

)
= ∆Vi

where the index i refers the indices S, N, W, which represent the components of the

acceleration/impulse in the radial, along-track and out-of-plane directions respect-

ively.29 Eq. (2.10) is the linearised relation between small impulsive burns and the
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resulting small changes in orbital elements. The orbital elements on the right-hand

side of Eq. (2.10) are of the desired orbit. The left-hand side are small changes in the

orbital elements caused by the various perturbations.

∆a = 2

√
a3

µ(1− e2)
[∆VSe sin f + ∆VN(1 + e cos f )]

∆e =

√
a(1− e2)

µ

[
∆VS sin f + ∆VN

{
2 cos f + e(1 + cos f 2)

1 + e cos f

}]

∆i =

√
a(1− e2)

µ
∆VW

2 cos ω + f
1 + e cos f

∆ω =

√
a(1− e2)

µ

[
−∆VS

cos f
e

+ ∆VN

{
sin f (2 + e cos f )

e(1 + e cos f )

}
− ∆VW

cot i sin(ω + f
1 + e cos f

]

∆Ω =

√
a(1− e2)

µ
∆VW

sin (ω + f )

sin i(1 + e cos f )
(2.10)

where ∆VS, ∆VN, ∆VW are impulsive burns in the radial (S), along-track (N), and

out-of-plane (W) directions.

Earth’s Oblateness (J2)

The gravitational potential due to the non-spherical Earth causes periodic variations

of all the orbital elements. However, the secular variations in Ω and ω caused by the

Earth’s oblateness are the dominant effects. The changes in ω and Ω over one orbital

period, T, are as given by Vallado29 but simplified for circular orbits:

∆ωJ2 =
3nR2

E J2

4a2 (4− 5 sin2 i)T

∆ΩJ2 = −
3nR2

E J2 cos i
2a2 T (2.11)

where n is the mean motion, RE is the radius of the Earth.
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Third-Body Perturbations

The secular changes per orbital revolution in ω and Ω caused by lunar attraction are

as given by Wertz:27

∆ωM = 0.00169
π

180
(4− 5 sin2 i)/N2

orb

∆ΩM = −(0.00338
π

180
cos i)/N2

orb

where Norb is the number of orbits per day, and ∆ωM and ∆ΩM are in rad/orbit.

Similarly for solar attraction:

∆ωS = 0.00077
π

180
(4− 5 sin2 i)/N2

orb

∆ΩS = −(0.00154
π

180
cos i)/N2

orb

Finally, luni-solar perturbations also cause a long-term periodic variation in i. Ele-

mentary analysis where orbits are assumed to be circular gives the following for the

maximum amplitude of variation in i per orbit:

∆iM =
3πµMa3

2µr3
M

sin iM

∆iS =
3πµSa3

2µr3
S

sin iS (2.12)

where µM/S is the gravitational parameter of the Moon/Sun, and iM/S is the angle

between the orbital plane and the plane of the Moon/Sun. If these perturbations are

left uncontrolled, changes in inclination would cancel out over long intervals of time.

However, they are controlled in this case.
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Solar Radiation Pressure (SRP)

To calculate the effect of SRP, firstly, it is necessary to calculate the average cross-

sectional area of the sandwich panel, AS,SP, and the reflectors, AS,re f with respect to

the incoming solar radiation. The magnitude of the acceleration due to SRP is then:

aSRP =
PΦ

mSPS
(AS,SPCSP + AS,re f Cre f ) (2.13)

where PΦ = 4.5× 10−6 Nm−2 is the solar pressure constant, CSP = 1.3 and Cre f = 1.7

are the reflection coefficients assumed for the sandwich panel and reflectors respect-

ively. The change per orbit of eccentricity caused by SRP is given by Wie:30

∆eSRP =
3πaSRP

n2aNorb
(2.14)

where n is the mean motion, Norb is number of orbits per day.

Atmospheric Drag

The predominant effect of drag is to shrink the orbit. An exponential model of

atmospheric density, ρ, is assumed. The linearised equations used for the effect of

drag on the satellites orbital elements over one orbital revolution are as given by

Vallado29 but in the simplified form for circular orbits for semi-major axis:

∆aD = −2πQAvCDa2ρ

mSPS

Q = 1− 2ωE cos i
n

(2.15)

where Q is a factor which includes the rotation of the atmosphere (0.9 ≤ Q ≤ 1.1),

Av is the cross-sectional area with respect to the satellites velocity vector, CD is

coefficient of drag, and ωE is the rotational velocity of the Earth.
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Calculation of ∆v and Lifetime

All the components from different perturbations contributing to a change in an orbital

element are summed:

∆a = ∆aD

∆e = ∆eSRP

∆i = ∆iM + ∆iS (2.16)

∆ω = ∆ωJ2 + ∆ωM + ∆ωS

∆Ω = ∆ΩJ2 + ∆ΩM + ∆ΩS

The ∆v to correct that particular orbital element is calculated using Eq. (2.10). It is

assumed that the manoeuvre is performed at the optimal true anomaly, f , and along

the optimal direction (S, N or W) for that orbital element. For example, to change

the semi-major axis, the optimum manoeuvre has to be executed at perigee ( f = 0)

along the in-track direction. Therefore, to change the orbit by a specified value, ∆a,

the minimum ∆v required is:

∆V(N,a) =
∆a
2a

√
µ(1− e)
a(1 + e)

which is derived from Eq. (2.10) where it is assumed that e 6= 0, i 6= 0 (to avoid

singularities) and that the linearized expressions are accurate for small values of e
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and i. This procedure is followed for each orbital element:

∆VN,e =
1
2
|∆e|

√
µ

a

∆VN,ω =
1
2
|∆ω|e

√
µ

a

∆VW,i = ∆i
√

µ

a

∆VW,Ω = |∆Ω| sin i
√

µ

a
(2.17)

The magnitude of the combined ∆vs required per orbit is calculated as follows:

∆Vrev = |∆VN,a + ∆VN,e + ∆VN,ω|+ |∆VW,i + ∆VW,Ω| (2.18)

where ∆Vrev is the ∆v required each revolution to maintain the Keplerian orbit. This

method of calculating the value of the ∆v allows the possibility of different perturb-

ations cancelling each other out. From the assumption that the propellant mass,

mp,OM = 0.05mSPS, f , it is possible to calculate the total ∆v requirement for the entire

mission.

∆Vmission = −Ispg0 ln
(mSPS, f

mSPS

)
(2.19)

The value found using Eq. (2.19) is independent of the value of mSPS as mSPS, f =

0.945mSPS. The total number of orbits NT for which the orbital perturbations can be

controlled using the available propellant is given by:

NT =
∆Vmission

∆Vrev

Subsequently the total mission lifetime can be calculated:

tmission = NTT

where T is the orbital period. This is the total time that the system of SPSs can
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maintain their orbits and hence the total time over which power can be delivered to

the ground.

2.5.3 Energy Delivered

Due to eclipse and the SPS system not necessarily being in continuous view of the

ground stations, the SPS system will only deliver power according to its access frac-

tion, FA (Eq. (2.7)). The total time for which the SPS system is beaming energy to

the ground is therefore:

tA,mission = FAtmission (2.20)

To calculate the energy delivered over the mission lifetime, the mean power re-

ceived at the rectenna from the SPS must be calculated:

Pr = PSPS cos α2 (2.21)

where Pr is averaged to account for times when there is no power being beamed (i.e.

α > 60◦). This accounts for the loss in power received for non-zero incidence angle of

the beamed radiation when the SPS is not directly over the GS, i.e. in cases where

the SPS is in a non-synchronous orbit or in an inclined synchronous orbit.

Finally, the total energy delivered to the ground over the mission lifetime by the

SPS system can be calculated:

ED = PrtA,mission (2.22)

The second objective is to maximise this value.
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2.6 Systems Analysis Results

The aim of the analysis that follows is to explore the affect that placing the SPS in

different orbits has on the total energy delivered and the overall cost of the system.

The full range of possible orbit inclinations i = 0− 180◦ are considered and semi-

major axis in the range a = 7, 000− 100, 000 km.

2.6.1 Full Solution Space

Figure 2.2: All data points within the range a = 7, 000 − 100, 000 km and i =
0− 180◦.

The two objective functions (ED and CSPS) are evaluated over the entire solution space

such that an optimal orbit can be identified for the sandwich microwave SPS. To save

computational effort the resolution of the first search is kept low and shows the full

range of a = 7, 000→ 100, 000 km and i = 0→ 180◦. Each plot point in Figure 2.2 is

a solution for a different combination of a and i, so the energy and cost are plotted for
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all possible combinations of orbit size and orientation (assuming circular orbits). The

solutions range in cost from ∼ $70M− $1250B. The higher energy solutions (shown

in Figure 2.2) with Energy Delivered ∼> 250 PJ are all within a few kilometres of

geosynchronous orbit, aGSO. The near GSO solutions clearly provide significantly

more energy, however, firstly we shall focus on the low cost and low energy region

highlighted in Figure 2.2 and zoomed into in Figure 2.3.

2.6.2 Low Cost Low Energy Solutions

Figure 2.3: All data points within the range 7,000-100,000km zoomed in. Each band
of points is for a different i and shows solutions for the different values of a.

.

In Figure 2.3 there are different bands of solutions for each value of i. The lower

inclination solutions generally provide more energy due to a lower angle of incidence

for the beamed power, α. The breaking apart of each band occurs for a ∼ aGSO (i.e.

where much higher and lower energy values are created).
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At low values of a (and consequently lower cost) equatorial orbits perform best,

see the bottom left corner of Figure 2.3. Before aGSO is reached the i = 10◦ solutions

outperform the equatorial ones. This turns out to be because the Laplace surface is

closer to i = 10◦ than i = 0◦ at this point.

The top performing solutions for non-GSO deliver approximately 5− 10% of the

energy that the equivalent cost GSO solution provides. This proves that for all values

of i in this plot, the only reasonable choice is GSO altitude (highlighted in Figure 2.3).

These solutions are investigated later using a higher resolution search of this region

of the solution space.

At much higher values of a the i = 20◦ band will eventually outperform the

i = 10◦ band as the Laplace surface at these altitudes becomes close to the ecliptic

plane (i = 23.5◦). At higher cost and lower ED than GSO options, these solutions are

not considered further.

The lower than GSO altitude options are cheaper than GSO, hence, they may be

useful for SPS pilot plants or niche markets requiring low levels of power.

GSO offers a large pay off in terms of ED. For this reason, from this point forward

a narrow range of a close to a = 42, 164 km is considered, i.e. near GSO altitude.

2.6.3 Near Geosynchronous Solutions

The highest energy solution for each different i shown in Figure 2.4 is a = 42, 164 km

Figure 2.4. The best inclination to have a GSO SPS is at i = 7.5◦. This is recognised as

the geosynchronous Laplace plane orbit (GLPO) where the Earth oblateness and luni-

solar third body perturbations approximately cancel each other out. The additional

mission lifetime offered by the savings in orbit maintenance fuel in this orbit outweigh

the reduction in power received caused by the non-zero orbit inclination. This is the

most significant finding of this systems analysis. Due to the fact that we assume a fixed

orbit maintenance propellant fraction of 5% the overall mass of the system, GLPO’s

mission lifetime is 3.3 times that of an SPS in GEO. This agrees approximately with
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the difference in maximum ED offered by GLPO vs GEO in Figure 2.4.

The affect of the orbit inclination transfer cost from the initial insertion orbit to

the operational orbit is considered. In Figure 2.4 the lowest cost option is i = 27.5◦

because that requires the smallest ∆vi from the initial LEO at i0 = 28.5◦. The higher

energy and lower cost options are considered in more detail.
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Figure 2.4: All data points within the range a = 42, 064− 42, 264km and i = 0− 30◦.
.

The primary affect of i on cost is due to the cost of the orbit transfer inclination

change required (Eq. (2.6)), assuming a LEO insertion into i0 = 28.5◦. Table 2.5 shows

the ∆Vi values for the different orbital inclinations which accounts for the ordering of

the different i solutions in terms of cost seen in Figure 2.4. The cost of propellant for

the inclination orbital transfer is the determining factor in where the particular band

of i lies on the cost axis. The cheapest option is to leave the SPS in the same i as the

initial insertion orbit, as then ∆Vi = 0. The ordering of the cost of different i bands

is explained by the Table 2.5 showing |io − i|. Although they invoke a higher transfer

cost penalty, significantly higher values of ED can be attained with lower i’s.
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Table 2.5: Orbit transfer inclination delta v at aGSO.

i(◦) |i0 − i|(◦) ∆vi (m/s)
27.5 1.0 84
10 2.5 1559
7.5 3.5 1770
5 18.5 1981

2.5 21.5 2192
0 28.5 2402

The maximum ED for any band of i solutions (which are all different values of a),

depends upon the the total mission access time as determined by the orbital mainten-

ance ∆Vrev and the average power attained accounting for the non-zero incident angle

of the beamed power. The impact of the value of i on the energy delivered is twofold.

First, the orbit maintenance ∆Vrev is strongly related to i, which given the assumption

of a fixed mass fraction of fuel (5%), limits the lifetime of the spacecraft. The lower

the ∆Vrev, the longer the spacecraft can continue beaming power. Secondly, the value

of i impacts the incident angle of the beamed radiation at the rectenna. Higher in-

clination orbits result in a higher incident angle and hence, reduced levels of received

power. To the author’s knowledge, no previous analysis has incorporated these two

affects to compare SPS performance in orbits with different a and i.

The solutions highlighted by the box in Figure 2.4 are all identified as being

superior to GEO (i = 0◦,a = 42, 164 km) and include options with a 6= 42, 164km.

This is significant, as previously, SPS studies have simply assumed GEO. Note the

solutions in between i = 7.5◦ and i = 0◦ are also superior to GEO but are not

considered as they provide the same energy as the solutions highlighted but for higher

cost (this is dependent on the i0 = 28.5◦ of the initial LEO).

2.6.4 Maximum Energy Solution: The GLPO

The mass components of the maximum energy GLPO solution (a = 42, 164 km,i =

7.5◦) are shown in Table 2.6.
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The total mass of the SPS approximately the same as the similar ISC design

(msps = 2.25× 107 kg). This is despite the larger transmitting antenna required by the

2.45GHz (Dx ∼ 1000 m) sandwich SPS compared to the 5.8GHz ISC (Dx ∼ 500 m).

The ISC design was formulated in 2000, in the ensuing years various advancements

have been made in light weight photo-voltaics and reflector material which are ac-

counted for in the systems analysis model.

Table 2.6: Maximum energy delivered solution SPS mass components.

Parameter Mass Component Value (kg) % of total mass

mp,OM Propellant for orbit maintenance 1.32× 106 5.0

mSEP Solar electric propulsion system 9.05× 103 0.0
mtank Propellant tank 2.63× 105 1.0
mSA Solar arrays 1.66× 106 6.3
mIT Interconnecting tether 1.67× 105 0.6
mre f Reflectors 1.32× 106 5.0

mTA Transmitting antenna 1.98× 107 74.7
mLEO Launch mass to LEO 3.02× 107 114.0

msps Total SPS mass 2.65× 107

The break down of the costs of the GLPO sandwich SPS are given in Table 2.7. The

system delivers an average power level of 540 MW. The solution was confirmed to sat-

isfy the recommended safety level of power density at the rectenna of ≤ 23 mW/cm2,7

by calculating Psps/Ar.

Table 2.7: Maximum energy delivered solution SPS cost components.

Parameter Cost Component Value ($)
CETO Cost of launch to LEO 43.1B
CProd Cost of production of SPS 132.5B
CSPS Total SPS cost 175.6B

The GLPO sandwich microwave SPS provides a cost per installed kW of ∼

$325, 000/kW. This is approximately two orders of magnitude larger than the cur-

rently available energy sources shown in Figure 2.5. As realistic figures were used

for the input parameters to the model, it is reasonable to conclude that SPS is not

economically competitive at this moment in time. The economics just do not work
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for baseload power.

Figure 2.5: Cost of different energy sources.31

.

However, to be clear, that does not warrant dismissing the concept entirely. This

study has purposely used current values for various input parameters or realistic pro-

jections (see Table 2.8). It is widely acknowledged that improvements in multiple

areas are necessary to make SPS a competitive source of baseload power. We can in-

vestigate which parameters should be prioritised for improvement through performing

a sensitivity analysis.

2.7 Sensitivity Analysis

Table 2.8 gives the full list of inputs for the parameters for which a value was chosen

rather than strictly defined. In the case where no guide to the possible parameter range

is found in the literature, a range of ±20% from the nominal value was used. The

sensitivity index is calculated for each parameter using the variance based method of

sensitivity analysis of Sobol.32,33,34 The open source tool SALib35 is used to perform

this analysis. The sensitivity of each input is often represented by a numeric value,

called the sensitivity index. Sensitivity indices come in several forms:

1. First-order indices: measure the contribution to the output variance by a single
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model input alone.

2. Second-order indices: measure the contribution to the output variance caused

by the interaction of two model inputs.

3. Total-order index: measure the contribution to the output variance caused by a

model input, including both its first-order effects (the input varying alone) and

all higher-order interactions.

We consider only the total order index here in order to account for first and higher

order interactions between the input parameters.

Table 2.8: Input parameters information. The reference used for the source of the
nominal value/range is given for each parameter where available.

Symbol Nominal Value Range Units Reference
C 3 1-5 - -
Isp 5,000 3,000-20,000 s 16

σSA 1.7 1.36-2.04 kg /m2 17

σre f 0.45 0.2-0.7 kg /m2 18

σTA 20.2 4 - 40 kg /m2 11,22

σIT 25 20-30 kg / m 19

ηSPS 0.14 0.08-0.2 - 11

sMF 5,000 100-10,000 $ / kg 11

sLEO 1410 100-1,410 $ / kg 24

ε 30 24-36 degrees 28

i0 28.5 0-90 degrees 24

ζ 5 4-6 kg / kW 16

ηSEP 0.8 0.64 - 0.96 - 16

Dr 10,000 4,200-15,000 m 36

∆t f rac 0.25 0.2-0.3 - -

The systems analysis model is run for all the inputs generated from the bounds in

Table 2.8 using the theory of Sobol.32 The outputs for each systems analysis run are

then used as input into SALib35 to calculate the sensitivity indices. The sensitivity

analysis is performed on the maximum energy GLPO solution.

Note, the range for Dr is calculated to limit the power density at the rectenna to

safe levels.
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2.7.1 Energy Delivered
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Figure 2.6: Total sensitivity indices for all input parameters for GLPO. 95% confidence
bands are shown.

.

In Figure 2.6 we can see that the value of ED is most sensitive to the diameter of

the rectenna, Dr. Dr determines the size of the system at a given altitude as Dx is

calculated from Eq. (2.3) which is a function of Dr and a. The larger we make Dr, the

smaller Dx can be to maintain a high efficiency link. However, the power collected

by the SPS is dependent on Dx due to the sandwich design of Ax = ASA. Hence,

if we have a large Dr, and consequently small Dx, we have a large rectenna which is

collecting a small amount of power. Conversely, if a very small Dr is chosen then a

large Dx is required. This becomes expensive and less feasible to launch and construct,

while also leading to exceeding safe power density levels at the small rectenna.

ED is second most sensitive to the Isp of the electric ion thrusters. The more

efficient the thrusters, the longer the orbit can be maintained and the more energy

can be delivered to the ground rectenna. It should be noted that other factors which

may affect the lifetime of the SPS, for example photovoltaic degradation, are not

accounted for in this model. The lifetimes in some cases are unrealistic (tmission ∼ 160
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years for GLPO). Clearly, other factors such as economics, competing prices, wearing

out of components, changing operational costs, profitability, would preclude such an

extended lifetime. We could have either reduced the propellant mass fraction or

instead fixed the operational lifetime and allowed the propellant mass fraction to

vary.

ED is also sensitive to the density of the transmitting antenna σTA. This is in

fact due to the affect of the SRP perturbation. The transmitting antenna is the

major contributor to the overall mass of the system (74.7% for the GLPO example

in Table 2.6). The perturbing acceleration due to SRP is given by Eq. (3.3) in which

aSRP ∝ 1/msps. The smaller the value of σTA, the smaller msps, and the larger the

delta v required to cancel SRP. Over the range of σTA considered, the impact on

mission lifetime is significant:

GLPO

tmission(σTA = 40) = 4.26× tmission(σTA = 4)

This indicates the importance of the affect of SRP on SPS. SPS have inherently

high area-to-mass-ratios (HAMRs) which in GLPO makes it the dominant perturba-

tion (as oblateness and luni-solar gravitation approximately cancel each other). When

the SPS is in GEO, the SRP perturbation magnitude is comparable to luni-solar and

oblateness, hence, has σTA has less of an impact:

GEO

tmission(σTA = 40) = 1.27× tmission(σTA = 4)

The ED is also sensitive to the overall efficiency of the SPS system ηsps as one might

expect. The ED is less sensitive to improvements in the level of sunlight concentration

possible.
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2.7.2 Cost of the SPS
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Figure 2.7: Total sensitivity indices for all input parameters for GLPO. 95% confidence
bands are shown.

.

In Figure 2.6 we can see that the value of CSPS is most sensitive to the cost per

kg of manufacture of the in-space components sMF. This is a strong indication that

modularity of a SPS is very important in determining the cost of the system. Greater

modularity allows the benefits of mass production of components to be realised in a

lower sMF. This finding endorses the approach of the Alpha-SPS designed by John

Mankins.37 The Alpha-SPS design is constructed of 8 different modular elements.

These elements can be combined in different ways to build all the components needed

for a functioning SPS. This allows the mass production of each of the 8 components,

and theoretically a cost per kg of sMF = $500− 1000/kg to be achieved.37

The cost is second most sensitive to Dr. This is primarily due to the impact of Dr

on the size of the SPS, and more specifically on the size of the transmitting antenna

through Eq. (2.3).

CSPS is also sensitive to σTA. The reason that the cost is sensitive to σTA is

because the overall mass of the SPS is dominated by the mTA. The cost of the SPS
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is dependent upon msps as the CETO ∝ msps and CProd ∝ msps.

The parameter that CSPS is next most sensitive to is the specific launch cost to

LEO, sLEO. In comparison to the other input parameters just discussed, the cost is

not as sensitive to sLEO. It is due to the advancements made by private industry in

recent years24 which set the upper limit of sLEO at $1410/kg, which is considerably

lower than the upper limits assumed for the likes of sMF.

2.7.3 Energy to Cost Ratio
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Figure 2.8: Total sensitivity indices for all input parameters for GLPO. 95% confidence
bands are shown.

.

Figure 2.8 shows the sensitivity of the output ED/CSPS to the various input paramet-

ers for GLPO. This gives a good indication of which areas SPS research should focus

on to make a more economically viable SPS when both cost and energy delivered are

considered.

The output is most sensitive to Dr indicating that this is a crucial parameter that

both the energy and cost of the system are sensitive to.

The mass and cost of manufacture of the transmitting antenna are also important

factors to address to make SPS a viable energy source. This is understandable when
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one considers that the TA makes up 74.8% of the overall SPS mass in our maximum

energy solution.

Lastly is the specific impulse Isp of the electric ion thrusters used both for orbital

transfer and maintenance. The importance of this variable may be overstated in this

analysis due to the assumption that the orbit is fully controlled. The control strategy

is certainly conservative in this study. However, the sensitivity to Isp, coupled with

the maximum energy solutions all being Laplace plane indicates that finding an orbit

with minimal delta v requirements and developing high Isp electric ion thrusters is

certainly worthwhile for the overall performance of the SPS.

The output is not very sensitive to the specific launch cost sLEO, i.e. the cost per

kg of launch to LEO. The range selected for sLEO (see Table 2.8) uses the quoted

price24 for the Space X Falcon Heavy for the upper bound. This indicates that the

launch cost is not the current showstopper for SPS. In any case, the cost of launch is

predicted to come down further and so does not need an SPS driven effort to do so.

2.8 Discussion

A comprehensive systems analysis model has been presented for assessing the energy

delivered per cost of the sandwich SPS.

The Geosynchronous Laplace Plane orbit (GLPO) has been found to be the op-

timal orbit for a sandwich SPS, capable of delivering the most energy for the lifetime

of the satellite. This includes accounting for:

• the loss of power delivered from an inclined orbit vs GEO due to the higher

value of incidence angle of the beamed radiation at the ground rectenna

• the impact of orbit perturbations on the lifetime of the satellite assuming a 5%

propellant mass fraction for all solutions

• the orbital transfer cost from LEO i0 = 28.5◦
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The significant increase in mission lifetime offered by GLPO and other GSO inclined

orbits results in considerably higher levels of energy being delivered to the ground

station compared to a GEO sandwich SPS.

This finding motivates an in-depth analysis of the dynamics of SPS in the GLPO

to determine if operating an SPS in this alternative orbit is feasible from both an

orbit and an attitude dynamics stand-point. The sensitivity analysis performed high-

lighted that the perturbation due to SRP can have a significant impact on the orbit

maintenance propellant consumption. SRP should be carefully considered in the orbit

and attitude dynamics studies. This motivates examining SPS with a wide range of

AMRs in the orbit dynamics study in the following chapter.

A range of near geosynchronous inclined orbits near to GLPO were also shown

to outperform the traditionally proposed GEO location for SPS. This indicates that

the SPS orbit may not need to be fully controlled in GLPO in order to obtain a high

performing SPS system. The next chapter contains analysis of the uncontrolled orbit

dynamics of SPS starting in either GLPO and GEO, and the resulting power delivery

performance for comparison.

The sensitivity analysis undertaken implies that the ED/Csps ratio of the system

is most sensitive to the rectenna diameter Dr. If you make Dr too small, then Dx

becomes large to maintain high efficiency transmission. A larger Dx means a larger

area to collect power and therefore a higher Psps. This becomes a problem when the

power is high and the rectenna area is small as the power density becomes too large.

There is a trade-off here. If motivated by minimising the size of the in-space antenna

Dx we may make Dr too large, then it is difficult to justify the land usage for the

consequently low power density being received. Also, due to the sandwich’s design

which involves the solar array area being on top of the transmitting antenna, a smaller

transmitting antenna means less solar arrays and less power. Overall, the sensitivity

analysis indicates that size of the rectenna and the transmitting antenna are the most

important features in determining the performance of the system.
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2.8.1 Impact of SPS Design on Results

The analysis of this chapter focussed on the sandwich SPS which is a Type III SPS.

Type III was chosen due to the IAA finding that Type III SPS are the most feasible

due to the technology readiness level of the critical technologies.7 The Sandwich SPS

is a gravity gradient stabilised design. The IAA7 study’s finding of Type III SPS

as the most technically feasible is partially due to Type III’s use of passive gravity

gradient stabilisation.

The differences in design features of the different SPSs come down to the input

parameters. The sensitivity analysis on these input parameters indicates the partic-

ular parameters to which the performance of the SPS system is most sensitive. For

a GLPO sandwich 2.45 GHz SPS the most sensitive parameters are Dr, σTA, sMF,

and Isp. Two of these are essentially tied to the transmitting antenna which would

be exactly the same for a Type I SPS beaming power at the same frequency. The

sensitivity to Isp is related to the relationship between lifetime and orbit maintenance

delta-v. In the orbit dynamics, the only distinguishing feature related to the specific

SPS design is the area to mass ratio (AMR).

This is the main distinguishing property for the orbit dynamics and is quantified

by the SPS’s Λ value which determines the impact of the SRP perturbation. For this

reason, Chapter 3 considers 3 SPS designs with a wide range of Λ values. It finds

that the Λ value has little impact on the performance of the uncontrolled SPS system

but does affect the attitude control costs which is considered in Chapter 4.

The input parameter that the output is most sensitive to is Dr, which is independ-

ent of the particular design type of a microwave SPS, and instead entirely dependent

on the microwave frequency used. The degree to which the output is sensitive to

Dr may be dependent on the choice of microwave frequency. The systems analysis

presented is for fµ = 2.45 GHz. The two main candidate frequencies for microwave

SPS are 2.45 GHz and 5.8 GHz. Different SPS designs select either 2.45 or 5.8 GHz.
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Therefore we rerun the sensitivity analysis for fµ = 5.8 GHz in Fig. 2.10. No change in

the ordering of the magnitudes of the sensitivity indices is observed for the alternative

frequency. This indicates that the insights gained from the systems analysis apply to

SPS designs regardless of whether they have fµ = 2.45 GHz or fµ = 5.8 GHz.

The attitude control for different SPS designs would introduce differences due to

their different mass distributions and attitude configurations, but is not considered in

this chapter’s cost effective analysis.

The rest of the input parameters in Fig. 2.9 would not be significantly impacted

by the choice of SPS design (Type I vs Type III). We see for instance that the results

are not particularly sensitive to the sunlight concentration factor, which is C = 1 for

Type I SPS and C = 3− 5 for Type III SPS.
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Figure 2.9: Total sensitivity indices for all input parameters ( fµ = 2.45 GHz.)
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Figure 2.10: Total sensitivity indices for all input parameters ( fµ = 5.8 GHz)
.
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Orbital Dynamics of Geosynchronous SPSs

“Among the primary arguments for solar energy conversion in space for use
on Earth is the nearly constant availability of solar radiation in GEO as
compared with solar radiation received on Earth. Futhermore, solar energy
available in GEO will be at least four times the solar energy available even
in favorable locations on Earth because of interruptions caused by weather
and night.”

- Peter Glaser

The literature suggests the most effective orbital location for the operation of

SPS structures is in equatorial geostationary Earth orbit (GEO).1,2, 7 This ensures

24-hour power supply, with only small outages around the equinoxes and simplified

transmitting antenna/ receiving antenna geometry.

The primary purpose of this chapter is the investigation of an alternative orbital

location for SPS referred to herein as the geosynchronous Laplace plane orbit (GLPO).

Although the proposal to place SPS in this orbit is not original, having been mentioned

in a small number of the studies in the 1970’s,38,39 it was not widely considered. One of

stated reasons39 for dismissal of the GLPO option was due to the choice of delivering

power to a particular geographic location. Delivery of power to this location from

GLPO would result in an increased area of receiving antenna compared to from GEO.

On the basis of the additional cost this would incur, GLPO was dismissed. However,

delivering power to lower latitudes does not incur the same increases in rectenna

size from GLPO. Although Graf38 demonstrated the long-term stability of GLPO,

no detailed analysis of GLPO and the impact on potential SPS performance caused

by moving the orbit location from GEO was performed. This chapter analyses the

62
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potential benefits and drawbacks of GLPO as an alternative orbital location to GEO.

The remainder of this chapter is outlined as follows. Firstly, a comprehensive

understanding of the effect of perturbations on orbits of large SPS structures over a

time-frame commensurate with proposed SPS lifetimes (30-40 years) is obtained. An

averaged model of the dynamics is used. The integration of the averaged equations

of motion is several hundred times faster than the integration of the nonaveraged

equations of motion for orbit propagations over the timescales considered. The results

of the orbital dynamics study are used to assess the performance of a SPS over mission

lifetime. The following three cases are studied and compared: an SPS in a controlled

GEO; an SPS initially in GEO but left uncontrolled; and finally, an uncontrolled SPS

placed in a GLPO.

The GLPO SPS provides comparable performance in terms of power delivered to

the controlled GEO SPS while requiring nominal fuel to maintain its orbit. Addi-

tional benefits are the reduction of the risk from orbital debris, improved operational

robustness, and avoidance of conflict/interference with GEO communication satellites.

3.1 Solar Power Satellite Designs

Since the 1970’s SPS reference system studies, the idea of SPS has been periodically

revisited. The ‘Fresh Look’ study, conducted by NASA during 1995-1997 and reported

by Mankins,4 and more recent studies by NASA as part of the SSP (Space Solar

Power) Exploratory Research and Technology (SERT) program studies in the early

2000’s produced a variety of new configurations of solar power satellites. Three of the

SPS designs that resulted from the more recent NASA studies are considered here,

shown in Fig. 3.1 (ISC is an example of a sandwich SPS design). These designs are

chosen for being representative of a range of area-to-mass ratios. All SPS designs

have a high-area-to-mass ratio (HAMR) as compared with conventional satellites,

this leads to an increased effect on the orbit due to solar radiation pressure (SRP).

Consequently, this is the parameter which distinguishes their orbital dynamics.
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(a) Cylindrical SPS. (b) Abacus (c) Integrated Symmetrical
Concentrator (ISC).

Figure 3.1: SPS designs,40 where PV: photovoltaic and RF: radio frequency.

3.2 Retro-Directive Phased Array Antennas

One of the primary reasons GEO was first suggested for SPS in past studies1,41,2 was

due to the simple geometry between transmitting antenna and receiving antenna (rec-

tenna) on the ground. Minimal repointing of the power beam is required, therefore

removing the need to mechanically reorient the transmitter and rectenna throughout

an orbital period. However, a method of wireless power transmission has been de-

veloped using a so-called retro-directive phased array that allows for the beam to be

electronically steered with no major mechanical repointing necessary, hence, off-axis

power beaming is possible. Consequently, orbits other than the conventional GEO

become more feasible. This thesis shall focus on the orbit dynamics of SPS, and as

such it is sufficient to select a reference system retro-directive phased array antenna,

as developed by Frank Little et al.,42 the details of which are given in Table 3.1. The

parameters given in Table 3.1 are illustrated in Fig. 3.2. The important beam steering

parameter, β, is the maximum off-axis beaming angle possible for the reference system

considered. The retro-directive phased array power transmission system is assumed

for all three SPS designs.
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Figure 3.2: SPS-ground rectenna geometry.

3.3 Orbital Location

Previous SPS orbit dynamics studies19,16 assumed SPS to be located in GEO and

designed control systems for maintaining the orbit. However, this may not be the

best option in terms of orbital dynamics of the system. An alternative system with

an SPS located in a GLPO is considered.

3.3.1 Geostationary

A satellite in GEO is stationary with respect to a point on the Earth’s surface. Its

altitude is such that its orbital rate is equal to the rotational rate of the Earth.

This occurs for an altitude of 35,786 km. It has approximately zero inclination and

eccentricity. As well has providing near 24 hour access (with only short outages

around the equinoxes), GEO minimises scanning losses as minimal slewing of the

Table 3.1: Retro-directive phased array antenna reference system42

Property Symbol Value
Antenna Diameter DT 0.5 km
Rectenna Diameter DR 8.85 km
Power Transmitted Pt 1.78 GW

Frequency νµ 5.8 GHz
Wavelength λµ 5.17 cm
Separation x 35, 786km + ∆x

Beam Steering β ±3◦
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power beam is necessary. The main disadvantages are: the high cost of launch to

GEO, the divergence of the power beam over the large distance from GEO to the

ground-based rectenna drives the overall system size up, and finally, the potential

conflict with the communication satellite industry which heavily utilises GEO.

3.3.2 The Laplace Plane

While studying Saturn’s satellites in 1805, Laplace44 recognised that the combined

effect of a planet’s oblateness and the solar tide induced a so-called ‘proper’ inclination

in satellite orbits with respect to the planetary equator. He found that the proper

inclination depended upon the distance of the satellite from the planet, increasing

with increasing distance. This proper inclination defines a plane between the orbital

plane of the planet around the sun and the planet’s equatorial plane. This is what

is now known as the Laplace plane (see Fig. 3.3). The normal to the local Laplace

plane, Ẑ, lies between, and is coplanar with, the planets spin pole, n̂p, and the normal

to the ecliptic, n̂ecl . The angular momentum vector, h, or the normal to an arbitrary

objects orbit plane, will precess around Ẑ, at approximately constant inclination, iL,

sweeping out a cone. The Earth’s obliquity, ε, is simply the angle between the vectors

n̂p and n̂ecl. The Laplace plane angle, Φ, represents the angle between n̂p and the Ẑ

axis. Recent contributions to the understanding of the Laplace plane and the effect

of solar radiation pressure on the Laplace plane have been made by Tamayo et al.,43

Rosengren et al.45 and Ulivieri et al.46 The Laplace plane is essentially a region of

Figure 3.3: The Laplace plane. Based on figure from Tamayo et al.43
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Figure 3.4: Laplace plane inclination with respect to the Earth’s equatorial plane for
various semimajor axis.47

space where the secular evolution of the combined effects of the luni-solar gravitational

and Earth planetary oblateness perturbations cancel each other out. Consequently,

the orientation of orbits lying within this plane vary minimally.

The approximate inclination of the Laplace plane with respect to the equatorial

plane can be calculated according to the theory of Allan and Cook,47 with the results

for different semimajor axis shown in Fig. 3.4. For SPSs, it is beneficial to maintain

the geosynchronous nature of the orbit to allow for 24 hour power beaming. From

Fig. 3.4, the Laplace plane inclination, Φ, at the altitude required for geosynchronous

is approximately 7.5◦.

3.3.3 Previous Investigation of Geosynchronous Laplace Plane SPS

The possibility of locating SPS in the Laplace plane has been investigated before by

Graf,38 and in a study by Rockwell39 both in 1978. Graf38 studied the long-term

evolution of the eccentricity and inclination of GLPO orbits for SPS using analytical

methods. The ground-tracks of these orbits for varying argument of perigee were

found. Graf also considered the possibility of an orbit with non-zero initial eccent-

ricity, for which it appears the amplitude of the yearly oscillations in eccentricity

are decreased for the first decade or so. However, no analysis was made of the con-

sequences for the operation of an SPS in such an orbit, compared to the conventional
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GEO. The Rockwell study39 considered GLPO, but instead recommended the use of

GEO for SPS due to the NASA reference system design requirement of delivering

power to a site at 34◦ latitude. Delivering power to this relatively high latitude

requires a rectenna 13.9% larger for SPS located in GLPO compared with an SPS in

GEO. It appears that it was partly on this basis that GEO was chosen. Using a semi-

analytical orbit propagation technique, more accurate and longer-term predictions of

SPS orbits than Graf are obtained and various parameters related to the performance

of the SPS system are assessed.

3.4 Orbital Modeling

In order to justify the large initial investment, a large scale SPS should have an op-

erating lifetime of at least 30 years. Perishable items such as the solar arrays may

be replenished periodically but the main structure could be in orbit for even longer.

Therefore, when considering the orbital dynamics it is desirable to understand the

evolution of the orbit over timescales of this order. Hence, an averaged formulation

developed by Rosengren and Scheeres48 for the propagation of high-area-to-mass ra-

tio (HAMR) objects in Earth orbit which accounts for solar radiation pressure, Earth

oblateness, and luni-solar gravitational perturbations, is used. This is a first-order

averaged model given in terms of the Milankovitch orbit elements.49 The method

of Rosengren and Scheeres shall be outlined here (for further detail consult48). This

approach allows one to easily capture both the qualitative and quantitative effects

of perturbations on the orbits of SPS over long time spans commensurate with pro-

posed SPS lifetimes. To enhance confidence in the results obtained from the averaged

equations of motion, numerical integration of the full nonaveraged equations of mo-

tion is also performed. The integration of the averaged equations of motion is several

hundred times faster than the integration of the nonaveraged equations of motion for

orbit propagations over the time scales considered.

To perform the orbit modeling it is first necessary to define the reference frames and
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notation to be used. To describe the motion of the Earth about the sun a heliocentric

orbit frame is defined (Êe, Êe⊥ , Ĥe), where Êe points towards the orbit perihelion, Ĥe

is the orbit normal, and in the heliocentric plane of motion Êe⊥ = ˜̂Ee · Ĥe.
∗ The

changing position vector between the Earth and the sun is given as de = ded̂e, with

the magnitude and direction functions of Earth true anomaly fe:

de =
ae(1− e2

e )

1 + ee cos fe
(3.1)

d̂e = cos feÊe + sin feÊe⊥ (3.2)

where ae is Earth’s heliocentric semimajor axis, and ee is the corresponding eccentricity

of the Earth’s orbit.

The moon’s actual orbit is extremely complicated. For the purpose of this study,

a simplified Moon orbit is assumed where the Moon is on an osculating elliptical orbit

and the lunar node precesses clockwise in the ecliptic plane with a period of 18.61

years. This is sufficient to identify qualitatively the regularities of the motion and

is an accurate enough depiction of lunar motion to obtain quantitative predictions

of long-term orbital changes in the satellites motion. Therefore a geocentric orbit

frame is defined (Êm, Êm⊥ , Ĥm), where Êm is the unit vector in the direction of the

moon’s orbit perigee, Êm⊥ = ˜̂Hm · Êm, and Ĥm is the moon’s angular momentum unit

vector. These vectors are resolved using the moon’s ecliptic orbital elements in which

Ωm(t) = Ωm0 + Ω̇m(t− t0), where Ω̇m = −2π/Psaros and Psaros is the sidereal period

of nodal regression in seconds. The position vector from the Earth to the Moon is

then dm = dmd̂m, where dm and d̂m are given by Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), respectively,

but using the moon’s orbital parameters. Finally, the position vector of the sun from

the Earth is simply given by ds = −de.

∗The notation ã denotes the cross-product dyadic, which is defined as: ã · b = a · b̃ = a× b
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3.5 Nonaveraged Model

3.5.1 Solar Radiation Pressure

The cannonball model is used, which is the simplest model for solar radiation pressure

(SRP) acceleration and assumes that the spacecraft presents a constant area perpen-

dicular to the object-sun line (with uniform optical properties), and that the total

momentum transfer is insolation plus reflection. The net acceleration due to SRP will

act in the opposite direction to the object-sun line and will have the general form as

given by Scheeres (50 pp. 55-57, Sec. 2.6.2):

aSRP = −(1 + ρ)(A/m)PΦ
ds − r
|ds − r|3

= −γ
ds − r
|ds − r|3 (3.3)

where ρ is the reflectance of the spacecraft, A is the average cross-sectional area with

respect to the sun, m is the mass, PΦ is the solar radiation constant approximately

equal to 1× 108 kgkm3/(s2 ·m2), γ = (1 + ρ)(A/m)PΦ, and r is the position vector

of the satellite relative to the Earth. This simple form of the SRP acceleration can

be rewritten as a potential:

RSRP = −γ
1

|ds − r| (3.4)

where aSRP = ∂RSRP/∂r. Because Earth-orbiting satellites where r � ds are being

considered, the potential may be simplified by expanding 1/|ds − r| and keeping the

first term that contains position vector r, to give:

RSRP = − γ

d3
s

ds · r (3.5)
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For a given satellite semimajor axis a, an angle known as the SRP perturbation angle

can be defined as:51

tan Λ =
3γ

2

√
a

µµsae(1− e2
e )

(3.6)

where µ and µs are the gravitational parameters of the Earth and sun, respectively.

SRP perturbation becomes strong as Λ → π/2 and weak as Λ → 0. Therefore, the

angle Λ characterises the strength of the SRP perturbation. Values of Λ for the three

SPS designs are calculated in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Area-to-mass ratios, reflectance coefficients and the corresponding values
for SRP perturbation angle for different SPS designs.

SPS A/m (m2/kg) ρ Λ ( ◦)
Cylindrical 0.15 0.3 0.12

Abacus 0.40 0.3 0.33
ISC 0.87 1.0 1.09

3.5.2 Earth Mass Distribution

The effects of only the C20 and C22 terms of the harmonic expansion of Earth’s

gravitational potential are considered here, because these are sufficient to capture the

main effects of Earth’s nonsphericity on high-altitude orbits. The standard manner

to represent the potential function of the second degree and order of gravity field

perturbation is using a body-fixed frame with latitude angle δ measured from the

equatorial plane and the longitude λ measured in the equatorial plane from the axis

of minimum moment of inertia, as given by Scheeres (50 pp. 42-57, Sec. 2.5.1):

R2 = −µC20

2r3

(
1− 3 sin2 δ

)
+

3µC22

r3 cos2 δ cos 2λ (3.7)

where µ is the Earth’s standard gravitational parameter, C20 = −J2R2
E is the oblate-

ness gravity field coefficient, RE is the mean equatorial radius of Earth, and C22 is

the ellipticity gravity field coefficient. The potential function can be rewritten as a

general vector expression:
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R2 = −µC20

2r3

(
1− 3(r̂ · p̂)2

)
+

3µC22

r3

[
(r̂ · ŝ)2 − (r̂ · q̂)2

]
(3.8)

where it is assumed that the unit vectors p̂, q̂, ŝ, are aligned with the Earth’s max-

imum, intermediate and minimum axes of inertia. The perturbing acceleration may

then be calculated by a2 = ∂R2/∂r :

a2 =
3µC20

2r4 {
[
1− 5(r̂ · p̂)2

]
r̂ + 2(r̂ · p̂)p̂}

− 3µC22

r4 {5
[
(r̂ · ŝ)2 − (r̂ · q̂)2

]
r̂− 2 [(r̂ · ŝ)ŝ− (r̂ · q̂)q̂]} (3.9)

where only the first term is included for the averaging process. The second term is

due to the ellipticity of the Earth’s equator and cannot be included in the averaged

model. It is later included in the nonaveraged model to check the stability of the

solution to this perturbing acceleration.

3.5.3 Third-Body Gravitational Attraction: Moon and Sun

The effect of the moon and the sun’s gravity must be considered when modeling

SPS orbits. Taking the Earth as the center of the dynamic system, the perturbing

acceleration from a body with gravitational parameter µp is given by Scheeres (50 pp.

53-55, Sec. 2.6.1):

ap = −µp

[
r− dp

|r− dp|3
+

dp

|dp|3

]
(3.10)

where dp is the position vector of the disturbing body relative to the Earth (ds or

dm). For later use in the averaged perturbation analysis, it is useful to recast this as

a perturbing potential:

Rp = µp

[
1

|r− dp|
+

dp · r
|dp|3

]
(3.11)
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where ap = ∂Rp/∂r. In this case, the satellite’s distance from the Earth is small

compared to the distance between the Earth and the third body in both cases (i.e.

r/dp � 1), hence the perturbing potential can be represented as an infinite series

using the Legendre expansion (Scheeres50 pp. 53-55, Sec. 2.6.1), giving:

Rp =
µp

dp

[
∞

∑
i=0

(
r

dp

)i
Pi,0

(
r · dp

rdp

)
−

dp · r
d2

p

]
(3.12)

Retaining only the first nonconstant term and substituting in the Legendre polynomial

P2,0(x) = 1/2(3x2 − 1):

Rp =
µp

2d3
p

[
3(r · d̂p)2 − r2

]
(3.13)

Under these simplifying assumptions, the 3rd body perturbing acceleration reduces

to

ap =
µp

d3
p

[
3(r · d̂p)d̂p − r

]
(3.14)

3.5.4 Microwave Beaming

Because of the high power of the microwave beam, the SPS microwave transmitter

will actually perturb the orbit when beaming power. There is a reactive force in the

opposite direction to the beaming direction. This direction is given by the ground

station (GS) to SPS unit vector direction, r̂GS−SPS. The perturbation acceleration is

dependent on the power transmitted, Pt, and the mass of the SPS, m, and is given by

aµ =
Pt

cm
r̂GS−SPS (3.15)

where c is the speed of light. The SPS would only beam power when in sunlight,

however, eclipses for satellites at geosynchronous altitude are minimal and shall not

be considered here. Therefore, the microwave beam is considered continuous. This

perturbation will not be included in the averaged analysis, however, its effect shall be

analysed with the nonaveraged model.
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3.5.5 Nonaveraged Equations of Motion

The preceding perturbing force models may be combined to define the equations

of motion for an SPS in high Earth orbit, accounting for solar radiation pressure,

Earth oblateness, and lunisolar gravitational perturbations. They can be stated in an

inertially fixed Earth-centered frame in relative form:

U(r) =
µ

r
+RSRP(r) +R2(r) +Rs(r) +Rm(r) (3.16)

r̈ =
∂U
∂r

(3.17)

where Rs and Rm are the third-body perturbation acceleration potential functions

for the sun and the moon, respectively. Performing the partial derivatives of the po-

tential functions, the equation of motion may be expressed in terms of the perturbing

accelerations:

r̈ = − µ

r3 r + aSRP + a2 + as + am (3.18)

This equation may be solved by numerical integration, which is performed to enhance

confidence in the averaged method used. The additional perturbations due to the

microwave beam and the J22 term are included later to confirm the stability of the

Laplace plane solution with respect to these forces.

3.6 Averaging of Dynamic Equations

The concept of averaging allows the secular effects of the orbital perturbations on

the satellite motion to be evaluated. The short-term variations caused by the vari-

ous perturbations are averaged out, leaving just the secular terms. For this to be

valid, the perturbing forces must be small enough so that, over one orbital period, the

deviations of the true trajectory from the Keplerian trajectory are relatively small.

The Milankovitch elements have not been used widely in celestial mechanics in recent
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history, however, they have recently been reformulated by Rosengren and Scheeres49

and offer much simpler and more elegant equations than the classical orbit element

Lagrange formulation, and they also avoid singularities. In this case, where the per-

turbations considered are in the form of potentials, the semimajor axis a does not

undergo secular change, hence, the angular momentum per unit mass vector H can

be divided by
√

µa, giving vector h. With vector h and eccentricity vector e, the

secular Milankovitch equations are compact and symmetrical in form. In terms of

position vector r and velocity vector v, they can be expressed as47

h =
1
√

µa
r̃ · v (3.19)

e =
1
µ

ṽ · r̃ · v− r
|r| (3.20)

The first-order averaged equations in Lagrangian form may then be stated as49,47,52

ḣ = h̃ ·

(
∂R∗

∂h

)T

+ ẽ ·

(
∂R∗

∂e

)T

(3.21)

ė = ẽ ·

(
∂R∗

∂h

)T

+ h̃ ·

(
∂R∗

∂e

)T

(3.22)

where the overbar indicates an averaged value ∗ and R∗ = R(h, e)/
√

µa is the scaled

averaged potential. Each averaged perturbing potential is calculated with

R(h, e) =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
R(α, M)dM (3.23)

where α is an arbitrary set of orbital elements excluding the mean anomaly, and

R(h, e) is independent of the fast variable M. The individual perturbation potentials

given by Equations (3.5),(3.8) and (3.13) are substituted into Equation (3.23). These

are then scaled by
√

µa to obtain the individual R∗ values for each perturbing force,

∗From this point onward, the overbar operator has been omitted from the Milankovitch elements
h and e, because all variables are averaged variables in what follows.
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which may then be substituted into Equations (3.21) and (3.22) to obtain the secular

variation in h and e due to each perturbation. The overall secular variation in h and

e is calculated by summing the contributions from each perturbing force.

3.6.1 Averaged SRP

To calculate the averaged potential for solar radiation pressure, Eq. (3.5) is substituted

into Eq. (3.23):

RSRP =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
RSRPdM

= − γ

d2
s

d̂s · r
(3.24)

The satellite-sun vector is considered fixed over the averaging time scale, therefore,

only the average over the position vector must be computed, a classically known result:

r =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
rdM = −3

2
ae (3.25)

Consequently,

R∗SRP =
3
2

√
a
µ

γ

d2
s

d̂s · e (3.26)

This scaled, averaged SRP perturbation potential is then substituted in the secular

Milankovitch equations (3.21) and (3.22), resulting in

ḣSRP = −3
2

√
a
µ

γ

d2
s

˜̂ds · e (3.27)

ėSRP = −3
2

√
a
µ

γ

d2
s

˜̂ds · h (3.28)

3.6.2 Averaged J2

Only the averaged C20 dynamics are considered here. Although the C22 can also

introduce long-term effects, the averaged effect of this perturbation cannot be treated
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with the method adopted here. Therefore, the following is obtained:

R20 = −µC20

2

[
1
r3 − 3p̂ · r̂r̂

r3 · p̂
]

(3.29)

Substituting in the following averaging results

1
r3 =

1
a3h3 (3.30)

r̂r̂
r3 =

1
2a3h3

[
U − ĥĥ

]
(3.31)

where U is the identity dyadic and has the property U · a = a ·U = a, gives

R∗20 =
nC20

4a2h3

[
1− 3(p̂ · ĥ)2

]
(3.32)

where n is the mean motion of the satellite and h =
√

1− e2. This scaled, averaged

J2 perturbation potential is then substituted in the secular Milankovitch equations

(3.21) and (3.22), resulting in

ḣ20 =
3nC20

2a2h5 (p̂ · h)˜̂p · h (3.33)

ė20 =
3nC20

4a2h5

{[
1− 5

h2 (p̂ · h)2
]

h̃ + 2(p̂ · h)˜̂p} · e (3.34)

3.6.3 Singly Averaged Third Body

There are two time scales over which the dynamic motion occurs for the third-body

perturbations, the period of the orbiter, and the period of the disturbing body. In

the case considered here, the orbital rate n of the orbiter is considerably greater than

the angular rate Np of the disturbing bodies (moon and sun), and therefore it is

acceptable to hold Np constant while averaging over n.

The perturbing potential in Eq. (3.13) can be averaged over the unperturbed two-
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body motion of the Earth. This results in singly averaged third-body equations:

Rp =
µp

2d3
p

[
3d̂p · rr · d̂p − r2

]
(3.35)

where, from Scheeres (50 pp. 363-366, Appendix C),

r2 = a2
(

1 +
3
2

e2
)

(3.36)

rr =
1
2

a2
[
5ee− hh + (1− e2)U

]
(3.37)

Substituting Eqs. (3.36) and (3.37) into (3.35), disregarding the constant term, and

scaling by
√

µa gives

R∗p =
3µp

4nd3
p

[
5(d̂p · e)2 − (d̂p · h)2 − 2e2

]
(3.38)

This is the scaled averaged disturbing potential for any third body (here only the moon

and the sun are considered). Consequently, the secular equations for the third-body

gravitational perturbation are

ḣp =
3µp

2nd3
p

d̂p · (5ee− hh) · ˜̂dp (3.39)

ėp =
3µp

2nd3
p

[
d̂p · (5eh− he) · ˜̂dp − 2h̃ · e

]
(3.40)

where ee, hh, eh, and he are dyads. The overbar has been reintroduced to distinguish

between the singly averaged and the doubly/triply averaged results that follow.

3.6.4 Doubly Averaged Third Body

Because it is assumed that the third bodies are in elliptic orbits, and because there is

sufficient distance between the two aforementioned time scales, another averaging may
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be performed over the third body’s motion. This is achieved simply by substituting

Eqs. (3.39) and (3.40) into the averaging equation (3.23) to obtain

˙
hp =

1
2π

∫ 2π

0
ḣpdMp (3.41)

= −
3µp

2n

5e ·

(
d̂pd̂p

d3
p

)
· ẽ− h ·

(
d̂pd̂p

d3
p

)
· h̃

 (3.42)

ėp =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
ėpdMp (3.43)

= −
3µp

2n

5e ·

(
d̂pd̂p

d3
p

)
· h̃− h ·

(
d̂pd̂p

d3
p

)
· ẽ +

(
1
d3

p

)
2h̃ · e

 (3.44)

Again, substituting in the averaged values as given in Eqs. (3.30) and (3.31),

˙
hp = −

3µp

4na3
ph3

p
Ĥp · (5ee− hh) · ˜̂H p (3.45)

ėp = −
3µp

4na3
ph3

p

[
Ĥp · (5eh− he) · ˜̂H p − 2h̃ · e

]
(3.46)

where Ĥp is the perturbing body’s angular momentum unit vector. These doubly

averaged equations can also be used for evaluating the effects of lunisolar gravitational

perturbations ḣm, ėm, ḣs, and ės.

3.6.5 Moon’s Nodal Motion Averaging

The doubly averaged equations may be averaged again over the moon’s nodal motion,

therefore,

˙
hm =

1
2π

∫ 2π

0

˙
hmdΩm (3.47)

ėm =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
ėmdΩm (3.48)
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where Ωm is the moon’s right ascension of the ascending node (RAAN) in the ecliptic

frame. Carrying out the averaging process leads to

˙
hm = − 3µm

4na3
mh3

m
(cos2 im −

1
2

sin2 im)
[
5e · n̂ecl ˜̂necl · e− h · n̂ecl ˜̂necl · h

]
(3.49)

ėm = − 3µm

4na3
mh3

m

[
5
2

sin2 ime · (h̃− n̂ecl ˜̂necl · h) + 5 cos2 ime · n̂ecl ˜̂necl · h

+
1
2

sin2 imh · (n̂ecl ˜̂necl · e− ẽ)− cos2 imh · n̂ecl ˜̂necl · e− 2h̃ · e
]

(3.50)

where n̂ecl is the normal to the ecliptic plane, and im is the inclination of the moon’s

orbit with respect to the ecliptic plane. These triply averaged equations may also be

used for evaluating the effects of lunar gravitational perturbations ḣm and ėm. The

form of these triply averaged secular equations for lunar gravity perturbation has not

been presented before to the author’s knowledge.

3.6.6 Secular Equations of Motion

The secular evolution of the Milankovitch orbital elements including the effects of J2,

SRP and lunisolar perturbations can hence be stated as

ḣ = ḣSRP + ḣ20 + ḣs + ḣm (3.51)

ė = ėSRP + ė20 + ės + ėm (3.52)

These equations cannot be solved analytically, however, they may be integrated

numerically with the advantage of being hundreds of times faster to integrate than

the full equations of motion. The SRP dynamics are given by Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28).

The Earth oblateness dynamics are given by Eqs. (3.60) and (3.61). The lunisolar

dynamics may be represented by either the singly averaged Eqs. (3.39) and (3.40),

or by the doubly averaged Eqs. (3.62) and (3.63). The triply averaged equations for

lunar motion (3.49) and (3.50) may also be used.
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3.6.7 Averaged Position Vector from Averaged Milankovitch Elements

The position vector of the satellite is obtained from the averaged values of e and h to

evaluate the SPS performance. The effects of the perturbations on the mean motion

of the satellite may be accounted for by consideration of the averaged rate of change

of the mean longitude of the orbiter, which is given by Rosengren and Scheeres:49

˙̄l = n0 −
h + hn̂p

h + n̂p · h
·

(
∂R∗

∂h

)T

+

(
h

1 + h
e +

n̂p · e
h(h + n̂p · h)

h
)
·

(
∂R∗

∂e

)T

(3.53)

where mean longitude l = M + Ω + ω. The partials of the scaled potentials are given

by

∂R∗

∂h
=

∂R∗SRP
∂h

+
∂R∗20

∂h
+

∂R∗s
∂h

+
∂R∗m
∂h

(3.54)

∂R∗

∂e
=

∂R∗SRP
∂e

+
∂R∗20

∂e
+

∂R∗s
∂e

+
∂R∗m

∂e
(3.55)

The individual partials of the perturbation potentials are given in the Appendix A.

Note that, for the doubly and triply averaged third-body models, the potentials must

doubly and triply averaged, respectively. For example, if the doubly averaged luni-

solar Eqs. (3.62) and (3.63) are used, then Rp is replaced with Rp in the preceding

Eqs. (3.54) and (3.55). Integrating Eq. (3.53) gives

l = (n0 + ∆n)t (3.56)

where n0 =
√

µ/a3
0 with a0 the value of initial semimajor axis, which gives an average

mean motion commensurate with the rotation rate of the Earth. This can be solved for

by setting ˙̄l = 2π/Psidereal in Eq. (3.53) and solving for a0, where the partials given

in the Appendix A are functions of a0. The second and third terms in Eq. (3.53)

are equal to ∆n and t is the time since epoch. To proceed, the mean anomaly is
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determined by

M = l − (Ω + ω) (3.57)

where Ω and ω are obtained straightforwardly from e and h. Assuming two-body mo-

tion, Kepler’s equation is used to determine the true anomaly f . Then, the averaged

position vector can be calculated from Scheeres (50 pp. 357-359, Appendix A):

r = r [cos f ê + sin f ê⊥] (3.58)

where

r =
a(1− e2)

1 + e cos f
(3.59)

and ê is the unit vector in the direction of the periapsis from the Earth’s centre, and

ê⊥ = ˜̂e · ĥ, where ĥ is the angular momentum unit vector. The averaged position

vector r is required to evaluate the performance of the SPS and whether or not it

stays within range of the rectenna on the ground.

3.6.8 Linear Stability Analysis of GLP Solution

Allan and Cook47 examined the Laplace plane and considered the lunisolar gravit-

ation and Earth Oblateness and SRP perturbations. They also chose to consider a

geosynchronous satellite. Tremaine52 considered solar gravitation and planetary ob-

lateness, not just for Earth but for other solar system planets with different planetary

obliquities. He presented linear stability analysis of the classic case (solar gravitation

and planetary oblateness).

Rosengren et al.53 presented the equilibrium condition for the Laplace plane for

lunar and solar gravitation, oblateness and SRP. Rosengren and Scheeres54 reproduce

the classic Laplace plane linear stability analysis of Tremaine52 and also present linear

stability analysis of what they call the modified Laplace plane which includes SRP.54

A linear stability analysis of the Laplace equilibrium solution is undertaken with
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luni-solar gravitation, Earth oblateness and SRP. We derive the linearised equations

of motion from which we obtain the eigenvalue equations. We are primarily interested

in the equilibrium solution at geosynchronous altitude for our SPS application.

Equilibrium Conditions

The perturbation equations for third body gravitation, planetary oblateness and SRP

are restated here for convenience:

Planetary Oblateness − Singly Averaged

ḣ20 =
3nC20

2a2h5 (p̂ · h)˜̂p · h (3.60)

ė20 =
3nC20

4a2h5

{[
1− 5

h2 (p̂ · h)2
]

h̃ + 2(p̂ · h)˜̂p} · e (3.61)

Third Body Gravitation − Doubly Averaged

˙
hp = −

3µp

4na3
ph3

p
Ĥp · (5ee− hh) · ˜̂H p (3.62)

ėp = −
3µp

4na3
ph3

p

[
Ĥp · (5eh− he) · ˜̂H p − 2h̃ · e

]
(3.63)

where Ĥp is the perturbing bodies angular momentum unit vector.

Solar Radiation Pressure − Alternative Form

The following form is given by Rosengren and Scheeres:54

ḣsrp = −2π(1− cos Λ)

Ts cos Λ
˜̂Hs · h (3.64)

ėsrp = −2π(1− cos Λ)

Ts cos Λ
˜̂Hs · e (3.65)
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where:

tan Λ =
3γ

2vlcHs

γ = (1 + ρ)(A/m)PΦ

Hs =
√

µsas(1− e2
s ) (3.66)

The following terms were not previously defined:

Ts : Period of the planet’s orbit around the Sun

vlc : Local circular speed of the object about the planet.

Hs : Specific angular momentum of the planet about the Sun. (3.67)

The combined secular equations of orbit angular momentum and eccentricity, includ-

ing luni-solar tide, earth oblateness and SRP are then:

ḣ =
3nC20

2a2h5 (p̂ · h)˜̂p · h− 3µp

4na3
s h3

s
Ĥs · (5ee− hh) · ˜̂Hs (3.68)

− 3µm

4na3
mh3

m
Ĥm · (5ee− hh) · ˜̂Hm −

2π(1− cos Λ)

Ts cos Λ
˜̂Hs · h

ė =
3nC20

4a2h5

{[
1− 5

h2 (p̂ · h)2
]

h̃ + 2(p̂ · h)˜̂p} · e− 3µs

4na3
s h3

s

[
Ĥs · (5eh− he) · ˜̂Hs − 2h̃ · e

]
(3.69)

− 3µm

4na3
mh3

m

[
Ĥm · (5eh− he) · ˜̂Hm − 2h̃ · e

]
− 2π(1− cos Λ)

Ts cos Λ
˜̂Hs · e

Similarly to Allan and Cook,47 we make the simplifying assumption that over long

periods Ĥm = Ĥs. This is a reasonable assumption as the precession of the moon’s
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orbit pole completes one period every 18.6 years and is only 5 degrees from the ecliptic.

We also consider only circular orbits. To make the following derivations more readable,

we define the perturbation constants:

ω2 =
3nJ2R2

E
2a2 (3.70)

ωp =
3µp

4na3
ph3

p
(3.71)

ωsrp =
2π(1− cos Λ)

Ts cos Λ
(3.72)

The final form of the equations of motion we wish to linearise are:

˙̂h = ω2(p̂ · ĥ)˜̂p · ĥ− (ωm + ωs)Ĥs · (5ee− ĥĥ) · ˜̂Hs −ωsrp
˜̂Hs · ĥ (3.73)

ė = ω2

{[
1− 5(p̂ · ĥ)2

] ˜̂h + 2(p̂ · ĥ)˜̂p} · e (3.74)

− (ωs + ωm)
{

Ĥs · (5eĥ− ĥe) · ˜̂Hs − 2˜̂h · e}
−ωsrp

˜̂Hs · e

Note, h =
√

1− e2, and h = hĥ, so for circular orbits h =
√

1− e2 = 1 and ĥ = h.

The first thing to note is that the equation for ė is trivially solved for e = 0 (with our

choice of circular orbits). The condition for equilibrium may then be straightforwardly

derived from Eq. (3.73) (substituting in e = ˙̂h = 0):

ω2(p̂ · ĥ)˜̂p · ĥ + (ωs + ωm)(Ĥs · ĥ) ˜̂Hs · ĥ−ωsrp
˜̂Hs = 0 (3.75)

The angular momentum unit vector ĥ may be rewritten in terms of the planet obliquity

ε and the Laplace angle φ as:

ĥ =
1

sin ε

[
sin (ε− φ)p̂ + sin φĤs

]
(3.76)
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Realising that the vector ˜̂p · ĥ is opposite in direction to vector ˜̂Hs · ĥ in Eq. (3.75)

and substituting in Eq. (3.76) into Eq. (3.75) (with the aim of obtaining a scalar

expression) gives:

ω2 p̂ ·
{

1
sin ε

[
sin (ε− φ)p̂ + sin φĤs

]} ˜̂p · { 1
sin ε

[
sin (ε− φ)p̂ + sin φĤs

]}
+ (ωs + ωm)Ĥs ·

{
1

sin ε

[
sin (ε− φ)p̂ + sin φĤs

]} ˜̂Hs ·
{

1
sin ε

[
sin (ε− φ)p̂ + sin φĤs

]}
−ωsrp

˜̂Hs · {
1

sin ε

[
sin (ε− φ)p̂ + sin φĤs

}
= 0 (3.77)

The following results are used:

p̂ · p̂ = Ĥs · Ĥs = 1

p̂ · Ĥs = Ĥs · p̂ = cos ε

˜̂p · p̂ = ˜̂Hs · Ĥs = 0

˜̂p · Ĥs = − ˜̂Hs · p̂ = sin εn̂( p̂×Ĥs)
= − sin εn̂(Ĥs× p̂) (3.78)

Using trigonometric identities and some algebraic manipulation, the equilibrium con-

dition can be rewritten in the following simple scalar form:

ω2 sin 2φ + (ωs + ωm) sin 2(φ− ε) + 2ωsrp sin (φ− ε) = 0 (3.79)

This agrees with the condition derived by Rosengren.53 For the geosynchronous SPS

case we have a = 42164.169km (where a determines the values of ω2, ωs, and ωm). We

are only interested in Earth orbiting satellites, therefore the Earth obliquity ε = 23.4◦

is substituted in. Thus, Eq. (3.79) can be solved for the Laplace plane inclination

with respect to the Earth’s equator, angle φ. To illustrate the affect of the various

perturbations on the value of the Laplace inclination, Table 3.3 shows the equilibrium

conditions with different perturbations included and the corresponding values of φ.
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Table 3.3: Equilibrium solutions. Three values of Laplace inclination are given for
cases which include SRP as this is the distinguishing property for the SPS orbit
dynamics. The examples without SRP are the same for all the different SPS designs.

Perturbations Equilibrium Condition Laplace Incl.
φ (◦)

J2 + ω2 sin 2φ 2.84
Solar Tide + ωs sin 2(φ− ε) = 0
J2 + Solar Tide ω2 sin 2φ 7.38
+ Lunar Tide + (ωs + ωm) sin 2(φ− ε) = 0

Cylindrical/Abacus/ISC
J2 + Solar Tide ω2 sin 2φ 2.85,2.87,3.08
+ SRP + ωs sin 2(φ− ε)

+ 2 ωsrp sin (φ− ε) = 0
J2 + Solar Tide ω2 sin 2φ 7.39,7.40,7.54
+ Lunar Tide + SRP + (ωs + ωm) sin 2(φ− ε)

+ 2 ωsrp sin (φ− ε) = 0

In all cases shown in Table 3.3 both solar tide and Earth oblateness are included,

as these are the two contributors to the Classical Laplace plane, i.e. the two conflicting

forces which create a stable plane. The lunar tide and SRP perturbations are also

included. It is clear that the lunar tide has a much more significant impact on the

inclination of the stable plane. Also included are values of φ for different SPS designs.

These are only relevant when the SRP perturbation is included and the different Λ

of these designs result in slightly different values of φ.

Stability of the Equilibrium Solution

We are interested in the stability of this equilibrium solution, specifically if it is stable

to variations in orientation (ĥ) and spatial variation in the orbit (e). We will only

consider the case of all the perturbations (the last row in Table 3.3). Rosengren54

and Allan and Cook? can be consulted for further details of the classic Laplace plane

solution (i.e. J2+ solar tide).

In order to study the stability of this equilibrium solution we need to linearise the

equations of motion (Eq.s (3.73) and (3.74)) and find the characteristic polynomial.

Substituting ĥ = ĥeq + δh and e = δe into Eq.s (3.73) and (3.74), where heq is the
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equilibrium h and δ implies a small variation, and expanding to first order in δh and

δe gives the linearised equations of motion:

˙δh =

[
∂ ˙(heq + δh)

∂(δh)

]
· δh = [Ah] · δh (3.80)

δ̇e =

[
∂(δė)

∂(δe)

]
· δe = [Ae] · δe (3.81)

where:

d

dt
(heq + δh) = ˙δh (3.82)

(since by definition ḣeq = 0). The derivatives are carried out and higher order terms

ignored to give the linearised equations of motion:

˙δh =
{

ω2

[˜̂heq · p̂p̂− (p̂ · ĥeq)˜̂p] (3.83)

+(ωs + ωm)
[˜̂heq · ĤsĤs − (Ĥs · ĥeq) ˜̂Hs

]
−ωsrp

˜̂Hs

}
· δh (3.84)

= [Ah] · δh

δ̇e =
{
−ω2

2

[
(1− 5(p̂ · ĥeq)2)˜̂heq + 2(p̂ · ĥeq)˜̂p]

−(ωs + ωm)
[
5˜̂heq · ĤsĤs + (Ĥs · ĥeq) ˜̂Hs − 2˜̂heq

]
−ωsrp

˜̂Hs

}
· δe (3.85)

= [Ae] · δe

The linearised equation for the evolution of h is independent of the linearised evolution

of e. We can find the characteristic polynomials for [Ah] and [Ae]. First we rewrite
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[Ah] and [Ae] in terms of the angles φ, ε and substitute in Eq. (3.76):

[Ah] = ω2(˜̂heq · p̂p̂− cos φ˜̂p) (3.86)

+ (ωs + ωm)(˜̂heq · ĤsĤs − cos (ε− φ) ˜̂Hs)

−ωsrp
˜̂Hs

[Ae] = −ω2

2

[
(1− 5(p̂ · ĥeq)2)˜̂heq + 2(p̂ · ĥeq)˜̂p] bmargin(3.87)

−(ωs + ωm)
[
5˜̂heq · ĤsĤs + (Ĥs · ĥeq) ˜̂Hs − 2˜̂heq

]
−ωsrp

˜̂Hs

The characteristic equations including the affects of Earth oblateness, lunisolar grav-

ity, and SRP are derived using symbolic toolbox in MATLAB:

λ2
h = −ω2

srp −ω2
2 cos2 φ−ω2

s cos2 (ε− φ)−ω2
m cos2 (ε− φ) (3.88)

− ω2ωs

2
[cos 2φ + cos 2(ε− φ) + 2 cos 2ε]

− ω2ωm

2
[cos 2φ + cos 2(ε− φ) + 2 cos 2ε]

−
ω2ωsrp

2
[cos (ε− φ) + 3 cos (ε + φ)]

− 2ωsωsrp cos (ε− φ)− 2ωmωsrp cos (ε− φ)

− 2ωsωm cos2 (ε− φ)

(3.89)
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λ2
e = −ω2

2
4

[
5 cos4 φ− 2 cos2 φ + 1

]
− ω2

s
2

[7 cos 2(ε− φ)− 5]

− ω2
m

2
[7 cos 2(ε− φ)− 5]

− ω2ωs

16
[2 + 3 cos (2ε) + 6 cos (2φ) + 6 cos 2(ε− φ) + 15 cos 2(ε− 2φ)]

− ω2ωm

16
[2 + 3 cos (2ε) + 6 cos (2φ) + 6 cos 2(ε− φ) + 15 cos 2(ε− 2φ)]

−ω2
srp +

ω2ωsrp

4
[2 cos (ε− φ) + cos (ε + φ) + 5 cos (ε− 3φ)]

+ 2ωsωsrp cos (ε− φ) + 2ωmωsrp cos (ε− φ)

+ 2ωsωm cos2 (ε− φ) (3.90)

The characteristic equations (Eq. (3.88) and (3.90)) are evaluated for the following

range of obliquity (0 < ε < π/2) and Laplace plane inclination (0 < φ < π). λ2
h < 0

indicates linear stability with respect to variations in the orbit’s orientation. λ2
e < 0

indicates linear stability with respect to variations in the orbit’s shape.
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Figure 3.5: The stability and instability domains with respect to angular momentum
for the classical and orthogonal Laplace equilibria with oblateness, SRP and luni-solar
gravitational perturbations. Every point is a solution to the equilibrium condition.
The stable points are where λ2

h < 0, unstable are where λ2
h > 0.

Figure 3.6: The stability and instability domains with respect to eccentricity for
the classical and orthogonal Laplace equilibria with oblateness, SRP and luni-solar
gravitational perturbations. Every point is a solution to the equilibrium condition.
The stable points are where λ2

e < 0, unstable are where λ2
e > 0.
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Fig.s 3.5 and 3.6 both illustrate stability regions. They both show the position

on the stability plot of the GLPO solution. The stability plots show the full range of

obliquities, however, we are only interested in Earth obliquity. The warped Laplace

surface in the range φ = 0 → ε is stable. The addition of the lunar gravity has

the affect of strengthening the out of plane pull of the Sun (i.e. since we consider

Ĥs = Ĥm). This means that at a particular altitude, the Laplace inclination will be

generally larger than the classic result (see Table 3.3).

We can conclude that the geosynchronous Laplace Plane SPS is stable to both

variations in orientation and shape, see cross marker at ε = 23.4◦ and φ = 7.3◦.

This is confirmed by the numeric simulations. Although not included in the linear

stability analysis, the perturbation due to the microwave beam and the Earth tesseral

harmonic J22 does not appear to affect the stability of the solution when it is added

to the numerical integration.

3.6.9 Initial Conditions for GLPO Solution

To achieve the desired rate of change of mean longitude ˙̄l, the correct initial value of

semimajor axis must be obtained. In the case where initial inclination of i0 = 7.5◦ is

chosen, a long period oscillation in inclination and ascending node is observed with

of approximately ∆i = ±1.25◦ and ∆Ω = ±10◦ about the stable Laplace plane, as

found in earlier work.55 These deviations from the stable Laplace plane, which are

caused by the regression of the lunar nodes, can be reduced by choosing the initial

orbit plane orientation to be in phase with the nodal precession. Using the empirical

method of Friesen et al.,56 the initial orbit plane orientation for GLPO is found:

i0 = 7.91◦

Ω0 = 2.66◦

h0 =
√

1− e2
0

[
sin i0 sin Ω0 − sin i0 cos Ω0 cos Ω0

]
e0 =

[
0 0 0

]
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3.7 Evaluation of SPS Performance

The results of the long-term orbit propagation may be used to evaluate how an SPS

in such an orbit would perform. To achieve this, some SPS performance metrics

are defined. First, the distance between the transmitting antenna and rectenna x

is evaluated. Variation in this distance causes a fluctuation in the beam coupling

efficiency ηt:
20

ηt v 1− exp(−τ2) (3.91)

where

τ =
πDTDR

4λµx
(3.92)

where DT and DR are the diameters of the transmitting antenna and rectenna, re-

spectively (illustrated in Fig. 3.2), and λµ is the wavelength of beamed radiation. The

power received by the ground station can then be calculated according to

Pr = Ptηt cos2 α (3.93)

where Pt is the power transmitted, as given in Table 3.1, ηt is given by Eq. (3.91),

and α is the incident angle of the beamed radiation, which can be evaluated knowing

the ground station position vector and averaged SPS position vector r. The off-axis

beaming angle β, required to aim the beam at the rectenna, is also evaluated. The

limit for the reference antenna chosen was β ≤ ±3◦.42

3.8 Long-Term Orbit Propagation

The results of the long-term SPS orbit propagation for a GLPO and an uncontrolled

initially GEO (U-GEO) are presented in Fig. 3.7. U-GEO is considered to understand

the long-term natural evolution of an SPS orbit starting in GEO. The implications of

the perturbation effects on the orbits for the delivery of power to a single equatorial
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Figure 3.7: Long-term orbital element variation.

ground rectenna are assessed. The daily and the long-term evolution of SPS perform-

ance parameters for GLPO are given by Fig. 3.8 and 3.9, respectively. The long-term

evolution of SPS performance parameters for U-GEO are also given in Fig. 3.10. The

case of a fully controlled SPS in GEO (C-GEO) is also considered. Unless otherwise

stated, the Abacus SPS has been studied, due to it having the intermediate value

of Λ and being most accurately described by the cannonball SRP model (due to its

geometry). The singly averaged model is used for all perturbations as this was found

to agree well with the numerical integration of the nonaveraged equations of motion

(see Appendix B for direct comparison between models).
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3.8.1 Eccentricity, e

1. Geosynchronous Laplace Plane Orbit

The three SPS designs, shown in Fig. 3.1, share similar orbital behavior. The main

difference is in their eccentricity evolution due to their different Λ values, defined

in Eq. (3.6) and shown in Table 3.2. The effect of solar radiation pressure depends

upon Λ. The larger the value of Λ, the greater the amplitude of yearly eccentricity

variation (see Fig. 3.7(a)). The other perturbation effects cause minor variations in

the amplitude of the yearly eccentricity oscillation.

2. Uncontrolled Initially GEO

No significant difference in this behavior is observed between the U-GEO and GLPO

cases.

3.8.2 Inclination, i

1. Geosynchronous Laplace Plane Orbit

The long-term inclination evolution is shown in Fig. 3.7(b). When the initial inclina-

tion is chosen to be close to the Laplace plane inclination for the chosen altitude, it is

stable and oscillates with a period of 18.6 years due to the moon’s nodal motion. The

lunar orbital plane is not fixed in the ecliptic plane, but is itself regressing around the

pole of the ecliptic with the so-called Saros period of 18.6 years.

2. Uncontrolled Initially GEO

The inclination immediately begins to increase and shows long-term periodic motion

with period 52.86 years, reaching a maximum after approximately 26 years, then de-

creasing again. This oscillation is due to the lunisolar gravitational perturbations and

agrees well with the results of Allan and Cook,47 who found the period for inclination

variation for a geosynchronous orbiter to be 52.9 years. When started in GEO, the

plane of the satellite’s orbit is at the obliquity angle (23.4◦) to the ecliptic plane.

The moon and the sun orbits are not in the same plane, hence their gravity pulls the
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satellite out of its initial orbital plane. The stable Laplace plane inclination at geosyn-

chronous altitude is approximately 7.5◦, therefore, when not started at or near to this

inclination, the inclination will oscillate around 7.5◦, which explains the maximum

value of 15◦. The rate of inclination growth for the first 20 years is approximately

∆i = 0.7◦/year.

3.8.3 Right Ascension of the Ascending Node (RAAN), Ω

1. Geosynchronous Laplace Plane Orbit

The node oscillates around 0◦ with small amplitude. Again, the period is equal to

the Saros period (18.6 years) because this is caused by the nodal motion of the moon.

The stable Laplace Plane solution is at Ω = 0◦ for all altitudes as this is where

the ecliptic, Laplace, and equatorial planes intersect. The stability of the solution in

RAAN-inclination space can be seen in Fig. 3.7(d).

2. Uncontrolled Initially GEO

The node of the spacecraft regresses due to the combined effects of J2 and lunisolar

perturbations (see Fig. 3.7(c)).

3.9 SPS Performance

3.9.1 Incident Angle of Beamed Radiation, α

1. Geosynchronous Laplace Plane Orbit

The motion of the satellite relative to the ground station causes a variation in the

absolute value of the incident angle of the beamed power α, as defined in Fig. 3.2.

Initially, α varies between 0◦ and 9◦ twice daily as shown in Fig. 3.8. The long-term

variation in α for the GLPO is shown in Fig. 3.9. The maximum value of α = 18◦ is

reached after ∼ 30 years and is due to the SPS drifting East in longitude by approx-

imately 20◦. In the first ∼25 years, the maximum value is α ∼ 10◦.
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Figure 3.8: Variation of Abacus SPS performance related parameters over one day.

2. Uncontrolled Initially GEO

Initially, as shown in Fig. 3.8, α = 0◦ when the SPS is still in the equatorial plane.

The long-term variation in α is shown in Fig. 3.10. In this case, the maximum value

of α = 21◦ is reached after approximately 26 years. This coincides with the maximum

inclination.

3.9.2 Off-Axis Beaming Angle, β

1. Geosynchronous Laplace Plane Orbit

To continuously beam power, the off-axis beaming angle β must not exceed 3◦. This

limit is indicated in all plots of β as a dotted line. The GLPO satisfies this constraint

over a long period of time (see Fig. 3.9).
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Figure 3.9: Long-term variation in Abacus SPS performance parameters for GLPO.

2. Uncontrolled Initially GEO

The β limit is marginally exceeded after ∼25 years (see Fig. 3.10). The SPS would

also be operating extremely close to this limit for a period of approximately 5 years.

3.9.3 Inter-Antenna Distance, x

1. Geosynchronous Laplace Plane Orbit

The small amplitude oscillation in x is due to the inclination of the orbit. At the

ascending and descending node, the value is 35,786 km and this increases slightly

when the satellite is either at the “bottom” or “top” of its orbit with respect to the

equatorial plane (see Fig. 3.8). The variation in eccentricity caused by SRP causes x to

vary, with peak amplitude coinciding with peak eccentricity. The maximum amplitude

is dependent upon the maximum value of eccentricity reached and, therefore, the Λ
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Figure 3.10: Long-term variation in SPS performance parameters for SPS initially in
GEO.

value of the SPS.

2. Uncontrolled Initially GEO

Similar long-term behavior in x is observed with the exception that, around the time

of peak inclination, a small overall increase in x is observed.

3.9.4 Power Received, Pr

1. Geosynchronous Laplace Plane Orbit

The power received drops by approximately 45 MW twice per day, as shown in Fig. 3.8,

mainly due to the variation in the incident angle α. The long-term variation in α

(Fig. 3.9) causes a maximum power loss compared with an ideal controlled GEO SPS

(not accounting for engine power consumption, shown by dotted line in Fig. 3.9) of
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10% which corresponds to α = 18◦ and a resultant minimum power Pr(min)=1.55GW.

The variation in the beam coupling efficiency also has a small effect on the overall

power received. The difference in power received between the C-GEO and the GLPO

is shown in Fig. 3.9, and the maximum difference is 170 MW. The average power

received over an SPS lifetime of 30 years is 1.70GW. This is only 1.7% less than the

ideal GEO case.

2. Uncontrolled Initially GEO

The minimum power received over the lifetime of the SPS is Pr(min)=1.50GW. The

difference in power received between the C-GEO and the GLPO is shown in Fig. 3.10,

and the maximum difference is 220 MW. The average power received over a 30 year

lifetime is 1.67GW. This is 3.5% less than the ideal GEO case.

3.9.5 Satellite Ground Track

1. Geosynchronous Laplace Plane Orbit

The initial satellite ground track is a figure of eight centered on the equatorial ground

station (see Fig. 3.8). The maximum latitude variation is ±8◦ daily. The center of the

figure of eight slowly moves along the longitude axis according to the change in the

RAAN. The figure of eight ground track moves East and West along the longitude

axis over a period of ∼ 20 years between ±5◦ (not shown). Over a longer time

period, the longitude begins to drift East by a maximum of 20◦ from the initial

longitude. This causes the peak in α after ∼ 30 years, after which it appears to drift

back westward. Growth in eccentricity causes a distortion in the figure of eight. The

eccentricity causes a cyclic change in longitude with a one year period. The amplitude

is dependent on the value of Λ as shown for the three SPS designs in Table 3.4. The

maximum oscillation in longitude occurs at peak eccentricity.

2. Uncontrolled Initially GEO

The daily oscillation in latitude varies as the inclination evolves. At the beginning

when i = 0◦, the latitude oscillation is zero. At the maximum i = 15◦, the latitude
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oscillates between ±15◦. The longitude varies from -10 to +35◦ over the SPS lifetime.

It is the larger variation in longitude which causes the higher values of α for the U-

GEO case, along with the higher inclination.

3.9.6 Beam Coupling Efficiency, ηt

1. Geosynchronous Laplace Plane Orbit

The variation in ηt for GLPO is reasonably small (±0.3%) for Abacus SPS and in-

dicates that eccentricity control is not required to maintain good efficiency of trans-

mission. The variation of ηt is relatively small for all the values of Λ considered.

2. Uncontrolled Initially GEO

No significant difference in the behavior is observed compared to the GLPO case.

3.10 The Microwave and J22 Perturbation Effects

The orbit propagation and SPS performance parameters for the full nonaveraged

model including the J22 and microwave perturbations are shown in Fig. 3.11. The

SPS is located at a stable longitude and is assumed to deliver power to a single

equatorial rectenna at the same longitude. The Laplace plane solution is therefore

shown to be stable to these additional perturbations, with no significant change to

the long-term orbital evolution. The power received is actually higher on average

and steadier when these perturbations are included. These results confirm that a

SPS placed in a GLPO at a stable longitude would require nominal fuel for station

keeping. The improved stability of α observed in Fig. 3.11 is actually due to both the

microwave and J22 perturbations, which act to stabilise the longitude. In the case of

the J22 perturbation, this is only apparent at one of the stable longitudes. For the

microwave perturbation, it always acts to stabilise the longitude. The effects of J22

and the microwave perturbations are analysed in the following.
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Figure 3.11: Numerical integration of the nonaveraged equations of motion including
microwave perturbation and J22 perturbations.

3.10.1 Effect of J22 on Geosynchronous Satellites and Station Keeping

The equilibrium longitudes for a GLPO are equivalent to those for GEO due to the low

eccentricity and relatively low inclination of the SPS orbits. This is shown by following

the method given in Chao (57 Sec. 4.4) for finding the equilibrium longitudes for orbits

with nonzero eccentricity and inclination. The analysis here is limited to the J22 term;

higher order gravity terms are not considered. The following equation is solved for

longitude λ:

da
dt

= 0 = 4na(RE/a)2F220G200 [−C22 sin 2λ + S22 cos 2λ] (3.94)

where Flmp and Glpq are the inclination and eccentricity series gravity harmonic func-

tions, respectively, given in Kaula (58 Sec. 3.3). Additional terms with higher order
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F and G functions have been neglected due to the low eccentricity of the SPS orbits.

The averaged values for both the GEO and GLPO solution of e, i, and ω, along with

the values of a and n for a geosynchronous orbiter, are substituted in to obtain the

equilibrium longitudes. The following results are obtained for both the GLPO and

GEO cases:

Stable equilibrium points:

λs = 75.03◦E, 255.03◦E (3.95)

Unstable equilibrium points:

λu = 165.03◦E, 345.03◦E (3.96)

It is clearly not possible to locate all SPS at the stable equilibrium points. There-

fore, the more common situation of maintenance of an SPS at nonequilibrium longit-

udes is considered. The effect of the J22 perturbation on geosynchronous spacecraft is

explained clearly by Agrawal,59 along with a method for calculating the yearly pro-

(a) J22 (b) J22 + Microwave

Figure 3.12: J22 and Microwave perturbations. Fig.(a) is based on a figure from
Agrawal.59
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pellant requirements for J22 station keeping. The J22 effect is briefly reviewed here to

analyse the interaction with the SPS microwave perturbation.

The equatorial section of the Earth is shown in Fig. 3.12(a). Because of the

bulge, the gravitational force is not always purely radial. This results in a lateral

component either along or opposite the velocity direction (both cases shown). For

the geosynchronous SPSs we consider, the relative motion between the Earth and

the SPS is zero. Therefore, the lateral component of the gravitational force (which

is always towards the nearest bulge) either increases or decreases the energy of the

orbit continuously. At the stable (S) or unstable (US) points, the gravitational force

is purely radial and the longitude drift rate is zero. If, for example, the satellite is

between points S1 and US2, the lateral force component is opposite to the velocity

direction, reducing the energy of the orbit. A reduction in the energy of the orbit

implies a decrease in the semimajor axis, which results in a greater orbital velocity

than the geosynchronous rate and, hence, the satellite drifts eastward toward the

stable point S1.

The station keeping requirements for control of east-west (EW) drift due to J22,

when the SPS is not located in one of the stable equilibrium points, are a function of

the longitude. Agrawal59 derives an equation for determining the ∆v costs in meter

per second per year:

∆vEW = 1.74 sin 2(λ− λs) (3.97)

where λ is the longitude of the SPS, and λs is the nearest stable longitude. The

maximum velocity change required for station keeping is ∆vEW = 1.74 m/s per year,

which is required for (λ− λs) = 45◦. This requirement is approximately the same

for both GEO and GLPO. The maximum propellant required for EW station keeping

for each SPS in given in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4: Fuel estimates for GEO controlled SPS

SPS Mass SPS Ecc. Fuel NS Fuel EW Fuel Total Fuel Fuel Mass
(kg) (kg/yr) (kg/yr) (kg/yr) (kg/yr) (%) a

Cylindrical 6.6× 107 54,000 87,600 3,900 145,500 6.2
Abacus 2.5× 107 60,000 33,200 1,500 94,700 10.2

ISC 1.7× 107 139,200 22,600 1,000 162,800 22.3
a Fuel Mass(%)=Fuel/(Mass SPS + Fuel). Assuming a 30 year mission lifetime.

3.10.2 Microwave Perturbation

The microwave perturbation is unique to SPS, hence, it is important to consider the

effect of this perturbation. When the SPS is aligned in longitude with the ground

station (i.e., no longitude drift is present), it simply acts radially. This has the equival-

ent effect of lowering the Earth’s gravitational parameter µ and, consequently, slightly

alters the semimajor axis at which geosynchronous rotation is attained.

The effect is more complicated when other perturbations act to change the longit-

ude so that the SPS is no longer aligned with the ground station. It was noted that

the magnitude of the microwave perturbing acceleration aµ is of similar order to the

Earth ellipticity perturbing acceleration a22. Hence, the interaction between the two

is considered.
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When the longitude of the satellite drifts away from the initial longitude (and

that of the ground station), the microwave perturbation is no longer acting radially.

In fact, it has a lateral component that increases with increasing drift in longitude

(see Fig. 3.12(b)). The lateral component of the microwave acceleration is always

opposite to the lateral component of the gravitational force. Therefore, the lateral

component of the gravitational force is reduced, causing a reduction in the longitude

drift acceleration. This effect only becomes significant once the satellite has already

drifted > 30◦ though (see Fig. 3.13). The microwave effect on longitude drift is likely

to be extremely limited if we have a small deadband region for longitude control. This

may change if the P/m ratio is considerably higher [see Eq. (3.15)] or if the SPS is

offset in longitude from its ground station. Offsetting the ground station longitude is

unlikely to be worthwhile to attain near propellantless control of J22 due to the loss

in power from higher α angle and increase in rectenna size necessary, especially when

one considers the relatively low propellant requirements for EW station keeping (see

Table 3.4).

Whichever direction the longitude drifts, and whatever the source of longitude

drift, the microwave perturbation will automatically act to reverse the drift. Although

for the P/m ratios for the SPS considered here, this is not enough to fully counteract

the effect of J22, the microwave perturbation does reduce the rate of longitude drift

(see Fig.3.13). It also changes the period of oscillation in longitude caused by the J22

perturbation.

3.11 Controlled Geostationary (C-GEO) - Fuel Requirements and Power Usage

To compare the uncontrolled GLPO with C-GEO, the fuel required to maintain a

GEO SPS is calculated. The orbit correction due to SRP and lunisolar gravitation

are considered separately. The SRP force primarily effects eccentricity (ecc.) and

acts largely in the orbital plane, therefore the position vector r may be held fixed

and the acceleration due to SRP aSRP (given by Eq. (3.3)) integrated, to obtain the
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∆vecc. North-South (NS) station keeping is also necessary in GEO. The ∆vNS needed

to correct the inclination growth is calculated according to

∆vNS = 2v sin ∆i/2 (3.98)

where v is the magnitude of the orbital velocity, and ∆i is the change in inclination

desired, which is obtained from the graph of inclination vs time in Fig. 3.7(b) for U-

GEO. The annual fuel requirements are calculated for the three different SPS designs,

assuming an Isp = 3, 000 s, and are given in Table 3.4. In reality, a GEO satellite is

controlled by periodically correcting the orbit within a certain tolerance, however, the

method adopted gives an approximate mass of fuel required for orbit maintenance.

As discussed earlier, the variation in eccentricity causes a minimal change in the

beam coupling efficiency and, hence, the power received. However, as previously ob-

served, the variation in eccentricity due to SRP causes a cyclic change in the longitude.

For GEO, the SRP perturbation would need to be counteracted as the variations in

longitude ∆λ observed [±1.3◦ for cylindrical, ±2.5◦ for Abacus, and ±8◦ for ISC]

would not be acceptable due to the heavy use of GEO by other users. In the currently

unused GLPO, this constraint could be relaxed and, therefore, it is not necessary to

control the eccentricity or inclination for the GLPO. The mass of fuel saved depends

upon the overall mass of the satellite for inclination control and the Λ value for ec-

centricity control. The percentage of the overall mass required for fuel shown in the

last column of Table 3.4 is particularly large for high Λ SPS, such as the ISC. Such

concepts with large, lightweight reflectors would require engines with significantly

higher Isp values to operate in GEO without excessive fuel requirements.

To compare the power delivery of the GLPO and the C-GEO, the power necessary

for electric ion engines to completely cancel perturbation accelerations to maintain

a perfectly controlled GEO SPS is evaluated. The electric ion engine specifications

proposed by Wie and Roithmayr16 for a feasible GEO SPS control system are as-
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sumed, which require 30 kW/N. The average power required for engine thrusting for

maintaining a GEO is 6.3 MW. Fig. 3.9 shows the power received from a C-GEO SPS,

where the power required for the engines is subtracted from the power transmitted.

The power from an ideal GEO (no deductions for engine thrusting) is also shown. The

power needed to hold the SPS controlled in GEO is calculated by considering unper-

turbed Keplernian motion and calculating the total perturbing acceleration acting on

the SPS. This acceleration is evaluated with Eqs. (3.3), (3.9), and (3.14). The thrust

to entirely cancel this is derived from the total perturbation acceleration and is then

used to calculate the power required. It is found that the average power delivered

from the same SPS only differs by ∼170 MW for the GLPO and C-GEO cases (see

lower-central subfigure in Fig. 3.9). Hence, the GLPO SPS offers similar performance

to C-GEO in terms of actual power delivered but without the need for a large supply

of fuel, because only minimal thrusting is necessary. This may be important because,

according to Wie and Roithmayr,15 little is known about the long-term effect of an

extensive plasma (from the large number of electric ion engines required) on geosyn-

chronous satellites with regard to communications, solar cell degradation, etc. GLPO

SPS avoids these potential issues by requiring virtually no orbital control thrusting.

The only control necessary for GLPO is EW station keeping, which requires at worst

0.2% of the overall mass of the SPS for fuel. It should also be stated that control

of an SPS orbit in GLPO would be achievable with currently available electric ion

thruster Isp levels. Previous studies of SPS in GEO have assumed high Isp values for

SPS control, for example, Ogilvie60 assumed engines with Isp = 13, 000s.

3.12 Orbital Debris Risk Reduction

The ultimate aim of SPS research is to eventually have a network of multiple SPSs

providing a significant proportion of humanity’s energy needs. Consequently, a large

number of extremely large satellites would need to launched. Therefore, it is important

to attempt to minimise the risk posed by orbit debris, both in terms of the risk posed to
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the operation of SPSs by existing debris and the risk that SPSs pose as a large potential

source of orbit debris in the future. Avoidance of orbital collisions between SPSs that

may be several thousand meters across must be considered, because the debris field

of a single SPS, or even a portion of one, could take out the entire geostationary

communications system.28

3.12.1 Relative Velocities

By launching satellites into GLPO instead of initially equatorial GEO, the average

relative velocities between geosynchronous satellites may be greatly reduced below

what they would be if all geosynchronous satellites continue to be launched into

equatorial orbits. The result being that the violence of potential collisions would

be significantly reduced. The discussion that follows summarises the arguments of

Friesen et al.,56 given here for convenience.

Consider a group of satellites to be launched to geosynchronous altitude. If all

users launch into initially equatorial orbits or are released from station-kept equatorial

orbits at random times, the average relative velocity between the launched objects

will be 500 m/s due to the maximum difference in inclination of 15◦. If, instead, all

the users launch to GLPO, then the average relative velocity between the launched

objects would be 45 m/s. This reduces to 3 m/s if they are launched into “matched

planes” (described later). If an equal number of users launch to the stable plane as

to equatorial GEO orbits, the average encounter velocity will be approximately 375

m/s. The greater the percentage of objects launched into the Laplace plane, the more

significant the reduction in average encounter velocity.

Reducing the potential encounter velocities is beneficial in the following ways.

First, less damage is likely to be done in the event of a collision. Second, fewer

pieces of debris large enough to fragment other satellites are likely to generated by

a collision. This in turn reduces the probability of a “collision cascade”, whereby

large pieces of debris from one collision produce further debris by collision with other
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satellites, generating more debris, and so on.

3.12.2 Matched Planes

The planes of all orbits in the Laplace plane precess at the same rate allowing the

relative plane motion between satellites in GLPO to be reduced even further.56 If the

current orbit plane orientation of a Laplace plane satellite is carefully observed, and

a new satellite is launched into the same orbit plane, the two satellites will maintain

a common orbit plane thereafter. Once matched, they remain matched with their

orbit planes moving together. Simulations performed by Friesen et al.56 have shown

that satellites in matched plane constellation are capable of maintaining a common

plane to within 0.05◦ for a minimum of 100 years. This is the case whether they start

at equal or unequal longitudes and also whether they are launched sequentially or

simultaneously.

3.12.3 End of Life Disposal

It is also important to consider the end-of-life disposal options for SPSs. For SPS

end-of-life disposal options in GLPO, there are three options as identified by Friesen

et al.56

1) Turn off satellites and allow them to drift about the stable longitudes. Although

collisions will eventually occur, they will be at very low relative velocities and will, on

average, tend to damp out the relative motion of these objects until all objects come

to rest at the stable longitudes.

2) Maneuver the satellites to the stable longitudes before turning them off. At the

stable longitudes, satellites will have near-zero relative velocity, and any motion will

quickly be damped out as more satellites are placed at these points.

3) Place objects in a relatively nearby graveyard orbit. Unlike graveyard orbits not

in the Laplace plane, a graveyard orbit in the Laplace plane will also have very low
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mutual collision velocities. Consequently, objects in the stable plane graveyard orbit

are not likely to scatter fragments back through geosynchronous orbit.

3.12.4 Collision Risk with Station-Kept GEO Satellites

There is still a very small collision probability with satellites maintained in the GEO

arc if the GLPO SPS crosses the GEO arc at 0◦ latitude. The GLPO intersects with

the equatorial plane twice per orbit at ascending and descending node. However, the

SPS in GLPO does not intersect with the GEO ring at ascending/descending node

for the majority of the time due to the eccentricity of its orbit (caused by the SRP

perturbation). The risk of collisions with station-kept GEO satellites is sensitive to

the eccentricity and argument of perigee/longitude of perigee. The times when it may

come close to intersecting the GEO ring are either when the eccentricity goes to zero

or when the eccentricity is relatively low and the argument of perigee is ω ∼ 90◦ or

270◦. Around these times, careful monitoring of the satellite position and maneuvres

may be necessary to avoid collision with station-kept GEO satellites. The frequency

and cost of these maneuvres will be the subject of future research. Alternatively, a

stable nonzero eccentricity, such as that found by Graf,38 may minimise the risk of

collision with station-kept GEO satellites while having a minimal impact on the beam

coupling efficiency.

3.13 Discussion

The main advantages of the geosynchronous Laplace plane orbit are reduction in fuel

requirements, due to not having to correct for inclination drift or eccentricity variation;

operational robustness, because if the control system were to go offline for any reason,

it would not matter because it would stay in that orbit; the major advantages of the

GEO SPS (24 h access, low transmitter/receiver relative velocity) are maintained;

the risk of orbital debris creation is reduced; and finally, the congestion of GEO
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is avoided. As an option that requires minimal control thrusting, the GLPO looks

attractive, because it only suffers small losses in power delivered and maintains a

stable power supply for the full 30-40 year lifetime. Although not accounted for in

this analysis, it is noted that, for GLPO, there will be less power losses compared with

C-GEO around winter and summer solstice, where the assumption is made that the

solar arrays are oriented perpendicular to the orbital plane and do not track the sun’s

north-south motion throughout the year. The main disadvantage of GLPO is that

the variation of incident angle of the beamed radiation caused by having an inclined

orbit means greater daily oscillation in power delivery.

C-GEO delivers comparable average power to the GLPO case as the power required

for station keeping engines is not that high and the incidence angle α is maintained

near to 0◦. Minimal electronic beam steering is required; the power saved by this

has not been accounted for here. Despite offering similar power delivery to the SPS

located in GLPO, the C-GEO does require frequent control thrusting over the lifetime

of the SPS, and hence on the order of 105 kg/year of fuel. Because of the high level of

use of GEO, orbital control is necessary for inclination drift and eccentricity variation.

The fuel required to do so can compose a significant fraction of the overall mass of the

satellite, especially for high Λ SPS. The C-GEO option results in the added complexity

and cost of frequent refueling operations. Additionally, the effects of the extensive

plasma (produced from the large number of electric ion engines) on geosynchronous

satellites with regards to communications and solar cell degradation is as yet poorly

understood. GLPO avoids these potential issues.

In the case where the SPS is initially placed in a GEO and left uncontrolled

(U-GEO), a useful power source is still obtained, albeit with reduced performance

compared to the GLPO option. This option is more demanding of the beam pointing

system, with greater off-axis beaming angles required throughout the lifetime. A C-

GEO SPS at the end of life would share a similar orbital evolution to the U-GEO. If a

large number of SPS are launched, then the orbital evolution from initially equatorial
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GEO presents a greater threat of eventually producing orbit debris due to the larger

relative velocities between SPSs than the GLPO case.

The Earth tesseral harmonic term J22 has not been included in the averaged ana-

lysis. This is because a separate resonance-averaging technique would be required to

correctly treat this effect. It is important to consider due to the resonance it causes at

geosynchronous altitude. This will cause an EW drift in the longitude of the satellite

unless the SPS is located in one of the stable “sinks”. Otherwise, thrusting would be

required to offset the EW longitude drift. In the averaged model, it has been assumed

that the SPSs are located in a stable sink. The stability of the GLPO solution to the

J22 perturbation (when placed at a stable longitude) has been confirmed by including

it in the nonaveraged model. The station keeping costs for J22 are relatively low. It

is noted that this is the only orbital control which is necessary for GLPO.

Because of the use of a very large transmitting antenna for beaming of the mi-

crowave energy from orbit to the Earth’s surface, there is a reactive force (6N for 500

m 1.78 GW antenna) acting opposite the satellite to ground station beaming direc-

tion. This has not been included in the averaged model, however, it is included in the

nonaveraged model. It is noted that the magnitude of this perturbation acceleration

is comparable to the J22 perturbation acceleration. It has been shown that the mi-

crowave perturbation acts against longitude drift in either direction. Hence, it acts to

stabilise the longitude of the SPS. The magnitude of this effect is dependent on the

power transmitted to mass ratio of the satellite.

This study only considers a single geosynchronous satellite delivering power to

single equatorial ground station. A number of other configurations involving multiple

SPS and multiple ground stations are conceivable and should be investigated in future

work. The averaged model is particularly well suited to performing such studies.

To first gain an understanding of the orbital dynamics, the attitude of the SPS

has not been considered here. The attitude dynamics of the Abacus SPS in GEO and

GLPO shall be considered in the next chapter.
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3.14 Novel Contributions

The simulation of the power delivery for SPS operating in different orbits has not been

done before. This chapter has shown that GLPO is a feasible orbit location for power

transmitters with electronic beam pointing of only +/- 3◦ to redirect power to the

ground station without the need for mechanical re-pointing. Previous transmitting

antennas would have required either mechanical repointing or a reflector to redirect

the microwave beam (e.g. the Abacus design). Confirming that a SPS placed in GLPO

and left completely uncontrolled for the lifetime of the SPS can deliver comparable

power levels as a fully controlled GEO SPS is a significant result, and is the main

finding of this chapter.

This is the first study to the author’s knowledge that shows that the electronic

beam pointing technology could be used from a SPS in an uncontrolled GLPO. The

power loss due to the SPS not being maintained directly overhead of the rectenna

is quantified here over the lifetime an SPS. It is shown that the difference in power

delivery from a GLPO compared to a controlled GEO is minimal. This provides evid-

ence that GLPO is feasible for SPS. If the pointing required exceeded the electronic

beam pointing technological limit significantly, it would have ruled out using GLPO

for a SPS with the electronic beam pointing technology.

Including the orbit perturbation due to the reactive force caused by beaming of

microwave power has not been done before in the literature to the author’s knowledge.

The analysis considers the interaction of the microwave beam orbit perturbation with

the J22 perturbation in a geosynchronous orbit which is also novel. The finding that

the microwave power beam perturbation acts to stabilise the orbit longitude is novel

to the author’s knowledge.

Additionally, in the orbit dynamics model, the form of the triply averaged secular

equations for lunar gravity perturbation has not been presented before to the author’s

knowledge.
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Important observations on the practical implications of placing a huge network of

SPS in GEO are made, with the benefits of GLPO quite clear in terms of limiting

orbit debris creation. To the authors knowledge, this is the first linking of Friesen’s56

recommended use of GLPO to reduce space debris to SPS, where the consequences

are multiplied hugely by the massive size of microwave SPS (1 SPS could wipe out

entire GEO satellite communications network if placed in GEO and collided with).

The model constructed allows the simulation of power delivery for an SPS with

electronic beam pointing to any number of ground stations, at any latitude. This

analysis could be run for any requirements to deliver power to a certain location and

evaluate the power delivery from any orbit to that location. The averaged model

could be particularly useful for simulating constellations of multiple SPS due to the

speed of numerical integration of the averaged equations of motion.



4

Attitude Dynamics of Geosynchronous SPSs

“The mathematical difficulties of the theory of rotation arise chiefly from
the want of geometrical illustrations and sensible images, by which we
might fix the results of analysis in our minds.”

- James Clerk Maxwell

Although the previous chapter found that the GLPO has many benefits for SPS,

including large potential orbit control fuel savings, the attitude dynamics of SPS were

not considered. In this chapter, the consequences on the attitude control costs of

moving the Abacus SPS from GEO to GLPO are considered, along with the attitude-

orbit coupling effects. The SPS is an example of a large space structure. The principal

effects of the extremely large size are a large increase in the sensitivity to gravity

gradient torques to the extent that this is the dominant disturbing torque even for

geosynchronous orbits. Therefore only the gravity gradient torque will be considered

here.

4.1 SPS Attitude Dynamics Literature

The attitude dynamics of large geosynchronous SPS have been investigated previ-

ously in numerous studies.60,15,19,16 The previous studies considered a variety of SPS

designs all located in GEO.

SPS attitude control is challenging due to the large moments of inertia which

mean that attitude control cannot be handled in a conventional manner. Current

momentum storage devices are incapable of dealing with the large amount of angular

116
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momentum storage required for kilometre scale spacecraft.15 The mass of the angular

momentum storage system required to maintain 3-axis pointing would be greater than

the mass of the satellite.

Instead, researchers have put forward electric propulsion engines for SPS atti-

tude control. Although fuel is required for this approach, it is considered far more

robust. It was also found that attitude control could be performed simultaneously

with orbit control at essentially no extra cost for some SPS designs. An integrated

attitude and orbit control system for the Abacus SPS (shown in Fig. 4.4) located in

GEO and oriented perpendicular to the orbital plane (POP) was devised by Wie and

Roithmayr15,16 utilising a large number of electric ion thrusters. It was shown that

attitude control could be performed through utilisation of the orbital control thrusting

required for maintaining GEO at no additional propellant cost. However, the orbital

control costs for an Abacus SPS to operate in GEO were estimated at 93,200 kg/year

(no margin included) assuming electric propulsion with Isp = 3000s (see Table 3.4).

A “quasi-inertial” sun-pointing pitch-control concept was developed by Elrod61 in

an attempt to resolve the angular-momentum storage problem of large sun-pointing

spacecraft. This concept was further investigated by Juang and Wang.62 However, as

concluded by Wie and Roithmayr,16 such a free-drift concept is not a viable option

for the Abacus satellite due to the large pitch-attitude peak error of 18.8◦ and the

inherent sensitivity with respect to initial phasing and other orbital perturbations.

It may however be of interest for alternative SPS designs as the magnitude of the

pitch-attitude peak error is dependent on the mass distribution through the ratio

(Ixx − Iyy)/Izz.

4.2 Solar Radiation Pressure Orbit Control

For SPS in GEO, it was considered necessary to control the dominant SRP orbital

perturbation, which if left unchecked would cause a yearly oscillation in eccentricity

and consequently, an unacceptably large oscillation in the spacecraft’s longitude. Such
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an oscillation would risk encroachment upon neighbouring GEO “slots” and interfer-

ence/collision with other GEO assets. The magnitude of the SRP force and therefore

the amplitude of the longitude oscillation is dependent upon the Λ value of the SPS.

The integrated orbit-attitude control system for the Abacus SPS in GEO proposed by

Wie and Roithmayr15,16 applied the SRP orbit control thrusting cyclically to cancel

the pitch gravity gradient torque simultaneously at no additional cost.

The longitude oscillation due to SRP induced eccentricity variation is still present

in GLPO. The difference is that this need not be controlled for a number of reasons:

the Laplace plane orbit is stable to variations in eccentricity;52 the eccentricity has

a minimal impact on the beam coupling efficiency of the system; and the SPS is no

longer in the overcrowded GEO ring where each satellite must stay within it’s allotted

longitude “slot”. In GLPO the 2-3◦ longitude oscillation would be acceptable. The

SPS in GLPO does not intersect with the GEO ring at ascending/descending node

for the majority of the time due to the eccentricity of its orbit (caused by the SRP

perturbation). The risk of collisions with station-kept GEO satellites is sensitive to

the eccentricity and argument/longitude of perigee. The times when it may come

close to intersecting the GEO ring are either when the eccentricity goes to zero or

when the eccentricity is relatively low and the argument of perigee is ω ∼ 90◦ or

270◦. Around these times, careful monitoring of the satellite position and manoeuvres

may be necessary to avoid collision with station-kept GEO satellites. The frequency

and cost of these manoeuvres will be the subject of future research. However, it is

considered likely that the cost in terms of fuel will be significantly less than that

required to continuously counteract the SRP force (60,000 kg/year16).

Graf38 considered the possibility of a GLPO with non-zero initial eccentricity, for

which it appears the amplitude of the yearly oscillations in eccentricity are decreased

for the first decade or so and the eccentricity remains non-zero. Finding a stable

eccentricity which does not approach zero annually could potentially offer the lowest

probability of intersection with the GEO ring.
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4.3 Attitude Dynamics of SPS in the Geosynchronous Laplace Plane

One of the main aims of the attitude dynamics study is to determine if there is an

attitude control penalty imparted by locating the SPS in GLPO which may cancel out

the orbit control savings. Hence, this study focuses on a re-examination of the attitude

dynamics of the Abacus SPS with the novel contribution of directly comparing the

attitude control of Abacus in GEO versus the attitude in GLPO.

The model compares the effect of the gravity gradient torque on different SPS

designs with different orbit locations and attitude configurations. Calculation of the

overall (orbit and attitude) fuel costs for an SPS lifetime is also presented.

4.4 Two Body Formulation and Equations of Motion

The main assumption made in this study is that the mass distributions of the two

bodies (Earth and the SPS) are rigid, meaning that we do not account for any de-

formation in their shape or mass distribution. Fig. 4.1 provides a graphical definition

of the problem, with the following section providing a mathematical description.
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Figure 4.1: The full two body problem illustrating all the degrees of freedom.

B1 Body 1, the Earth
B2 Body 2, the Solar Power Satellite
I Inertial reference frame
r Radius vector between mass elements dm1 and dm2
R Radius vector between the origins of bodies 1 and 2
ρ1 Radius vector from the origin of B1 to dm1
ρ2 Radius vector from the origin of B2 to dm2
Ω1 Angular velocity of Body 1 relative to I
Ω2 Angular velocity of Body 2 relative to I
A1 Attitude dyadic from Body 1 frame to I
A2 Attitude dyadic from Body 2 frame to I

4.4.1 Equations of Motion for the Full Two Body Problem

The general problem of two bodies concerns the orbital and rotational motions of two

bodies of arbitrary shape. The description of such motion requires the solution of

Newton’s second law for the orbital motion of the centers of mass of the respective

bodies and Euler’s equations for the rotational motion. The gravitational force acting

on each body consists of contributions from the mutual gravitational interactions

between all of the particles comprising Body 1 and all of those comprising Body 2.
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The rotational motion, however, will be influenced by the torque produced about

appropriate reference axes, where the torque is produced by the mutual gravitational

forces between the particles. Consequently, if V represents the mutual gravitational

potential between two bodies of masses M1 and M2 , then the motion of M2 relative

to M1 can be described by:

M1M2

M1 + M2
R̈ = −∂V

∂R
(4.1)

Ai
[
Ii · Ω̇i + Ωi × Ii ·Ωi

]
= − ∂V

∂θi
; i = 1, 2 (4.2)

where M1 and M2 are the masses of body 1 and 2, Ii are the inertia dyadics of the

bodies. The gravitational force is given by the gradient of the mutual gravitational

potential, ∂V/∂R. The torque acting on body i is −∂V/∂θi, where θi represents

infinitesimal variations in the attitudes of each body about a specified Ai. These

equations are still in the inertial frame, although the time derivatives for the rotational

equations are chosen in their respective body frames, hence the pre-multiplication by

the attitude dyadic, Ai. The kinematics of rotation must also be considered. Since

the attitude dyadic Ai maps from a body-fixed to an inertial frame, the kinematical

equation for it is giving by:

Ȧi = Ai · Ω̃i (4.3)

where Ω̃ = Ω1(ê3ê2 − ê2ê3) + Ω2(ê1ê3 − ê3ê1) + Ω3(ê2ê1 − ê1ê2). The above equa-

tions represent the most general case of the rigid two body problem.

4.4.2 The Mutual Potential

The mutual gravitational potential is considered up to second order only as this is

sufficient to model the major perturbation arising from non-spherical mass distribu-

tions. The mutual gravity potential for B1 interacting with B2 is formulated by the

following integration over both volumes:
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V = −G
∫
B1

∫
B2

dm1 dm2

r
(4.4)

where dm1 and dm2 are infinitesimal mass elements in body 1 and 2 respectively.

The leading terms of the potential up the fourth order are derived by Ashenberg.63

The results up to second order are stated here:

V(0) = −G
∫
B1

∫
B2

dm1 dm2

r
= −G

M1M2

R
(4.5)

V(1) = −G
∫
B1

∫
B2

R ·∆ρ

R3 dm1 dm2 = 0 (4.6)

V(2) = −GM2

2R3 (trI1 − 3I1R)− GM1

2R3 (trI2 − 3I2R) (4.7)

where IiR = R̂ · Ii · R̂ =
∫
Bi

(ρ2
i − (R̂ · ρ)2) dmi, trIi =

∫
Bi

2ρ2
i dmi, and ∆ρ = ρ1− ρ2.

Eq. (4.6) reduces to zero when the origins are chosen to coincide with the centres of

mass.63 In Eq. (4.7), originally presented by Schutz,64 Ii is invariant under rotation.

However, IiR depends upon the orientation. Hence, V(2) may be rewritten following

the formalism of Ashenberg63 in terms of the attitude dyadics as:

V(2) = −GM2

2R3 (trI1 − 3R̂T AT
1 I1A1R̂)− GM1

2R3 (trI2 − 3R̂T AT
2 I2A2R̂) (4.8)

Since we are not assuming that the reference frame is fixed in either B1 or B2, the

attitude dyadics are required in both terms. To use the Ashenberg method to derive

the gradient of the potential, Eq. (4.8) must be expressed in terms of the direction

cosines for each body li’,mi’,ni’:

V(2) = −GM2

2R3

[
(1− 3l

′2
1 )I1xx + (1− 3m

′2
1 )I1yy + (1− 3n

′2
1 )I1zz

]
− GM1

2R3

[
(1− 3l

′2
2 )I2xx + (1− 3m

′2
2 )I2yy + (1− 3n

′2
2 )I2zz

]
(4.9)
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where:

l′1 = R̂Ta(1)
1 = lA(1)

11 + mA(1)
12 + nA(1)

13

m′1 = R̂Ta(1)
2 = lA(1)

21 + mA(1)
22 + nA(1)

23

n′1 = R̂Ta(1)
3 = lA(1)

31 + mA(1)
32 + nA(1)

33

l′2 = R̂Ta(2)
1 = lA(2)

11 + mA(2)
12 + nA(2)

13

m′2 = R̂Ta(2)
2 = lA(2)

21 + mA(2)
22 + nA(2)

23

n′2 = R̂Ta(2)
3 = lA(2)

31 + mA(2)
32 + nA(2)

33 (4.10)

With R = R[l m n]T, AT
1 = [a(1)

1 a(1)
2 a(1)

3 ] the attitude matrix going from the

inertial to B1 frame, and AT
2 = [a(2)

1 a(2)
2 a(2)

3 ] the attitude matrix going from the

inertial to B2 frame, where a(i)
j are the column vectors of AT

i . Also, I1xx, I1yy, and I1zz

are the principal moments of inertia of B1 and I2xx, I2yy, and I2zz are the principal

moments of inertia of B2. The gradient of the mutual gravitational potential may

then be computed using the definitions and equations given by Ashenberg.63 The

zeroth order gradient term is given by:

∂V(0)

∂R
=

GM1M2

R3 R (4.11)

The gradient of the first order term is trivially zero. The gradient of the second order

mutual potential term (Eq. (4.8)) is given by:

∂V(2)

∂R
=

3G
2R3

{
M2

R2 R
[
(1− 3l

′2
1 )I1xx + (1− 3m

′2
1 )I1yy + (1− 3n

′2
1 )I1zz

]
+ M2

[
∂l
′2
1

∂R
I1xx +

∂m
′2
1

∂R
I1yy +

∂n
′2
1

∂R
I1zz

]

+
M1

R2 R
[
(1− 3l

′2
2 )I2xx + (1− 3m

′2
2 )I2yy + (1− 3n

′2
2 )I2zz

]
+M1

[
∂l
′2
2

∂R
I2xx +

∂m
′2
2

∂R
I2yy +

∂n
′2
2

∂R
I2zz

]}
(4.12)
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where terms such as ∂l′i /∂R are evaluated with Equation (21) given by Ashenberg.63

Finally, the total gravitational force between the two bodies is given up to 2nd order

as:

∂V
∂R

=
∂V(0)

∂R
+

∂V(2)

∂R
(4.13)

which is substituted into Eq. (4.1) to obtain the relative translational motion between

the two bodies.

4.4.3 The Mutual Torque

The rotational motion of B1 or B2 will be influenced by the mutual torque acting on

each body. The torque on B1 due to B2 is given to second order by Ashenberg63 as:

T(2)
1 =

3GM2

R3

∫
B1

(ρ1 · R̂)ρ1 × R̂ dm1

=
3GM2

R3


m′1n′1(I1zz − I1yy)

l′1n′1(I1xx − I1zz)

l′1m′1(I1yy − I1xx)

 = − ∂V
∂θ1

(4.14)

where ρ1 is the radius vector from the origin of B1 to the mass elements dm1. Similarly

the torque on B2 due to B1 is:

T(2)
2 =

3GM1

R3

∫
B2

(ρ2 · R̂)ρ2 × R̂ dm2

=
3GM1

R3


m′2n′2(I2zz − I2yy)

l′2n′2(I2xx − I2zz)

l′2m′2(I2yy − I2xx)

 = − ∂V
∂θ2

(4.15)

where ρ2 is the radius vector from the origin of B2 to the mass elements dm2. Equa-

tions (4.14) and (4.15) for the torque are substituted into the right hand side of the

rotational equations of motion for each body (Eq. (4.2)). Physically, the direction

cosines (l′i , m′i, n′i) are quantifying the relative attitude between B1 and B2.
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4.5 Linear Stability Analysis of Gravity Gradient Torque

Linear stability analysis of the gravity gradient torque on a rigid body in a circular

orbit is well known and detailed derivations can be found in Schaub Section 4.63

p19365 and Hughes Section 9.2 p293.66 This will not be reproduced here, except to

provide the stability conditions this analysis provides and evaluate those conditions

for different SPS. This analysis can only be applied to SPS which are configured to

rotate at the orbit rate (Cylindrical, Sun-Tower, Tethered).

The attitude stability conditions for a rigid body in a circular orbit as derived by

Schaub65 are:

1. (1 + 3kY + kYkR)2 > 16kYkR (4.16)

2. kRkY > 0 (4.17)

3. kR < kY (4.18)

where:

kR =
I2 − I1

I3
; kY =

I2 − I3

I1
(4.19)

where the indices indicate which of the orbit axes that moment of inertia lies along,

see Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Orbit frame axes, Figure from Schaub.65

All three stability conditions are shown in Fig. 4.3. The unstable regions are

shaded while the stable regions I and II are white.

Scanned by CamScanner

Figure 4.3: Orbit frame axes, Figure from Schaub.65

The linearised analysis of the gravity gradient torque only guarantees neutral sta-

bility of the linearised system. In Fig. 4.3 region I is the only truly stable region. Re-

gion II is unstable if damping effects are included.67 The stability conditions Eq. (4.17)
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and (4.18) can be written in terms of the moments of inertia as:

I2 ≥ I3 ≥ I1 (4.20)

This condition means that the spacecraft must be rotating around its maximum

moment of inertia at the orbit rate with its minimum axis aligned with the gravity

field as it orbits the Earth, and the intermediate axis along the direction of travel.

Whether or not the different SPS designs satisfy this condition is stated in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Stability analysis for SPS in circular orbits subject to gravity gradient
torque.

Sun-Tower Cylindrical Tethered

Imin[kgm2] 2.0319×1015 3.6317 ×1013 1.205 ×1013

Iint[kgm2] 1.694×1016 2.3848 ×1014 1.010 ×1014

Imax[kgm2] 1.695×1016 2.5133 ×1014 1.017 ×1014

I2[kgm2]

Imin 0 0
0 Iint 0
0 0 Imax

 Iint 0 0
0 Imax 0
0 0 Imin

 Imin 0 0
0 Iint 0
0 0 Imax


I2 ≥ I1 ≥ I3

√
×

√

kR 0.0049 -0.9016 0.0539
kY 0.8806 -0.8044 0.8872
Condition 1

√
×

√

Condition 2
√ √ √

Condition 3
√ √ √

The neutrally stable region II corresponds to having I2 < I1 and I2 < I3, i.e. the

spacecraft spinning about its minimum axis of inertia which is a maximum kinetic

energy state. With damping, this will degrade to a pure spin about the maximum

axis of inertia.67 Therefore gravity gradient satellites are typically long and skinny

structures rotating about the maximum axis of inertia with the minimum axis of

inertia aligned with the Earth pointing direction.

Both the Tethered and Suntower SPS’s satisfy the stability conditions and hence

are linearly stable to the gravity gradient torque. The Cylindrical SPS is shown to be

unstable in its proposed configuration. Despite the low attitude fuel costs associated
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with the Cylindrical SPS (see Table 4.4), this is not a stable attitude orientation. The

Sun Tower and Tethered SPS both have low attitude control costs and are linearly

stable to gravity gradient torque and therefore appear more attractive from an attitude

dynamics perspective. Both can be operated in GEO or GLPO with virtually no fuel

required for attitude control thrusting.

Importantly, both of these gravity gradient SPS can operate in GLPO with nominal

fuel required for both orbit and attitude control. Thus they offer linearly stable and

near propellant-less SPS structures.

Some SPS designs are sun-pointing and cannot be configured in the gravity gradi-

ent orientation. We consider one such SPS further, the Abacus SPS.

4.6 System Properties

4.6.1 Abacus Solar Power Satellite - Geometry and Mass Distribution

The Abacus SPS is chosen for this study due to its well documented16 geometry and

mass distribution properties (see Appendix B for the Abacus mass breakdown). It

is an example of a Type I SPS. It consists of three major components: a large solar

array, a transmitting antenna, and an Earth-pointing reflector that moves relative to

the solar array. The dimensions and configuration of Abacus are indicated in Fig. 4.4.

It is important to note that the transmitting antenna is fixed to the solar array,

whereas the reflector is fastened to the solar array with two rotational joints that

allow the reflected microwave beam to be pointed at a particular point on the Earth’s

surface. The first of these is an azimuth roll-ring that permits rotation once per orbit

about the solar-array pitch axis, nominally perpendicular to the Earth’s equatorial

plane, and the second is a set of ballscrew activated links that change the tilt of the

reflector. For a SPS in GEO, this may be set to a constant offset so that the beam

can be aimed at different latitudes depending on the location of the ground receiving

station. For the GLPO with it’s inclination of 7.5◦, the tilt of the reflector will need
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to be varied throughout one orbit by a maximum of β ∼ 1.5◦ according to Fig. 3.11

(assuming power delivery to an equatorial location).

The mass of each major component along with the total mass of the SPS are given

in Table 4.2. As noted by Wie and Roithmayr,16 the reflector’s mass and inertia

may be neglected in the attitude analysis as it constitutes less than 4% of the total

mass. This allows the Abacus SPS to be treated as a single body rather than a

multibody spacecraft. When the Abacus SPS is regarded as a rigid single body, the

spacecrafts moments and products of inertia for a set of axes fixed in the solar array

do not vary with time. Additionally, when the asymmetrical mass distribution of

the reflector is omitted, the principal axes of inertia of the spacecraft with respect to

the spacecrafts mass center are parallel to the roll, pitch, and yaw axes illustrated in

Fig. 4.4. The moments of inertia for these axes may therefore be considered as the

principal moments of inertia and are given in Table 4.2.

Figure 4.4: Abacus SPS configuration.40 Figure from Wie and Roithmayr.16
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Table 4.2: Mass properties for 1.2-GW Abacus SPS as given by Wie.16

Parameter Value

Solar array mass 21× 106 kg
Transmitting antenna mass 3× 106 kg
Reflector mass 0.8× 106 kg
Total mass M2 = 25× 106 kg
Roll inertia I2xx = 2.8× 1013 kg.m2

Pitch inertia I2yy = 1.8× 1013 kg.m2

Yaw inertia I2zz = 4.6× 1013 kg.m2

4.6.2 Reference Attitude Orientation

To maintain the sun-pointing of the large solar array, the SPS must rotate counter-

clockwise at a rate of 1◦/day about the pitch axis which is perpendicular to orbit plane

(POP). North-south tracking of the sun by the SPS solar array is not considered here,

instead the SPS solar array may be oversized slightly to account for losses due to

variation of the solar beta angle.
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4.7 Attitude Evolution
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Figure 4.5: Angular velocity for Abacus POP. Where the dotted line is not visible it
is coincident with the GEO case.
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Figure 4.6: Euler angles for Abacus POP.
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The angular velocity and attitude evolution are shown in Fig. 4.5 and 4.6 respectively.

To illustrate the desired attitude, the inertia dyadics of both the Earth and the SPS

are set to represent spherical mass distributions. This is labelled as the ‘2 Spheres’

case, which involves a change in only the pitch angle of 1◦/day.

Considering only the rotation around the pitch axis, for both the GEO and GLPO

the attitude of the SPS diverges from the reference attitude by more 90◦ in the pitch

axis in less than 1 orbit. This is due to the torque induced about the SPS center

of mass, as described by Eq. (4.15) and labelled as ‘pitch torque’ in Fig. 4.7. This

implies that if the attitude were left uncontrolled, the SPS would suffer high losses

due to no longer pointing at the Sun. It would completely lose power beyond 90◦ as

only one face of Abacus is covered with solar arrays. This confirms that the attitude

must be actively controlled for the Abacus SPS to be a useful resource. For GEO,

the pitch angle continues to increase at the same rate while the roll and yaw angles

remain at zero. The torque acts solely around the pitch axis for the GEO case.

4.8 Gravity Gradient Torque Cancellation
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Figure 4.7: Torque acting on Abacus POP.
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The variation of the torque acting on the SPS is shown in Fig. 4.7. Clearly the

largest torque acting is the gravity gradient torque about the pitch axis. It is a

cyclic disturbance torque with a peak value of approximately 143,000 Nm, which is

in agreement with Wie and Roithmayr16 for the Abacus SPS. This is too large to

be dealt with using conventional momentum storage devices. Instead electric ion

thrusters should be used.

The average force, FThrust, that must be provided by thrusters to cancel the grav-

itational torque is determined from the torque on body 2, T(2)
2 , by dividing by each

component by the relevant moment arm. It is assumed that the thrusters are placed

at the location which maximises the moment arm. The fuel required to cancel out the

gravitational torque over a given period of time ∆mAC may be calculated as follows:

dm
dt

=
FThrust
Ispg0∫

dm =
FThrust
Ispg0

∫
dt

∆mAC =
FThrustt

Ispg0
(4.21)

where an Isp = 3000s is assumed, g0 = 9.8m/s2. Table 4.3 shows the fuel require-

ments for cancellation of gravitational torques per year for the Abacus SPS in GEO

and GLPO. Also shown are the average forces required. Use of present day electric ion

thrusters would require a large number of thrusters to produce the necessary force.

For example, for the control system proposed by Wie and Roithmayr for Abacus16

they calculate 500 1N thrusters would be necessary, however, the electric ion thrusters

with the capabilities they assumed still do not exist. The highest performance electric

ion thrusters to the author’s knowledge are NASA’s Evolutionary Xenon Thrusters

(NEXT)68 which are capable of 236 mN thrust requiring 6.9 kW. Approximately 2000

of these would be required for an equivalent control system. Wie16 also makes the

point that worldwide production (in 2005) of Xenon was only 40, 000 kg.
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Table 4.3: GEO vs GLPO comparison.

Orbit GEO GLPO
FThrust (N) 60 60

∆mAC (kg/yr) 61,445 61,445
NS station-keeping (kg/yr) 32,000 ∼ 0

Maximum Collector loss (%) 8.2 % 3.8 %
Average Rectenna Loss (%) ∼ 0 % 1.4 %

4.9 SRP Torque Cancellation

A calculation of the fuel required to offset the SRP torque for each SPS design is given

in Table 4.4. The method used to estimate the fuel required to offset the SRP torque

is given below. The force due to SRP acting on the SPS is given by Wie16 as:

FSRP = P(1 + ρ)Acs (4.22)

where P = 4.5× 10−6 N/m2 is the nominal SRP constant, ρ is the overall surface

reflectance (0 for a blackbody and 1 for a mirror), and Acs is the cross-sectional area

with respect to incoming sunlight. This force imparts a torque, τSRP on a body when

there is an offset between the centre of mass (COM) and centre of pressure (COP),

rMP:

τSRP = FSRP × rMP (4.23)

The force required to cancel this torque can be calculated using the moment arm rarm

of the specific SPS for generating a counter-torque around the appropriate axis:

Fcontrol = τSRP(avg)/rarm (4.24)

Although the SRP torque is higher for SPS than normal spacecraft, SPS also have

much larger moment arms available to counteract the torque, hence the Fcontrol is

generally < 1N. The fuel required to cancel out the SRP torque over a given period
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of time may be calculated as follows:

dm
dt

=
Fcontrol
Ispg0∫

dm =
Fcontrol
Ispg0

∫
dt

∆mAC,SRP =
Fcontrolt

Ispg0
(4.25)

where an Isp = 3000s is assumed, and g0 = 9.8m/s2. Table 4.4 shows the results for

cancelling SRP torque for 1 year for various SPS designs.

The Abacus SPS is the only one that we can assume has a constant cross sectional

area with respect to the sun, as it is the only sun-pointing design. The other designs

considered have a varying cross-sectional area. In this analysis this has been averaged

for each design over the course of 1 year. It was also necessary to account for the

variations in the distance between the centre of mass (COM) and the centre of pressure

(COP) which affects the moment arm of the SRP disturbance torque.

This simple SRP torque calculation is also not valid for multi-body SPS with

rotating reflectors, such as ISC and the Sandwich SPS, therefore they are not included

in this analysis.

4.10 Comparison of SPS Designs

Of the 30 or so SPS designs, many are not well enough defined to calculate their

principle moments of inertia for this comparing the attitude dynamics. The method of

this chapter assumes a rigid single body for the Abacus SPS. Therefore we are limited

to SPS which we can reasonably treat as a single body to perform the same attitude

control calculations, and those for which detailed mass properties are available in the

literature.

SPS such as the sandwich SPS and ISC cannot be treated with this method as

they consist of multiple bodies, i.e. a transmitting antenna/photovoltaics assembly
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linked to large rotating reflectors by a boom. Detailed analysis of the ISC attitude

control accounting for the effects of body structural flexibility, gravitation and solar

radiation pressure disturbances was performed by Glaese and McDonald.19 Their de-

tailed model found that a fuel mass of ∆mAC(Total) = 111, 244 kg/yr was required

for attitude control. They also calculated the orbit station-keeping requirements at

132,337 kg/yr, which is similar to our result for ISC in Chapter 3 of 162,800 kg/yr

(the difference is mostly due to different values of Isp). Glaese notes that their propel-

lant calculations take no advantage of the opportunity to combine orbit and attitude

control thrusting and that ‘it is probable that most or all of the station-keeping force

could be combined with attitude and pointing control.’ This is also assumed by Wie

and Roithmayr in their study of Abacus.16

The model of this chapter was applied to the Sun tower, Cylindrical, and Tethered

SPS designs. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 4.4. The Abacus SPS

has the largest attitude control costs. The Sun-Tower and Tethered SPSs are both in-

tentionally designed to take advantage of the gravity gradient torque for stabilisation.

The Cylindrical SPS is purposely made near axi-symmetric specifically to minimise

the gravity gradient torque. Hence, these latter 3 designs exhibit near zero fuel re-

quirements for cancelling gravity gradient torque. Cancelling the SRP disturbance

torque is also shown to require a very small amount of fuel relative to the masses of

the SPSs (< 1% of the overall SPS mass for 30 years of fuel supply). It is also shown

that the GLPO actually reduces attitude control costs compared to GEO when the

SRP torque is considered.
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Table 4.4: Attitude control costs of SPS in GEO/GLPO for gravity gradient (GG)
and solar radiation pressure (SRP). The mass properties and moment arms for each
SPS are given.

Abacus Sun-Tower Cylindrical Tethered
Mass[kg] 2.500× 107 6.160× 107 6.600× 107 2.000× 107

Imin[kgm2] 1.800× 1013 1.415× 1012 3.632× 1013 1.205× 1013

Iint[kgm2] 2.800× 1013 1.694× 1016 2.385× 1014 1.010× 1014

Imax[kgm2] 4.600× 1013 1.695× 1016 2.513× 1014 1.017× 1014

I2[kgm2]

[
Imax 0 0

0 Iint 0
0 0 Imin

] [
Imin 0 0

0 Iint 0
0 0 Imax

] [
Iint 0 0

0 Imax 0
0 0 Imin

] [
Imin 0 0

0 Iint 0
0 0 Imax

]
rx[m] 2263 260 3335 1769
ry[m] 1600 28838 3335 1200
rz[m] 1600 28839 750 1300
Ω2(t0)[rad/s] [0 0 2π/1 yr] [0 0 2π/1day] [0 0 2π/1day] [0 0 2π/1day]
COM-COP [m] 200 369 300 217
FSRP[N] 60 101 55 35
GEO
∆mAC(GG) [kg/yr] 61,445 470 0 8
∆mAC(SRP) [kg/yr] 7,371 499 2,631 1,570
Total [kg/yr] 68,816 969 2,631 1,578
30 yr fuel as % of Msps 8.26 0.05 0.12 0.24
GLPO
∆mAC(GG) [kg/yr] 61,445 470 0 8
∆mAC(SRP) [kg/yr] 7,726 345 1,861 1,059
Total [kg/yr] 69,171 815 1,861 1,067
30 yr fuel as % of Msps 8.30 0.04 0.09 0.16

The attitude control fuel costs do not necessarily render any of the SPS designs

considered as infeasible in the future. However, we consider present day technology,

then the Abacus and the ISC SPS are not feasible. Abacus and ISC (see Glaese19)

have the highest percentage of its overall mass required of fuel for attitude control.

Abacus requires 8.3% of its overall mass for a 30 year supply of propellant, while ISC

requires 19.6%.19 This is not unrealistic from a mass point of view (if it is economically

feasible to launch a SPS with mass of the order 107kg, then launching that amount of

fuel is not unreasonable). However, it would require significant engineering to store

the large mass of propellant required to supply control over an SPS lifetime. Storage

of this mass of propellant has never been attempted before. Alternatively, a refuelling

strategy would need to be devised, adding additional engineering issues and risk.

4.11 GEO vs GLPO: Orbit and Attitude Dynamics

In both the GEO and GLPO case the primary torque is the cyclic gravity gradient

pitch torque. No additional fuel is required in GLPO compared to GEO as shown

in Table 4.3. This is an important result which suggests that there is no attitude
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dynamics penalty for locating Abacus SPS in GLPO compared to GEO.

For the Abacus design, as with all SPS designs, the high area to mass ratio of

the SPS causes an orbital perturbation due to solar radiation pressure. This SRP

perturbation causes a yearly oscillation in eccentricity and hence, an oscillation of

2.5◦ in longitude (see Sec. 3.11), which must be controlled in GEO. Coincidentally,

the force of the SRP perturbation (60 N) for Abacus16 is approximately equal to the

average value of force required to cancel the pitch gravity gradient torque (given the

maximum moment arm of Abacus), see Table 4.3. Therefore, Wie16 considers applying

the SRP cancellation force in a cyclic manner to achieve pitch control at essentially

no extra cost. This suggests that the geometry of any SPS design for operation in

GEO should be adjusted so that the thrust for controlling gravity gradient is equal

to the thrust required for SRP orbit control.

Attitude control is essential for both GEO and GLPO. East-west station-keeping

is also necessary, although this represents a relatively small fuel cost, especially for

SPS near the stable longitude points. It will also be approximately equivalent in GEO

or GLPO depending on the chosen longitude and therefore it is not considered here.

For GLPO the SRP orbit control is not strictly necessary (see Sec. 4.3). As neither

North-South station-keeping or SRP cancellation is required for GLPO, the fuel costs

reduce down to what is required for attitude control.

For the Abacus SPS, when both orbit and attitude control are taken into consid-

eration, GLPO has lower fuel requirements overall by approximately 32,000 kg/yr.

Over a 30 year lifetime the Abacus SPS in GLPO requires 8.3% of it’s overall mass

in fuel∗. This is entirely for attitude control (orbital control costs are near zero). In

GEO, Abacus requires 18.5% of it’s overall mass in fuel, which includes the North-

South station-keeping essential to maintain GEO, and attitude/SRP orbit control.

The GLPO solar collector losses are lower than in GEO due to the fact that the

GLPO is nearer to the ecliptic plane. Thus the cosine losses for the solar array are

∗Fuel mass(%)=Fuel mass/(Msps + Fuel mass) for a 30 year lifetime
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lower in GLPO over the course of the year as the solar beta angle varies. GLPO

incurs additional losses due to non-zero incidence angle of the beamed power on the

rectenna on the ground. This is due to the SPS not being fixed directly overhead as it

is for GEO. If an equatorial rectenna is assumed, the average loss in power received is

relatively low for GLPO. The greater solar collector losses in GEO are approximately

balanced out by the additional rectenna losses from GLPO. SPS in GLPO experi-

ences approximately a day and a half more eclipse time annually than SPS in GEO.

Once these factors are accounted for both orbit options offer approximately equivalent

power delivery.

Once the attitude control issue is considered alongside the orbit control costs, the

fuel savings for Abacus POP in GLPO are significant compared to Abacus POP in

GEO.

It is likely that the decision to place a SPS in GEO or GLPO will also come down

to other factors as well. For instance, the intended location of the power delivery on

the Earth’s surface is important. As stated by Ogilvie, for delivering power to higher

latitudes, locating the SPS in GLPO requires an increased rectenna size (13.9% larger

for 34◦ latitude39) incurring higher costs as a result. Hence, GLPO is more suited to

delivering power to lower latitude regions.

With the Abacus design in GLPO there is also the added complexity of having to

vary the tilt of the microwave reflector throughout the orbit to maintain the power

delivery. As such, GLPO is more suited to a retro-directive phased array transmitting

antenna system.69 Such a system allows electronic beam steering without the need

for mechanical pointing of the transmitting antenna.

4.12 Modification of the Mass Distribution and Attitude Orientation

In this section the benefits of modifying the mass distribution of the Abacus SPS and

the attitude orientation are considered.

GLPO will offer greater savings for SPSs which can minimise the pitch gravity
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gradient torque through inertia balancing, i.e. designing the SPS to minimise (I2xx −

I2yy), see Eq. (4.14). For instance, if we set I2xx = I2yy, then the pitch torque is

zero for both GEO and GLPO. This is referred to as 2 dimensional inertia balancing

(2-DIB) by Ogilvie70 and may be achieved simply by altering the dimensions of the

solar array. Alternatively, the cylindrical SPS design (see Fig. 3.1(a)) may be used,

which naturally has I2xx = I2yy.

Gravity gradient stabilised SPS designs, such as the Sun Tower SPS take advantage

of the pitch gravity gradient torque rather than trying to minimise it.

To instead rotate around the maximum moment of inertia of the SPS, the SPS

solar array may be oriented in the orbital plane (IOP). The angular velocity of the SPS

is in this case Ω2 = [0 0 n], where n is the orbital rate. Consequently the transmitting

antenna is Earth-pointing, removing the need for the microwave reflector. With the

large solar array IOP, a system of solar reflectors would be necessary to redirect the

Sun’s rays onto the surface of the solar array. The reflector system would impart a

torque unless a symmetrical design is utilised. The design and analysis of a reflector

system is not considered here but shall be addressed in future work. In this orientation

the SPS with 2-DIB in GLPO could operate virtually propellant-less.

For SPS in GEO with 2-DIB and oriented IOP, the gravitational torque also disap-

pears entirely. However, the SRP orbit perturbation must still be controlled for GEO

in addition to the NS station-keeping, which would remain unchanged. The SRP orbit

perturbation may be more complex due to the interaction with the reflector system.

However, it is likely to be more costly to control due to the higher reflectivity of the

solar reflector system. Therefore, an IOP SPS in GEO with 2-DIB does not appear

to offer significant fuel savings overall.

Another advantage of the IOP SPS orientation is that a retro-directive phased ar-

ray antenna could be used with no need for movement/rotation between the antenna

and solar array. Also, the solar arrays would be approximately edge on to the solar

wind, minimising damage from micro-meteorites and increasing the solar array life-
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Figure 4.8: Gravity gradient stabilised SPS, original figure from Bowden.71

time. The idea of orienting the solar arrays IOP has been proposed before by Bowden

in 198171 (see Fig. 4.8) and was referred to as a gravity gradient stabilised SPS. That

study assumed the use of a large monolithic free-flying reflector to maintain illumin-

ation of the solar arrays. Instead, a modular reflector system attached to the main

solar array could be designed.
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4.13 Orbit-Attitude Coupling
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Figure 4.9: Differences between coupled and uncoupled orbital elements for both GEO
and GLPO.

In considering the orbital and attitude motion of a satellite orbit about an attracting

body, it is normal practice to assume that the orbit is Keplerian and then the attitude

is studied separately. For purely gravitational interactions these motions are generally
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assumed to be uncoupled. In fact there is always weak gravitational coupling between

the two, such that a change in attitude will perturb the orbit and vice versa. For

a normal sized spacecraft orbiting the Earth, treating the two independently is a

reasonable assumption. However, as stated by Sincarsin and Hughes,72 the magnitude

of this coupling is governed by the spacecraft’s mass distribution and orientation, and

its size relative to its orbit radius. Hence, for SPS scale spacecraft it is worthwhile

to examine the effect of the coupling. Therefore the coupling between orbit and

attitude motion is fully accounted for by the model used here. We are only considering

gravitational attraction between the two body’s (no other disturbances are considered

at this stage).

To examine the effect of the attitude on the orbital elements the coupled case is

compared with the uncoupled case. For the uncoupled case, the right hand side of

Eq. (4.2) is set equal to zero. Fig. 4.9 shows the differences in orbit elements between

the coupled and uncoupled cases for both GEO and GLPO.

For the GEO case, the coupling of attitude into the orbit causes changes in the

in-plane orbit elements: semi-major axis a, eccentricity e, argument of perigee ω, and

true anomaly f . The GLPO case also experiences variation in the out-of-plane orbit

elements inclination i, and right ascension of the ascending node Ω.

Measurable variations in the orbit parameters are observed when the gravitational

coupling between the attitude and orbit dynamics is accounted for (see Fig. 4.9). The

orbital perturbations observed are too small to indicate a serious control problem,

however, they would need to be considered in the operation of a SPS. For the invest-

igations of the dynamics of SPS designs at an early research stage it is reasonable to

decouple the equations of motion.
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4.14 SPS Flexibility

Figure 4.10: Abacus modes of vibration, original Figure Tim Collins at NASA LaRC.

In the case where the gravity gradient torque is cancelled by continuous control thrust-

ing, for Abacus, we still are left with a body rotating around its minimum axis of

inertia (see Sec. 4.6.2). SPS are designed to be built in space and therefore do not

need to be structurally rigid. The natural modes of vibration of the Abacus structure

are shown in Fig. 4.10. Wie16 discussed the issue in terms of developing a controller

that avoids exciting these modes by avoiding exciting the natural frequencies (first

three modes are noted in Fig. 4.10). However, the issue of maintaining a large flexible

structure in a minimum inertia axis spin does not appear to have been considered

in the literature. The flexible nature of the structure provides an obvious route for

energy to be dissipated. Thereby one would expect that over time the Abacus SPS

would start to tumble and dissipate energy before settling in a major inertia axis

spin. In the subsequent chapter this issue is addressed by constructing a model for

energy dissipation and using it to investigate the dynamics of the Abacus SPS in

geosynchronous orbits with both energy dissipation and gravity gradient acting.

The interaction of the gravity gradient force and the SPS structure (or any struc-
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ture on the scale of SPS) is a complex issue that has been treated in the literature

recently by Liu et al.73 and Zhao et al.74 for the ISC and a general flat plate structure

(similar to Abacus), respectively. Liu et al. show that the vibration frequencies of

the SPS change with the pitch angle under the effect of gravity-gradient force. For

the ISC some interesting behaviours are observed when the fundamental structural

mode of the SPS is close to the orbital angular velocity. For example, a buckling

instability of the structure was found to occur at a certain range for the pitch angle.

They propose a structural stiffness design criteria for the ISC to avoid this instability.

For satellites of a more normal size than SPS, the impact of the gravity-gradient

force on the flexible structure is often neglected. This simplification was also made for

early SPS studies whereby the structural vibration was either treated using a linear

model (LM)75,76,77 or using a finite element model.78,79 Using the LM, Glaese and

McDonald75 proposed a design for a sun-pointing control system for the ISC SPS.

Zhou and Fan77 proposed a composite control method for the vibration suppression

of a tethered SPS. The vibration control of flexible structures has been studied ex-

tensively by He et al.,80 He and Ge,81 He and Zhang,82 and He and Ge.83 Using the

finite element method, Ishimura et al.78 studied the stability of the orbit and atti-

tude dynamics of the tethered SPS, including both the gravity gradient and structural

vibration.

The issue of control structure interaction is a concern with km scale platforms. For

example, the Abacus SPS has a 3.2.x 3.2 km platform whose lowest structural mode is

about 0.002 Hz. The dynamics and control of similar structures have been investigated

in the literature extensively,84,85,86 with active structural vibration control being a

topic of continuing practical interest.73

Wie and Roithmayr16 state that the most appropriate way to deal with this prob-

lem is to avoid the conditions under which it occurs in the first place, which may be

achieved by employing a control bandwidth lower than 1× 10−5 Hz in systems that

control the orbit and attitude. As stated by Zhao et al.,74 the primary challenge is
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the design of control frequencies away from several major structural frequencies.

The impact of the flexibility of the SPS structure is very dependent upon the

specific SPS design. The focus of this thesis is on the utility of the GLPO for SPS

compared to GEO rather than focusing on detailed control design for a particular SPS.

Therefore a full analysis of the flexible modes of specific SPS and all the potential

related control issues has not been considered here. For an in depth analysis of the

SPS flexibility related issues in the literature, for the ISC refer to Liu et al.73 and for

Type I SPS refer to Zhao et al.74

The assumption that the SPS’s are rigid bodies has been made in this chapter in

order to compare the gravity gradient and SRP torques affects on SPS in GEO vs

SPS in GLPO.



5

Accounting for Energy Dissipation

“Nearly four centuries of experience since Galileos time has shown that it
is frequently useful to depart from the real and to construct a model of
the system being studied; some of the complications are stripped away, so
a simple and generalized mathematical structure can be built up out of
what is left. Once that is done, the complicating factors can be restored
one by one, and the relationship suitably modified. To try to achieve the
complexities of reality at one bound, without working through a simplified
model first, is so difficult that it is virtually never attempted and, we can
feel certain, would not succeed if it were attempted.”

- Isaac Asimov

5.1 Motivation

The first principles of mechanics require that a freely rotating top must evolve to the

spin state that minimises the rotational kinetic energy, for a fixed angular momentum.

This spin state can be attained by adjustment of mass distribution and/or alteration

of the rotation axis.

The state of rotation about the maximum inertia axis is the minimal energy state.

Spin about the minimum inertia axis corresponds to the maximal energy state. A

body will dissipate energy to get rid of the excessive energy and evolve towards a spin

around the maximum inertia axis regardless of the initial spin state.

This process was evident in 1958 when Americas first artificial satellite Explorer

I began to carry out what were at the time unexpected manoeuvres. Explorer I was

a very elongated body with four flexible antennas attached. After orbit insertion,

the plan was to stabilise the satellite by rotating it around its longest dimension

147
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(i.e. minimum inertia axis). This decision was made based on the assumption that

the spacecraft could be treated as a rigid body. A rigid body is stable to small

perturbations about principle axis spins around the maximum and minimum moments

of inertia. It is only unstable to rotations about the intermediate axis of inertia. In this

case, unstable means that the amplitude of a small perturbation grows exponentially

with time. For a rigid body, the solutions that start out near an equilibrium point for

minimum or maximum inertia spins stay near the equilibrium point forever, i.e. they

are Lyapunov stable.

However, it proved impossible to maintain the spacecraft in the desired spin state,

Explorer persistently deviated from the simple rotation and went into a wobble, ex-

hibiting slowly changing complex rotation. The rotation around the minimum inertia

axis was not stable to perturbation due to energy dissipation through the flexible

appendages. The rotation state was evolving toward the minimal kinetic energy state

(with the angular momentum being fixed). This was an early lesson in dangers of not

accounting for the effect of energy dissipation. The rigid body assumption was invalid

and compromised the successful operation of the spacecraft.

In the case of SPS, the scale of the structures requires that they be constructed on-

orbit. This in turn relaxes the need for strong, rigid structures to withstand launch.

Therefore, the structures will be very flexible. This flexibility will necessitate the

consideration of energy dissipation on the rotational dynamics. The model developed

in this chapter aims to address that need and to assess the rotational dynamics of a

geosynchronous SPS subject to energy dissipation and gravity gradient torque (both

in GEO and GLPO).

5.2 Energy Dissipation Modeling Approaches

In Kaplan’s text ‘Modern Spacecraft Dynamics and Control’,87 three methods for

modeling energy dissipation are summarised. These methods are the subject of the

work by Likins88 where he reviews their use in the literature and directly compares
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them for a specific example of modeling rotational motion with energy dissipation.

The first is a rigid spacecraft model with an ‘energy sink’ incorporated. The

‘energy sink’ method requires that we assume the spacecraft has no moving parts

which dissipate energy. In fact there must be some motion in order to cause the

dissipation, however, this is ignored in the analysis and Euler’s equations for rigid

body motion are assumed to be appropriate. The first integral of these equations

is a statement of conservation of rotational energy which cannot in fact be satisfied

when dissipation is present. The argument can be made that motion over any single

precession cycle is nearly the same as that of a rigid body with the same rotational

energy and momenta. This argument is then applied repeatedly over each cycle with

incremental reductions in rotational energy each time. This approximation is the basis

of the energy sink method. The major difficulty with the energy sink method is the

appropriate selection of a dissipation rate. This tends to require some physical insight,

and often some empirical knowledge of the system. As the SPSs we are considering

are early stage designs, it is not possible to gain the necessary empirical knowledge

to ensure a feasible dissipation rate is selected. The idealised energy sink violates

Newtons laws by producing changes in motion without applying forces.

The second utilises a modal model, i.e. motions are described in terms of the

normal modes of deformation of a slightly flexible, lightly damped structure (i.e. stiff

with high kD and low cD). This modeling approach requires significant modification

between different SPS designs and hence has not been employed here as we wish to

compare different designs.

The final method involves the modeling of dampers analytically and is referred to

as the ‘discrete parameter’ method. This is the method that we choose to model SPS

motion. The reasons for choosing this method are that it allows the building in of a

mechanism for energy dissipation while also allowing external forces and torques to

be incorporated, and the equations of motion allow analysis of rotational behaviour

for arbitrary initial angular velocity. The discrete parameter method does have dis-
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tinct disadvantages when trying to accurately model complex spacecraft structural

elements which act essentially as unspecified dampers. This is mainly due to the

virtual impossibility of obtaining valid empirical data on the properties of equival-

ent spring-dampers to mimic the structural elements correctly. However, the discrete

parameter method may be used for the initial design/evaluation of SPSs as it allows a

qualitative understanding of the dynamics of a system to be obtained. We are utilising

it simply to provide a mechanism that dissipates energy slowly over time rather than

trying to precisely model particular system elements. The symmetric configuration of

spring mass dampers chosen allows the centre of mass of the system to be preserved.

5.3 Effects of Energy Dissipation

For a rotating body, vector l of the total angular momentum is proportional to the

momentary angular velocity ω, but generally deviates from ω in direction. Both

vectors l and ω have a common direction only if the body rotates about one of the

three mutually orthogonal axes called principal axes of inertia. Principal axes of

inertia exist for every body. For symmetrical bodies manufactured of a homogeneous

material, the principal axes of inertia coincide with the axes of symmetry.

The primary effects of energy dissipation are as follows:

1. The major inertia axis of a body and its angular velocity ω tend to align along

its angular momentum l.

2. A rotating body will attain its minimum energy spin state by dissipating energy.

An object initially in a minor or intermediate axis spin will undergo complex

rotation before evolving towards a major axis spin.

Although energy is dissipating, the magnitude and direction (with respect to an

inertial reference frame) of angular momentum l is conserved in the absence of external

torques. When modeling energy dissipation, any mechanism for energy dissipation
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should not cause a shift in the principal axis frame so that it remains straightforward

to incorporate external torques/forces.

5.4 Multiple Spring Damper Model

The method of Hughes66 Section 3.4 may be employed whereby a mechanism for

energy dissipation is incorporated into the equations of motion through the addition

of a spring-mass damper (see Fig. 5.1). The method of Hughes is modified here to

incorporate multiple spring mass dampers. The reason for additional dampers is that

with only one damper, it is possible that the damper will remain unexcited if the spin

is about the damper axis. If only a single damper were utilised (and it was aligned so

that it was not parallel with any of the principal axes of the body) movement of the

damper mass would also cause a shift in the principal axes frame Fp. To preserve the

principal axes frame regardless of the damper movements and have a system which

is able to dissipate energy regardless of the orientation of the initial angular velocity

vector, the configuration shown in Fig. 5.2 is used.

  

F
I

F
P

n⃗

r⃗
D

v⃗

Rigid Body, R

b⃗

ξ

Point Mass, P

w⃗

R⃗

O

Figure 5.1: Spinning rigid body R, with an internal point mass damper P .
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p̂1

p̂2

p̂3

11

12

2122

32

31

Figure 5.2: Rigid body R, with 6 internal point mass dampers.

The rigid body R is augmented here to include multiple point mass dampers Pij
∗.

Two dampers are placed symmetrically with respect to the centre of mass of (R+Pij)

along each principal axis. Each point mass is constrained to move in a rectilinear slot

with respect to R. The motion of this point mass is damped by a linear viscous

damper (with damping constant, cd,ij), Pij is also connected to R by a linear spring

(spring constant, kd,ij). The natural modes of the SPS (for Abacus, see Fig. 4.10) may

be used to obtain an approximate value to use for kd,ij:

kd,ij ∼ 4π2 f 2
n md,ij (5.1)

where fn is the natural frequency, and md,ij is the mass chosen for Pij. The interaction

betweenR and Pij provides a mechanism for dissipating the energy ofR. As discussed

∗The indices i = 1 → 3 indicates the principal axis the damper lies along; j = 1, 2 indicates
placement of the damper in the positive and negative direction respectively
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earlier, the effects of energy dissipation can be crucial to the nature of the motion.

The position of Pij with respect to 0 is given by:

r−→d,ij = b−→ij + ξij n̂−→ij
(5.2)

where ξij = 0 corresponds to a relaxed spring with position vector b−→ij, and the unit

vector n̂−→ij
defines the direction of Pij’s travel ( n̂−→ij

· n̂−→ij
= 1). The masses of R and

Pij are respectively, mb and md,ij, therefore the total system mass is:

m = mb +
3,2

∑
i,j=1

md,ij (5.3)

In total 6 dampers are added as illustrated in Fig. 5.2 to provide a fully 3 dimen-

sional mechanism for energy dissipation. The first and second moments of inertia of

the system with respect to 0 are:

c−→(t) = c−→b +
3,2

∑
i,j=1

md,ij r−→d,ij (5.4)

J−→(t) = J−→b +
3,2

∑
i,j=1

md,ij(r2
d,ij U−→− r−→d,ij r−→d,ij) (5.5)

where U−→ is the identity matrix and c−→b and J−→b are the first and second moments of

inertia of R around 0 given by:

c−→b =
∫
R

r−→σ( r−→)dV (5.6)

J−→b =
∫
R

(r2 U−→− r−→ r−→)σ( r−→)dV (5.7)

where σ( r−→) is the mass density at position r−→ and dV is an element of volume at r−→
(see Fig. 5.3). The total mass of R is:

mb =
∫
R

σ( r−→)dV (5.8)
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Figure 5.3: Rigid body.

We choose the centre of mass of R+ Pij to be coincident with point 0. Con-

sequently c−→b = c−→(to) = 0. The latter is true due to the choice of ξij = 0 for

all dampers giving an initially symmetric distribution of damper masses around the

centre of mass.

5.4.1 Vectorial Motion Equations for Damped System

The absolute velocity of 0 is denoted by v−→, while the absolute angular velocity of R

is denoted by ω−→. Hence, the velocity at a point r−→ in R is v−→+ ω−→× r−→ and the

velocity of Pij is v−→+ ω−→× r−→d,ij + ξ̇ij n̂−→ij
. Consequently the momenta of R and Pij

are:

pb−→
=
∫
R

( v−→+ ω−→× r−→)dm = mb v−→+ ω−→× cb−→ (5.9)

p
−→d,ij = md,ij( v−→+ ω−→× r−→d,ij + ξ̇ij n̂−→ij

) (5.10)
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The total momenta of the system is then:

p
−→

= pb−→
+

3,2

∑
i,j=1

p
−→d,ij = m v−→− c−→× ω−→+

3,2

∑
i,j=1

md,ijξ̇ij n̂−→ij
(5.11)

For the later development of the system equations of motion we are interested in the

component of p
−→d,ij along the axis n̂−→ij

, which we denote by pn,ij:

pn,ij = n̂−→ij
· p
−→d,ij = md,ij( n̂−→ij

· v−→− n̂−→ij
× b−→ij · ω−→+ ξ̇ij) (5.12)

Similarly, the absolute angular momentum of R around 0 is:

l−→b =
∫
R

r−→× ( v−→+ ω−→× r−→)dm

= c−→b × v−→+ J−→b · ω−→ (5.13)

and the total absolute angular momentum of (R+ ∑3,2
i,j=1 Pij) about 0 is:

l−→ = l−→b +
3,2

∑
i,j=1

( r−→d,ij × p
−→d,ij)

= c−→× v−→+ J−→ · ω−→+
3,2

∑
i,j=1

md,ijξ̇ij( b−→ij × n̂−→ij
) (5.14)

The other dynamical quantity of interest is the kinetic energy:

T ,
1
2

∫
R

( v−→+ ω−→× r−→) · ( v−→+ ω−→× r−→)dm

+
1
2

3,2

∑
i,j=1

md,ij( v−→+ ω−→× r−→d,ij + ξ̇ij n̂−→ij
) · ( v−→+ ω−→× r−→d,ij + ξ̇ij n̂−→ij

)

=
1
2

m v−→ · v−→+
1
2

ω−→ · J−→ · ω−→− v−→ · ( c−→× ω−→)

+
3,2

∑
i,j=1

{
1
2

md,ijξ̇
2
ij −md,ijξ̇ij( n̂−→ij

× b−→ij) · ω−→+ md,ijξ̇ij v−→ · n̂−→ij

}
(5.15)
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Considering the forces and torques acting on the system R, the external force and

torque are f
−→

and g
−→

, and Pij exerts a force − f
−→d,ij. Through Newton’s Third Law,

R exerts a force f
−→d,ij on Pij

∗. The motion equations for Pij and R, respectively,

may now be written:

ṗ
−→d,ij

= md,ij r̈−→d,ij
= f
−→d,ij = − n̂−→ij

(cd,ijξ̇ij + kd,ijξij) + f
−→con,ij (5.16)

where ( n̂−→ij
· f
−→con,ij = 0)

ṗ
−→b

= f
−→
−

3,2

∑
i,j=1

f
−→d,ij (5.17)

l̇−→b
+ v−→× p

−→b = g
−→
−

3,2

∑
i,j=1

( r−→d,ij × f
−→d,ij) (5.18)

where f
−→con,ij is the constraining force normal to the direction of Pij’s travel. Summing

Eq. (5.16) and Eq. (5.17) gives:

ṗ
−→

= f
−→

(5.19)

Substitution of Eq. (5.18) into Eq. (5.14) yields (after reduction using earlier defini-

tions):

l̇−→+ v−→× p
−→

= g
−→

(5.20)

Then the last motion equation is found from Eq. (5.12) and Eq. (5.16):

ṗn,ij = ˙̂n−→ij · p
−→d,ij + n̂−→ij

· ṗ
−→d,ij

= ( ω−→× n̂−→ij
) · p
−→d,ij + n̂−→ij

· (− n̂−→ij
(cd,ijξ̇ij + kd,ijξij) + f

−→con,ij)

= ω−→ · n̂−→ij
× {md,ij( v−→+ ω−→× r−→d,ij + ξ̇ij n̂−→ij

)} − cd,ijξ̇ij − kd,ijξij

= md,ij ω−→ · n̂−→ij
× { v−→− r−→d,ij × ω−→}− cd,ijξ̇ij − kd,ijξij (5.21)

∗External forces on Pij may also be included if so desired, although here it is not deemed necessary
as the damper masses are only there to provide a dissipation mechanism according to the spin state
of R.
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where n̂−→ij
· n̂−→ij

= 1, n̂−→ij
· f
−→con,ij = 0, and the inertial frame time derivative is

˙̂n−→ij = ˚̂n−→ij + ω−→× n̂−→ij
= ( ω−→× n̂−→ij

). ∗ The time derivative of n̂−→ij
with respect to

the rotating frame n̊−→ij
= 0 because we assume that the rectilinear slots which the

dampers move in are fixed in the rigid body.

The change in kinetic energy during the motion is given by analogy with Eq. (67)

in Section 3.2 of Hughes66 for a continuum:

Ṫ =
∫
R

( v−→+ ω−→× r−→) · d f
−→

+
3,2

∑
i,j=1

( v−→+ ω−→× r−→d,ij + ξ̇ij n̂−→ij
) · fd,ij

= v−→ ·
∫
R

d f
−→

+ ω−→ ·
∫
R

r−→× d f
−→

+
3,2

∑
i,j=1

{
v−→ · f
−→d,ij + ω−→ · r−→d,ij × f

−→d,ij + ξ̇ij n̂−→ij
· f
−→d,ij

}

=
3,2

∑
i,j=1

{
v−→ · ( f
−→
− f
−→d,ij) + ω−→ · ( g

−→
− r−→d,ij × f

−→d,ij) + v−→ · f
−→d,ij

+ ω−→ · r−→d,ij × f
−→d,ij + ξ̇ij n̂−→ij

· f
−→d,ij

}
= f
−→
· v−→+ g

−→
· ω−→−

3,2

∑
i,j=1

{
cd,ijξ̇

2
ij + kd,ijξijξ̇ij

}
(5.22)

The term kd,ijξijξ̇ij = V̇ij is the rate of change of the potential energy stored in the

spring, Vij = 1/2kd,ijξ
2
ij. Hence, the change in the total energy E = T + ∑3,2

i,j=1 Vij is:

Ė = f
−→
· v−→+ g

−→
· ω−→−

3,2

∑
i,j=1

cd,ijξ̇
2
ij (5.23)

which shows that the energy increases as work is done by f
−→

and g
−→

but decreases

through dissipation in the damper.

∗the overcircle notation ˚ indicates a time derivative in a rotating frame.
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5.4.2 Scalar Motion Equations

To deduce the scalar motion equations, the vectors must be expressed in terms of

their components. We choose to express all vectors in the body principal axes frame

Fp, the under-arrow notation is subsequently dropped. The formalism of Hughes66

is used for consistency, bold font symbols are column matrices of the components

of the vector form (under-arrow) expressed in the chosen reference frame. Matrix

operations using this notation are explained in Appendix C. Note that n̂ij, bij, cb, and

Jb are constant when expressed in Fp. For clarity, ω is the angular velocity vector

of the frame Fp with respect to the FI as expressed in Fp. The velocity v is the

velocity of R+ ∑3,2
i,j=1 Pij with respect to FI as expressed in Fp. The momenta and

kinetic energy are as follows:∗

p = mv− c×ω +
3,2

∑
i,j=1

md,ijξ̇ijn̂ij (5.24)

l = c×v + Jω +
3,2

∑
i,j=1

md,ijξ̇ijb×ij n̂ij (5.25)

pn,ij = md,ij(n̂T
ijv− n̂T

ijb
×
ij ω + ξ̇ij) (5.26)

T =
1
2

mvTv +
1
2

ωT Jω− vTc×ω

+
3,2

∑
i,j=1

{
1
2

md,ijξ̇
2
ij −md,ijξ̇ijn̂T

ijb
×
ij ω + md,ijξ̇ijvTn̂ij

}
(5.27)

Ė = f Tv + gTω−
3,2

∑
i,j=1

cd,ijξ̇
2
ij (5.28)

The structure of these equations may be stated in terms of the system inertia matrix

M, where we write out the values for each damper explicitly for clarity, defined as

follows:

∗See Appendix C for definition of a× and aTb.
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M ,



mU −c× md,11n11 md,12n12 md,21n21 md,22n22 md,31n31 md,32n32
c× J md,11b×11n11 md,12b×12n12 md,21b×21n21 md,22b×22n22 md,31b×31n31 md,32b×32n32

md,11nT
11 −md,11nT

11b×11 md,11 0 0 0 0 0
md,12nT

12 −md,12nT
12b×12 0 md,12 0 0 0 0

md,21nT
21 −md,21nT

21b×21 0 0 md,21 0 0 0
md,22nT

22 −md,22nT
22b×22 0 0 0 md,22 0 0

md,31nT
31 −md,31nT

31b×31 0 0 0 0 md,31 0
md,32nT

32 −md,32nT
32b×32 0 0 0 0 0 md,32


The momenta and energy can now be expressed concisely in terms of M:

$ = MV (5.29)

T =
1
2
VTMV (5.30)

where

$ , [p l pn,11 pn,12 pn,21 pn,22 pn,31 pn,32]T

V ,
[
v ω ξ̇11 ξ̇12 ξ̇21 ξ̇22 ξ̇31 ξ̇32

]T
(5.31)

Finally, the motion equations themselves, i.e. the scalar equivalents of Eq. (5.19),(5.20),

and (5.21) are:

ṗ = −ω×p + f (5.32)

l̇ = −ω×l − v×p + g (5.33)

ṗn,ij = md,ijω
Tn̂×ij (v− r×d,ijω)− cd,ijξ̇ij − kd,ijξij (5.34)

The above, Eq. (5.32)-(5.34) are numerically integrated for p, l, and pn while simul-

taneously solving the algebraic equations (5.24) through (5.26) for
{

v, ω, ξ̇
}

. This

is the key for implementation of this model. In terms of M, this solution takes the

form:

V = M−1$ (5.35)

This may be performed using the left divide matrix operation in MATLAB, i.e. V =

M \$. The initial conditions depend on the particular application of the model.
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We choose the centre of mass of R + Pij to be coincident with point 0. Con-

sequently cb, c(to) = 0. The latter is true due to the choice of ξij = 0 for all dampers

giving an initially symmetric distribution of damper masses around the centre of mass.

Initially, it will be assumed that the external force and torque are zero ( f = g = 0) to

conduct a number of tests on the model before it is applied to modeling SPS motion.

The equations of motion are based upon those given by Hughes66 Section 3.4 for

a rigid body with a single spring-mass damper. The novelty of the model used in

this thesis lies in the particular configuration of multiple spring-dampers, as shown in

Fig. 5.2. The spring-damper masses are placed at equal distance from the centre of

mass, with two along each principal axis of the body. To the author’s knowledge, this

particular configuration of spring-mass dampers has not been applied before to satel-

lite attitude dynamics. The benefit of this model is that it can be used across multiple

SPS designs without alteration. If a single mass damper was used then the placement

and properties would need to be calculated for each different SPS. The multidamper

model allows for a straightforward comparison of the attitude motion/stability for

multiple SPS designs. It also allows the stability of the motion to be checked with

small departures around an arbitrary spin axis. In the literature,66 the single damper

model must be configured to each rotation being considered.
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5.5 Short Axis Mode

Figure 5.4: Angular momentum vector l evolution on a l =constant sphere in the
body frame. Dashed lines mark the separatrices as borderlines between four rotation
modes. Nutation angle θi is shown. Figure from Breiter.89
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Figure 5.5: Spinning rigid body R, with 6 internal point mass dampers. The angular
momentum l and the nutation angle θ are illustrated.
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(b) LAM: Angle θ1 between l and p̂1.

Figure 5.6: Nutation angle evolution.

An initial test of the energy dissipation model is to start the body in a short axis mode

(SAM) rotation state and observe if it will damp towards a purely major axis spin.

SAM is an excited rotated state near to a major axis spin, i.e. the angular momentum

vector l circulates around the major principal axis of inertia (see Fig. 5.4). The body

axis frame {b1, b2, b3} shown in Breiter’s illustration (Fig. 5.4) is considered to be
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aligned with the principal axis frame {p̂1, p̂2, p̂3}. Only the SAM+ and LAM+ cases

shall be considered (± depends on the sign of the scalar product of l and the principal

axis of interest).

To examine a SAM case, the following initial angular velocity vector is used (the

magnitude of the angular velocity is ω0 = 2π/P, where P is the period of rotation of

the body.):

ω0 =

[
δ 0

√
(ω2

0 − δ2
)]

where δ = 2× 10−5rad is a small error which gives an initial nutation angle of θ3 ∼ 30◦

(see Fig. 5.6(a)), i.e. chosen to initiate a SAM. Note, the convention that I3 > I2 > I1

is used here.

To observe how a nearly rigid body evolves towards a stable major axis spin the

nutation angle is plotted in Fig. 5.6(a). The nutation angle is defined as the angle

between the angular momentum vector l and the principal axis of interest (taken to

be p̂3 for the SAM case, see Fig. 5.5) and is calculated as follows:

θi = cos−1
{

l · p̂i

l

}
(5.36)

where p̂i is a principal axis of the body and one of the axes of Fp (see Fig. 5.2), and

l is the magnitude of l. The nutation angle decays exponentially:

θ3(t) = θ3(t0) exp {−t/τD} (5.37)

where τD is the damping time. Eq. (5.37) may be fitted to θ3(t) in order to obtain τD.

The time taken to damp to a major axis spin is dependent on the damper parameters

and θ3(t0). This result confirms that the model has achieved the objective of modeling

the damping towards major axis spin. It is confirmed that l and ω align by plotting

the angle between them in Fig. D.3 in Appendix D.

The angular momentum of body (R+ ∑3,2
i,j=1 Pij) should be conserved with respect
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to the inertial reference frame FI . This can be calculated by: ∗

I l = A P l (5.38)

where A is the attitude dyadic mapping from FP to FI given by Eq. (1.6), and

P l = l is the angular momentum expressed in FP given by Eq. (5.25). Both the

magnitude and direction of the angular momentum must be conserved in the absence

of external torque, this is validated in Figures E.1 and E.3 in Appendix E.

The total energy of the system may be calculated:

E = T +
3,2

∑
i,j=1

Vij (5.39)

where T is the kinetic energy of the system given by Eq. (5.27), and Vij = 1/2kd,ijξ
2
ij

is the potential energy of each spring. For the model to perform its function, the

energy should decrease unless the object is in a principal axis spin around the major

axis of inertia. This is validated in Fig. E.5 in Appendix E.

The rate of energy dissipation can be controlled through the choice of damper

parameters, specifically, cd,ij as can be seen through Eq. (5.28). The mass of the

dampers md,ij is selected to be small compared to the mass of the rigid body, the

moments of inertia are monitored to ensure that there is no reordering of the order of

moments of inertia due to damper movements.

∗Previously the subscript P has been omitted.
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(b) LAM

Figure 5.7: Angular velocity components for f = g = 0.

5.6 Long Axis Mode

A long axis mode (LAM) is an excited rotated state near to a minor axis spin. The

initial angular velocity vector in this case is:

ω0 =

[√
(ω2

0 − δ2) 0 δ

]

where again it is assumed that I3 > I2 > I1. The expected instability of LAM is clearly

observed as the body quickly begins to tumble (see Fig. 5.6(b)). After tumbling for a

period, the body then begins to damp towards a major axis spin. The conservation

of angular momentum is validated in Fig. E.2 and E.4 in Appendix E. It is confirmed

that l and ω align by plotting the angle between them in Fig. D.4 in Appendix D.

5.7 Addition of External Forces and Torques

To account for the effect of external forces or torques, f and g respectively, they must

be in expressed in the principal axis frame Fp. To assess rotational stability of SPS in

geosynchronous orbits the Earth’s central gravity field is added. The position vector

R(t) between the central body and the spacecraft in Fp may be found by numerically
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integrating the following equation:

R̊ = Ṙ−ω× R

= v−ω× R (5.40)

where, it should be noted that the left hand side is the time derivative with respect

to the rotating FP frame. The force acting on the R + ∑3,2
i,j=1 Pij system due to a

central body is given by:

f = −GMm
R3 R = −∂V

∂R

(0)

(5.41)

where M is the mass of the central body, and m is the mass of R+ ∑3,2
i,j=1 Pij. The

gravity gradient torque is calculated in Fp with the expression given by Hughes66 ∗:

g =
3GM

R3


(I3 − I2)c23c33

(I1 − I3)c33c13

(I2 − I1)c13c23

 (5.42)

where Ii are the principal moments of inertia of R + ∑3,2
i,j=1 Pij and the direction

cosines are given by:

[
c13 c23 c33

]T
= −R

R
(5.43)

Note, this equation is equivalent to Eq. (4.15) except for slightly different notation.

In this case only the attitude of the second body (the SPS) is considered.

Example results of the 6 damper system with gravitational force and torque are

analysed for the Abacus SPS orbiting the Earth in both GEO and GLPO subsequently.

∗This is the same expression as Eq. (4.15) but with slightly different notation to be consistent
with Hughes.
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5.8 Geosynchronous SPS with Energy Dissipation
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Figure 5.8: Abacus attitude state in GEO.

This section considers the rotational motion of the Abacus SPS when it is placed

in a geosynchronous orbit (either GEO or GLPO) with a small out-of-plane error in

position and with zero spin (ω0 = 0) and no attitude control. The moments of inertia

of the Abacus SPS inertia are assigned as follows:

I1 = 2.8× 1013kg m2

I2 = 4.6× 1013kg m2

I3 = 1.8× 1013kg m2

so I2 > I1 > I3, i.e. the moments of inertia are labelled to indicate which of the

principal axes {p̂1, p̂2, p̂3} that they are aligned with (it is convenient to drop the

normal convention here). The initial orientation this corresponds to is shown in

Fig. 5.8(a).
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Figure 5.9: Angular velocity ω components in Fp.

Regardless of the initial orientation, the spacecraft will eventually rotate around its

maximum moment of inertia at the orbit rate nGEO (ωy = nGEO = 7.292× 10−5rad/s

in Fig. 5.9) and align its minimum moment of inertia with the local vertical (Rz =

aGEO = 42, 164km in Fig. 5.10). This result shows that the naturally stable attitude

configuration for the Abacus satellite is as shown in Fig. 5.8(b). This is essentially

a gravity gradient stabilised attitude. The dampers continue moving (as damper

parameters for underdamped motion are selected) and dissipating energy until the

minimum energy state is reached. The movement of the dampers causes fluctuations

in the moments of inertia of R+ ∑3,2
i,j=1 Pij, as shown in Fig. D.5. However, no re-

ordering of moments of inertia is observed, this is due to the small value of md,ij chosen

(md,ij << mb).
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Figure 5.10: Position vector R components in Fp.

The dynamics of the Abacus SPS in GEO and GLPO are very similar when energy

dissipation and gravity gradient are considered. The main difference is in the velocity

components (see Fig. 5.11). In the GEO case, the satellite is in the orientation shown

in Fig. 5.8. In the GLPO case, the vx component of velocity (see Fig. 5.11(b)) is

observed to alternate between positive and negative values. This indicates that the

SPS is flipping 180◦ around the p̂3 axis (i.e. the Earth pointing minimum axis of

inertia). This is due to the non-pitch components of the gravity gradient torque

which are non-zero for a SPS in GLPO. However, if the simulation is run out for

longer, this flipping ceases. By incorporating a simple mechanism by which energy

can be dissipated (as it would be for a large flexing structure), the natural dynamics

of the system have been identified.

For such large scale spacecraft, it would be sensible to adhere to these natural

dynamics, rather than continually fighting against them. Locating SPS in GLPO

certainly does this from an orbit dynamics perspective. For the attitude dynamics,

rotating around the maximum inertia axis at the orbit rate with the minimum axis

earth pointing, and intermediate axis parallel to the orbit plane, is the lowest en-

ergy configuration. As mentioned in Section 4.12, this configuration, as shown in

Fig. 5.8(b), has been proposed previously by Bowden71 and was found to minimise
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attitude control costs ∗ in Section 4.12 (see Fig. 4.8).

5.9 Gravity Gradient Stabilised SPS
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Figure 5.11: Velocity v components in Fp.

In this section the attitude dynamics of the Abacus SPS when it is initialised near

the stable orientation (with a small error in the position vector) are analysed. The

stable orientation shall be referred to as the gravity gradient stabilised orientation

(GGSO) from this point onwards. The moments of inertia of the Abacus SPS inertia

are assigned as follows:

I1 = 1.8× 1013kg m2

I2 = 2.8× 1013kg m2

I3 = 4.6× 1013kg m2

and the initial angular velocity is ω0 = [0 0 nGEO]. Both GEO and GLPO cases are

considered (for GLPO the initial orientation is imparted). Earth oblateness is not

included here. †

∗Previously referred to as the in-orbit-plane (IOP) configuration
†It is not necessary to include ∂V/∂R(2) as it causes a very small out of plane component Rz

compared to the much larger oscillation in the Rx and Ry caused by the first order term ∂V/∂R(0).
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Figure 5.12: Angular velocity ω components in FP for GGSO.

In stability analysis, it is considered sufficient to study the response to a small

initial deviation, because stability is not influenced by the magnitude of the disturb-

ance.90 Therefore a small deviation ∆Rz = 1 × 10−13m is included in the initial

conditions for the GGSO SPS in GEO and GLPO.

The ωx and ωy components in Fig. 5.12 are very small compared to ωz for both

GEO and GLPO. The small disturbance does not appear to cause significant growth

in these components indicating that this is a stable orientation. However, a more in-

depth study incorporating other disturbance torques and thorough attitude stability

analysis is necessary to confirm this. However, the fact that the SPS will end up in

close to this orientation regardless of initial orientation (see Section 5.8) is also a good

indicator that this is a stable orientation.
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Figure 5.13: Position R components in FP for GGSO.

The components of R shown in Fig. 5.13, indicate that there is a significant oscil-

lation in the x-y plane. The position in the FP frame can be used to find the attitude

deviation angle ∆ (plotted in Fig. 5.15), where:

∆ = cos−1
{

R · p̂1

R

}
(5.44)

where p̂1 is used to calculate the deviation angle from ideal attitude as the minimum

axis should be aligned with R, i.e. minimum axis Earth pointing. For both GEO and

GLPO, ∆ remains small and bounded (see Fig. 5.15) when subject to a small initial

perturbation indicating this is a stable attitude.
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Figure 5.14: Velocity v components in FP for GGSO.
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Figure 5.15: Attitude deviation from ideal.

5.10 Discussion

5.10.1 Gravity Gradient Stabilised SPS Advantages and Disadvantages

Although the idea of a gravity gradient stabilised SPS is not novel, a conceptually

simple model has been developed which allows the attitude dynamics to be qualitat-

ively assessed. Given more detailed information about SPS designs the model would

offer quantitative predictions on attitude stability.
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Bowden71 noted some benefits unique to the gravity gradient stabilised orientation

(GGSO). It removes the need for a slip-ring or microwave reflector as the transmit-

ting antenna is now always Earth-pointing without the need for reorientation. This

is important because the slip-ring, passing electricity generated by the solar arrays to

the converter/antenna, was acknowledged as a major engineering challenge and single

point of failure of the original Type I SPS designs. Removing the need for the mi-

crowave reflector of the Abacus design also eliminates a serious engineering challenge.

For accurate pointing, the degree of flatness required of the microwave reflector may

not be feasible in any case for such a large diameter reflector. In GLPO and with

the sun-pointing orientation, the microwave reflector would have to be continually

reoriented throughout the orbit to maintain power beaming to the ground station.

With the GGSO the microwave antenna will be Earth pointing and no mechanical

redirection of the antenna would be necessary (electronic beam pointing with retro-

directive phased array can be used). Another advantage is that the gravity gradient

forces provide tension to keep the array of solar cells taut in the radial direction, so

that the supporting structure would not be necessary along this axis offering mass

savings.

As was previously mentioned in Section 4.12, placing the array in the orbital plane

positions the solar cells approximately edge-on to the solar wind, thus minimising

damage from micro-meteorites and increasing solar-cell lifetime. Other advantages,

such as easier assembly in orbit, lower position keeping propellant requirements, pos-

sibilities for decreasing necessary solar cell area, and longer solar cell life, may make

this design superior. One side could be solar arrays with the other side radiator ma-

terial (which will naturally never be sun-pointing). A high level of solar concentration

would therefore be possible without the thermal issues associated with the Type III

sandwich SPS. This would allow a significant reduction in the size of the platform for

the same energy collected, although a trade-off study would be necessary to determine

the optimal size of solar array platform, area of reflectors (sun concentration level),
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and mass of radiator material required.

The obvious issue with the gravity gradient stabilised SPS is that the solar ar-

rays are not sun-pointing (see Fig. 4.8). Hence, some method of redirecting sunlight

onto the platform becomes necessary. Bowden71 envisaged single large reflector (see

Fig. 4.8). The method for determining the necessary reflector diameter for full illu-

mination of the solar array is given by Bowden.71

In some ways, this transfers the dynamics issues onto another body, the reflector.

However, the high cost and mass components are on the solar array/transmitting

antenna portion which is a now in a dynamically stable position. The reflectors may

be extremely lightweight, and could even be attached in a very lightweight structure

designed to maximise solar insolation of the solar array platform while minimising

the torque imparted on the structure due to solar radiation pressure. Another option

may be a swarm of smaller free flying reflectors rather than a single large one. If the

free flying option is used, the same light that the reflectors are redirecting onto the

solar array platform also provides a force which keeps the solar array and mirror/s

separated by displacing each a convenient distance out of the orbital plane away from

each other.71

In the case that SPS is to used as a long-term power source then having the major-

ity of the mass (the solar array platform and transmitting antenna) in a dynamically

stable position, with only nominal orbit and attitude control necessary, is certainly

an attractive prospect. Replacement reflectors could be then launched as required.

Whether a single large reflector or a formation of smaller reflectors is optimal is not

clear. The best way to address the solar redirection issue is an interesting problem

for future research.

5.10.2 Energy Dissipation Model

Accurate tuning of the damping time would require empirical measurements of the

system. However, the model has captured qualitatively the dynamics of the system.
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A systematic method for obtaining appropriate damper parameters {kd,ij, cd,ij, md,ij}

for any rotating system is the next step. Accurately determining the appropriate rate

of energy dissipation for precise modeling is difficult.

At this stage the rotational dynamics with energy dissipation has not been com-

bined with the orbital dynamics to keep the model as simple as possible. The full

orbit and attitude dynamics, with all the perturbing forces and torques, as well as the

energy dissipation mechanism could be combined.

5.10.3 Further Applications of Energy Dissipation Model

The model developed could also be applied to analysing the dynamics of other SPS

designs. Initially only a Type I SPS (Abacus) has been considered. The Type III

Sandwich SPS may also be assessed with this model, although modifications would

be necessary due to the complications which would arise from the large, lightweight

rotating reflectors as well as the long and flexible interconnecting tethers. Sandwich

type SPS such as the ISC (see Fig. 3.1(c)) would likely need to be considered as multi-

bodied entities, as Glaese19 did with numerical simulations of the ISC dynamics in

GEO.

The model could also be used to analyse the dynamics of the free flying reflector of

Bowden’s gravity gradient concept71 (see Fig. 4.8). This would involve incorporating

the external torques due to solar radiation pressure and the control torques neces-

sary to rotate the reflector appropriately throughout the orbit to maximise the solar

radiation redirected down onto the solar array.
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Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

The geosynchronous Laplace plane orbit (GLPO) has been confirmed as a viable al-

ternative to the conventional geostationary Earth orbit (GEO) nominally proposed

for the large solar power satellite (SPS). The numerical and semi-analytical simula-

tions of the orbital motion of an SPS illustrate that it will remain within range of an

equatorial ground receiving station throughout its 30-40 year lifetime without active

control (assuming a stable longitude). The average power received over the lifetime is

only 1.7% less than for an ideal GEO case (where the SPS remains directly above the

ground receiver and is unperturbed) but with fuel savings in the order of 105 kg/year.

The orbital evolution of an uncontrolled initially GEO SPS results in lower per-

formance than SPS in GLPO. The average power received is 3.5% less than the ideal

GEO case. Compared with GLPO, this orbital evolution increases the likelihood of

orbital debris production when a large network of SPSs is considered. Any station-

kept GEO SPS will eventually follow a similar orbital evolution once its fuel supply

is exhausted.

Although only nominal orbit control is necessary in GLPO, active control of

the SPS attitude may be required to maintain sun pointing of the large solar ar-

rays/concentrators. Due to the large moments of inertia of SPS satellites, gravity

gradient is the dominant disturbance torque even at geosynchronous altitude.

Attitude control should be passive through gravity gradient, or if active, through

electric ion thrusters. Depending on the mass distribution and attitude configuration,
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counteracting the dominant gravity gradient torque may be slightly more expensive

in GLPO compared to GEO. For Abacus SPS in GLPO additional components of

torque are induced around the roll and yaw axes that are not present for the GEO

case. Alternatively, the SPS may take advantage of the gravity gradient torque for

attitude stabilisation.

Large space structures such as SPS will be constructed in-space, consequently, a

lower rigidity of structure is probable compared to conventional current day satellites

which must withstand launch intact. This lower rigidity will lead to significant flexing

of the structure, and inevitably internal energy dissipation. The large planar plat-

forms of Type I SPS such as Abacus may be oriented in such a way that both orbit

and attitude control costs are minimised. Conventionally, these platforms of solar

arrays are designed to rotate perpendicular to the orbit plane and be sun-pointing.

The alternative in-orbit-plane (IOP) configuration, also known as the gravity gradi-

ent stabilised orientation (GGSO) is shown to be superior from a dynamic stability

perspective. An initial study indicates that this is a dynamically stable rotational

state for both GEO and GLPO.

Besides offering nominal attitude control requirements, GGSO offers numerous

other benefits including: placing the array IOP positions the solar cells approxim-

ately edge-on to the solar wind and micro-meteorites, increasing solar-cell lifetime.

Assembly is easier in orbit. High solar concentration is possible too, as one side of the

structure may be used for radiators. Hence, one recommendation of this work is that

gravity gradient stabilised SPS of Bowden be re-examined for use in GLPO. Also,

instead of a large free-flying reflector, the feasibility of incorporating a lightweight

structure to mount multiple reflectors should also be investigated.

The most significant result of the research in this thesis is proving that a SPS can

operate in GLPO with nominal orbit control and yet still deliver almost equivalent

power to the Earth’s surface as the same SPS would in a controlled GEO.
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6.1.1 Implications of the Results of the Thesis

The systems analysis performed in Chapter 2 quantified the benefit in terms of energy

to cost ratio of utilising the GLPO compared to any other circular orbit. It also

showed that a range of inclined geosynchronous orbits are also superior to GEO (for

a = 42, 164km and 0 < i < 14◦. The sensitivity analysis performed highlighted that

the size of the rectenna has the greatest impact on the Energy to cost ratio. This

implies that choosing sites where rectenna size can be maximised is crucial to the

performance of a SPS system.

The dynamics results of this thesis indicate that from an orbit-attitude dynamics

perspective, gravity gradient (GG) SPS designs in the GLPO are the superior solution.

Attitude and orbit stability is obtained, with near propellant-less operation of the SPS.

Operational robustness is naturally achieved with this solution as it will never drift far

from its stable attitude-orbit configuration. The need for production and on-board

storage of extremely large quantities of propellant (∼ 100, 000 kg/yr) is removed,

along with the potential complications of performing re-fuelling operations. Over a

30 year lifetime, GG SPS in the GLPO would save approximately 1 million kg of

fuel for orbit-attitude maintenance. Even if we consider a very optimistic value of

specific launch cost in the future of $100/kg, that still amounts to an additional cost

of $100 million per SPS system. It has been proven that SPS can operate in GLPO

rather than GEO without incurring additional attitude control costs or suffering from

significant reduction in the power delivered when Earth oblateness is considered. The

Sun-Tower and Tethered SPS have been shown to be compatible with GG operation in

GLPO. These designs can operate with nominal propellant for orbit-attitude control.

Certain designs have been shown to be unstable in their proposed attitude config-

uration, such as the Abacus and Cylindrical SPSs. The orbit and attitude stability of

the various SPS studied is summarised in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Summary of SPS designs in GLPO.

Abacus Sun-Tower Cylindrical Tethered ISC Sandwich
Sun-pointing reflectors/PV

√ √
× ×

√ √
Concentration × × × ×

√ √
PMAD Issue

√ √ √
× × ×

Orbit stability
λ2

h < 0
√ √ √ √ √ √

λ2
e < 0

√ √ √ √ √ √
Attitude Stability

I2 ≥ I1 ≥ I3 ×
√

×
√

×
√

Table 6.2 shows the fuel requirements for a 30 year lifetime for 5 different SPS

designs in GEO. The orbit station-keeping costs are near zero for the same designs

in GLPO. Only minor differences in the attitude control costs are observed for these

SPS operating in GLPO (see Table 4.4). The Sun-Tower, Cylindrical, and Tethered

SPS offer near propellant-less operation in GLPO. The Abacus and ISC still require

a significant mass of fuel for attitude control in GLPO.

Table 6.2: Summary of SPS designs in GEO.

Abacus Sun-Tower Cylindrical Tethered ISC
Orbit Station-keeping 10.2 10.4 6.2 10.7 22.3

(% Overall Mass)
Attitude Control 8.3 ∼ 0 ∼ 0 ∼ 0 19.619

(% Overall Mass)

The most significant result of the thesis is proving that gravity gradient stabilised

SPS designs can operate in GLPO with virtually no propellant with minimal reduction

in the power that the SPS can deliver compared to operation in GEO.

6.1.2 Recommendations On Future SPS Designs

Table 6.1 indicates that only 3 of the SPS designs considered offer orbit and atti-

tude stability: Sun-Tower, Tethered, and Sandwich SPS. The Abacus and Cylindrical

SPS designs have been shown to be in unstable attitude configurations which should

exclude them from further consideration in the author’s opinion.
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The more major engineering challenges associated with SPS that can be removed

or reduced in scope, the more realistic a near term demonstration/prototype of SPS

becomes. As acknowledged in the report on SPS by the IAA,7 a demonstration SPS

is necessary to prove the various technologies and persuade investors to provide the

significant capital to build a GW scale SPS. With this in mind, one of the 3 designs

which are stable in orbit-attitude should be selected for the purpose of a demonstration

SPS.

For a practical version of SPS to be realised, the system must initially be made

as simple and operationally robust as possible. Tethered SPS appears the best op-

tion for a demonstration SPS for this reason. It is virtually propellant-less, highly

modular, with no single point of failure (multiple tethers rather than one). It does

not involve any large rotating components to complicate the dynamics, and it is in a

naturally stable attitude configuration. It uses the sandwich panel but without sun

concentration which is the source of the thermal issues with the sandwich design. It

would allow many of the important technical components of SPS to be demonstrated

without over complication of the design. The major drawback is that it is out of

sunlight twice a day and only collects certain percentage of the sun’s light.

The most promising SPS design in the long term is the sandwich SPS, however,

detailed research is required to investigate the multi-body dynamics of this design

and overcome the overheating of the sandwich component. It satisfies the orbit and

attitude stability requirements while offering considerably more efficient power col-

lection than the Sun-Tower or Tethered SPS due to it’s large sun-tracking reflectors.

Working prototypes of the sandwich module (the defining component of the sandwich

SPS) have been built and tested at the Naval Research Laboratory.11 The advantages

and disadvantages of each SPS considered in this thesis are summarised in Table 6.3.
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Table 6.3: Advantages and disadvantages of different SPS designs.

Advantages Disadvantages
Abacus Sun-pointing solar array collects maximum Not a stable attitude configuration

amount of sunlight with 0 angle of incidence Optically flat large reflector required
Only one lightweight moving part, the Requires ∼ 106 kg orbit-attitude fuel over
reflector which redirects the microwave beam 30 year lifetime

Cylindrical Axisymmetric which minimises gravity Not a stable attitude configuration
gradient torque Majority of sunlight collected has non-

Transmitting antenna near COM which zero angle of incidence necessitating larger
reduces SRP torque solar array area

ISC Separation of PV and transmitting antenna Not a stable attitude configuration
Avoids thermal issue of sandwich SPS by Complex multi-body dynamics
separating PVs and transmitting antenna, Requires ∼ 106 kg of orbit-attitude fuel over
allowing higher sun concentration 30 year lifetime19

Sandwich Extremely modular Thermal issue - combining PVs with
Rated most technically feasible by IAA7 transmitting antenna leads to issue with
Working prototype sandwich modules exist11 radiating heat

Complex multi-body dynamics
Interconnecting tethers represent single point
of failure

Sun-Tower Nominal orbit-attitude control required Requires extremely long (55 km) tether
Stable attitude configuration backbone to avoid self-shadowing of PV panels

Worse PMAD issue than any other SPS,
power must be transferred a maximum of 55 km

Tether backbone is single point of failure for
system

Tethered Extremely modular Power outages throughout day when PV
Nominal orbit/attitude control required arrays not in sunlight - not suitable for base-
Multiple tethers offer attitude control -load power
method

No moving parts

6.2 Future Work

It is the author’s opinion that GLPO should also be considered more widely for current

day satellites as an alternative to GEO. There are considerable costs associated with

operating a satellite in GEO in terms of the propellant required to maintain the

satellite in its ‘box’. The propellant requirement is largely driven by the need to

correct out-of-plane perturbations due to luni-solar gravitational attraction, and the

orbital plane is maintained in a quasi-stationary state by periodic thrusting. The

lifetime of the satellite is limited by this requirement, and the need to have sufficient

propellant for an end-of-life transfer to a graveyard orbit. Operating in GLPO would

remove these requirements. Cost-benefit analysis would be necessary to determine if

the particular satellite system should be adapted to operate in GLPO rather than

GEO. It should certainly be considered as it may offer significant extra operational

lifetime to satellites. Additionally, the Laplace plane is not limited to Earth. It is a

natural phenomenon which exists for any planet with oblateness and obliquity. The

possibility of operating satellites in the Laplace plane of Mars to support future in-situ
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missions may be worth considering.

As a general result, the combination of a GGSO in GLPO is an interesting pro-

spect. This allows extremely large structures to be built at geosynchronous altitude

with basically no orbit-attitude control required. In the long-term, building large

space structures at geosynchronous altitude should seriously consider the GLPO, not

only for the fuel savings but also to limit the orbit debris problem at that altitude.

This is important considering how valuable a resource the geosynchronous altitude is.

If the prospect of operating a SPS (or other large space structure) in GGSO is not

beneficial overall, then it may still be a sensible orientation to use in the intermediate

stages of on-orbit construction. Additionally, such a configuration may be a good

option for a demonstrator SPS mission, eliminating some of the more complicated

issues surrounding construction and operation of a large geosynchronous SPS (such

as the ‘slip-ring’ and orbit-attitude control system).

Initially only the force of gravity due to a central attracting body (the Earth) and

the torque caused by this force acting on a non-point mass have been incorporated

into the spring-damper rotational dynamics model. The effect of adding other dis-

turbance torques should be assessed. In the case that there is an offset between the

centre-of-pressure of incoming sunlight and the centre-of-mass of the SPS, the solar

radiation pressure will cause a torque. This will probably be larger than conventional

satellites due to the high area to mass ratio of SPSs and larger moment arms possible.

The transmission of the microwave beam to the Earth’s surface may also induce a

torque depending on the geometry of the SPS. The stability of the GGSO to these

additional torques should be confirmed. The solar radiation pressure gradient torque,

which was identified by Sincarsin as a potential problem for SPS and other large

spacecraft, should be investigated for modern SPS designs. This is caused when the

SPS passes into penumbra/umbra and there is uneven distribution of solar radiation

causing a torque. For very large spacecraft solar-pressure-gradient torque can become

significant and can produce a solar torque in penumbra greater than that experienced
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in full sunlight. It can even dominate gravity-gradient torque, both in magnitude and

angular impulse, for some spacecraft.91

Straightforward calculation of both orbit station-keeping and gravity-gradient torque

cancellation propellant requirements have been performed. However, this thesis has

primarily focussed on simulating the uncontrolled dynamics of SPSs. The next logical

step is the development of optimal control laws for different SPS designs. Comprehens-

ive attitude stability analysis should be carried out for candidate SPS designs. The

equations of motion of the spring-damper model could be linearised so that stability

conditions could be derived (i.e conditions on the ratios of the moments of inertia).

The foundations have been laid to develop equations of motion which incorpor-

ate energy dissipation, mutual gravity gradient torque, disturbance torques (SRP,

microwave beaming etc.) as well as all of the orbit perturbations. This thesis has

generally considered the orbital and rotational dynamics separately (which was shown

to be a reasonable assumption), however, for a more complete understanding of the

dynamics of SPS systems, and for detailed stability analysis it may be beneficial to

reassess this. The orbit perturbation equations may be incorporated into the energy-

dissipation model to assess the full dynamics of SPS systems. The full orbit-attitude

dynamics model will allow for the most appropriate orbit and attitude configurations

to be identified for candidate SPS designs.

Along with more detailed analysis of the GGSO attitude mode, other possible

attitude modes for SPS deserve further research. The quasi-inertial pointing mode

of Elrod61 and the quasi-sun pointing mode of Sincarsin72 should be re-examined,

with the application to modern SPS designs investigated. Previously, these attitude

modes have only been considered in GEO or geosynchronous ecliptic plane orbits.

The feasibility of their application in GLPO should also be considered.

The spring-damper model for energy-dissipation has potential non-SPS applica-

tions. For instance, it could be used to model the rotational motion of asteroids or

comets. Study of comets and asteroids rotation states may provide much information
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about their recent history and internal structure. The spring-damper model could

offer a conceptually simple way to approximate the internal stress induced by non-

uniform rotation, which leads to energy dissipation in asteroids. In order to apply the

energy-dissipation model to the asteroid rotation state modelling, the physical prop-

erties of the asteroid must be related to the parameters of the spring mass damper

system. The kinetic energy of rotation decreases at a rate equal to that of energy

losses in the material. Therefore, the elastic energy stored in a tumbling body should

be calculated first, followed by the energy-dissipation rate, using the material quality

factor. From the energy-dissipation rate the appropriate spring-damper parameters

could be calculated to simulate the motion.

Another application of the spring-damper model is for the investigation of attitude

control by moving mass actuators. Moving masses present some advantages over

traditional methods for controlling spacecraft attitude. They require no propellant

and are not affected by the Earth’s magnetic field as others methods can be. This

idea has been previously proposed and tested for cubesats, to the author’s knowledge

it has not been widely considered for large space structures. Such a method may help

to enable sun-pointing modes by reducing the mass of propellant required, although

whether or not it is feasible is yet to be determined.
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A

Orbit Dynamics Model

A.1 Partial Derivatives

The partials of the singly averaged potentials for substitution into Eqs. (3.54) and

(3.55), respectively, are given by

∂R∗SRP
∂h

= 0

∂R∗20
∂h

=
3nC20

4a2h5

{
[1− 5

h2 (p̂ · h)2]h + 2(p̂ · h)p̂
}

∂R∗s
∂h

= − 3µs

2nd3
s
(d̂s · h)d̂s

∂R∗m
∂h

= − 3µm

2nd3
m

(d̂m · h)d̂m

∂R∗SRP
∂e

=
3
2

√
a
µ

γ

d2
s

d̂s

∂R∗20
∂e

=
3nC20

4a2h5

[
1− (p̂ · h)2

]
e

∂R∗s
∂e

=
3µs

2nd3
s

[
5(d̂s · e)d̂s − 2e

]
∂R∗m

∂e
=

3µm

2nd3
m

[
5(d̂m · e)d̂m − 2e

]
where all the symbols used have been previously defined in the text.

A.2 Comparison of Averaged and Nonaveraged Dynamics

The nonaveraged model, singly averaged model, and doubly averaged model are com-

pared in Fig. A.1 (where the double averaging is only over the lunisolar gravitational

perturbations). For propagations of the order of 50 years, the integration of the aver-

aged equations of motion is several hundred times faster than the integration of the

nonaveraged equations of motion. The singly averaged model more closely matches

the non-averaged model. The averaged models still qualitatively capture the long-term

motion of the satellite and would be well suited to future studies involving multiple
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Figure A.1: Comparison of singly averaged dynamics and nonaveraged dynamics.

satellite constellations.



B

Abacus Solar Power Satellite

Figure B.1: Mass breakdown of Abacus components.40
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C

Matrix Operations

The following are operations between vectors which are expressed in a particular frame

of reference as matrices:

aTb = [a1 a2 a3]


b1

b2

b3


= a1b1 + a2b2 + a3b3 (C.1)

a× =


0 −a3 a2

a3 0 −a1

−a2 a1 0

 (C.2)

This may also be represented by:

ã = a1(ê3ê2 − ê2ê3) + a2(ê1ê3 − ê3ê1) + a3(ê2ê1 − ê1ê2) (C.3)
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where ai are the components of the vector and ê1ê2 is a dyad:

ê1ê2 = ê1êT
2 (C.4)

=


1

0

0

 [ 0 1 0 ]

=


0 1 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

 (C.5)
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Energy Dissipation Model Additional Results

D.1 SAM and LAM
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Figure D.1: SAM damper displacements.
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E

Angular Momentum and Energy

In the absence of external torques (g = 0) the magnitude of the angular momentum

of the system l should be conserved. In an inertial reference frame, the direction of

the angular momentum vector should also be constant. To confirm that this,
l0−l(t)

l0

is plotted versus time in Fig E.1(b). The variation in the magnitude of the angular

momentum vector l is less than the integration tolerance. The direction of the angular

momentum vector l is shown to be conserved in Fig. E.3.

Once the body reaches a maximum axis rotation state, it has reached the min-

imum rotational kinetic energy state. The total kinetic energy is shown for SAM in

Fig. E.5(a) and the total energy (as given by Eq. (5.39)) in Fig. E.5(b). The total

kinetic energy is shown for LAM in Fig. E.6(a) and the total energy in Fig. E.6(b).
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Figure E.1: Validation of the conservation of angular momentum for the SAM case.
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Figure E.5: Energy for SAM case.
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